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INTRODllCTION 

This booklet concerning the study of fingerprints has been prepared by 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation for the use of interested law enforce.· 
ment officers u1).d agencies, particularly those which may be contemplating 1 

the inauguration of fingerprint identification files. It is based on many 
years' experience in ~ngerprint identification work out of which has de· 
veloped the largest collection of classified fingerprints in th~ world. 
Inasmuch as this publication may serve as a general reference on classifica· 
tion' and other phases of fingerprint identification work, the systems utiHzed 
in the Identification Division of the Federal Bureau of Investigation are set 
forth fully. The problem of pattern interpretation, in particular, is dis· 
cussed in detail. 

Criminal identification by means of fingerprints is one of the most 
potent factors in obtaining the apprehension of fugitives who might other· 
wise escape arrest and continue their criminal activities indefinitely. This 
type of identification also makes possible an accurate determination of the 
numbei' of previous arrests and convictions which, of course, results in 
the imposition of more equitable sentences by the judiciary, inasmuch as 
the individual who repeatedly violates' the law finds it impossible to pose 

, successfully as, a first, or minor, offender. In addition, this sy~tem of 
identification enables the prosecutor to present his case in the light of the 
offender's previous record. It also provides the probation officers, parole 
board, at'd the Governor with definite information upon which to base 
their judg;ment in deating with criminals in their jurisdictions. 

From earliest times fingerprinting, because of its peculiar adaptability 
to the field, has been associated in the lay mind with criminal identification 

to the detriment of the other useful phases of the science. However, the 
Civil File of the Identification Division of the Federal Bureau of Investi· 
gation contains three times as many fingerprints as tlIe Criminal File. 
These civil fingerprints are an invaluable aid in identifying amnesia victims, 
missing persons and unknown deceased, In the latter category the victims 
of major disasters may he quickly and positively idf'ntified if their finger. 
prints are ,on file, thus providing a humanitari.an benefit not usually 
associated with fingerprint records. 

The regular contributors who voluntarily submit fingerprints to the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation play a most important role in the drama 
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of identification. Their action expands the size of the fingerprint files, 
thereby increasing the value of the files to all law enforcement agencies. 
Mutual cooperation and effICiency are resultant by-products. 

The use of fingerprints for identification purposes is based upon dis
tinctive ridge outlines which appear on the bulbs on the inside of the end 
joints of the fingers and thumbs. These ridges have definite contours and 
appear in several general pallern types, each with general and specific 
variations of thepatlern, dependent on the shape and relationship of the 
l'idges. The outlines of the ridges appear most clearly when inked im
pressions are taken upon paper, so that the ridges are black against a 
white background. This result, is achieved by the ink adhering to the 
friction ridges. Impressions may be made with blood, dirt, grease or 
any other' foreign matter present on the ridges, or the saline substance 
emitted by the glands through the ducts or pores which constitute their 
outlets. The hackground or medium may be paper, glass, porcelain, 
wood, cloth, wax, putty, silverws-re, or any smooth, nonporous .material. 

Of all the methods of idenLi.fication, fingerprinting alone has proved 
to be hoth infallible and feasible. Its superiority over the older methods, 
such as branding, tattooing, distinctive clothing, photography, and body 
measurements (Bertillon system), has been demonstrated timp, after time. 
While many cases of mistaken identification have occurred through the use 
of these older systems, to date the fingerprints of no two individuals have 
been found to he identical. 

The background and history of ihe science of fingerprints constitute an 
.~loquent drama of human lives, of good and of evil. Nothing has played a 
part more exciting than that enacted by the fascinating loops, whorls, and 
arches etched on the ~lngers of a human being. 
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CHAPTER I. 

Tlu! IdelltilieflJ,tioJ. DivisioJl of tl.e FBI 

The FBI Identification Division was established in 1924 when the records 
of the National Bureau of Criminal Investigation and the Leavenworth Peni
tentiary Bureau were consolidated in Washington, D.C. The original collec
tion of only 810,000 fingerprint cards has expanded into many millions. The 
establishment of the FBI Identification Division resulted from the fact that 
police official!} of the Nation saw the need for a centralized pooling of all 
fingerprint cards and all arrest records. 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation offers identification service free of 
charge for official use to aU law enforcement agencies in this country and to 
foreign law enforcement agencies which cooperate in the International Ex
change of Identification Data. Through this centralization of' records it is 
noW possible for an ojTicer to have available a positive source of information 
relative to the past activities of an individual in his custody. It is the Bureau's 
present policy to give preferred attention to aU arrest fingerprint cards since it 
is realized that speed is essential in this service. 

In order that the FBI Identification Division can provide maximum service 
to all law enforcement agencies, it is essential that standard fingerprint cards 
and other forms furnished by the FBI be utilized. Fingerprints must be clear 
and distinct and ,complete name and descriptive data required on the form 
should be furnished in all instances. In cases where the date of birth is not 
known, give· the approximate age of the subject. Fingerprints should be sub
mitted promptly since delay might result in release of a fugitive prior to 
notification to the law enforcement agency seeking h1s apprehension. 

Many instances have been observed where an individual is fingerprinted by 
more than one law enforcement agency for the same 2lrrest. This duplicate 
submission of fingerprints can be eliminated by placing; a notation on the fi~st 
set of fingerprints sent to the FBI requesting copies of the record for other 
interested law enfor,cement agencies, thereby elimi.nating submission of 
fingerprints by the latter agencies. 

If a photograph is available at the time fingerprints are submitted to the 
FBI Identification Division, it should be identified on the reverse side with 
the individual's complete name, name of the department submitting, the de
partment's number, and it should be securely pasted in the space provided 
on the fingerprin~ card. If a photograph is to be submitted at a l!lter date, it 
should be held until the identification record or "no record" reply from the 
FBI is received in order that FBI number or fingerprint classification can be 
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added to the reverse side of the h t a ' 
Division in relatineY it to· th p 0 ooraph for aSSistance of the Identification 

o e proper record, 
The FBI number, if known and an 

as collect wire or telephone l'~ I sh/ l~eque~t f~r 'special handling, such 
card in the appropriate space P YS\ h u ~e mdlCated on the fingerprint 

, ' l,e notahons elim' t th d 
accompanymg letter of instruct' . ma e e nee for an 

A ' , IOns, 
s lIIe/wutcd, the FI3l's servi~e' is rtivcn witl t 

Slill.llca Iuw enfOI'('Cmcllt' 'Od IOU cost to regularly con. 
a · .. ,Igenclcs all officers S I' 

Cal' S una !;clf'addl'l.!o;oncl f'~ k .1 I ,upp les of fingerprint 
'~c, IUn'cu'enveope "III [ 

rcquest of any la\\' enfoJ'C'I'llIcnt ollicel' TI s ;\1 J,e ol'warded upon the 
forms are u\'aih,hlc' Crl'llll'll I (I' F' D Ie ollowmg types of curds und 
, " " :\. 'orm' --2491 ~ d f 
IIlSlJtUtlOn n't'OI'a,.;, AI)II' 'I' ,u~e or hoth un'est and 

, , 1 It':wt ( . orm FD 25" I P 
(Fonn FD-3S3), Death Sh f.F - .,,; ersollal Identification 
R ,eet \ '.orm R-88) , D' , , 

-84); and Wanted Not' (1:>.1 ,ISpOSlhon Sheet (Form 
, , . Ice L'orm -12), 

In aadltlOiI to its crinlill'll 'd t'fi ' 
fi . ' I en I IcntlOn 'lcti,'t' I B 
IcatlOn Dh'ision mnintuI'I1U "C\'CI' I 'I" \ I les, tIe ureau's Identi· , ".' n au XI wry !ol" " N 

these IS the system whereh), fUrYitiv' "d "el Vices, ot the least of 
of fingerprinls whic'lI 'II'C I'('C:->" e," me I elnlJfirrithrough Ihe comparison 

fT' 'el\ C( CU\'l'cnt y WI I 
o Icer desires the :1lll))'chcn'-:ioll of f " ,. len a aw enforcement 
, d' 'a . ' . a U!!llJve and II fi ' 
III IVI ual nre availahil' I't " ~" , Ie IIlgerpl'lI\ts of that 

, ' , I::; nccessary only· tl t I - f 
of tIllS fuct so a wunted nO['I" ) I ,Ia Ie III 01'111 the Bureau 
, "e llIav Je p aced III tl f " , 
msures imll1ediatu 1l0tifi,,~tl'OII 01 I f .Ie uglllve s record, This 

, .... W len t lC U rt't' " fi ' received, 0
1 I\e s IIlgerpl'Ints are next 

Missing-persons notices are po~ted in th Jd ' , ' 
incomin rt record on til ,,- e entlficatlOn files so that any 
I '" e missing person will be d NT ' 
loth hy fino-crprint card d I notc, Ollct.'s moe posted 

~ 'an ly name, or hy I' 
are not availahle, Th f II name a one If fingcl'lH'ints 
d " e u name, dale and pi, f I' I 

escl'lpLJon and pholoo-\'[\I)h of ,,' ace 0 ))J'll, complete 
, h ~ , a 11I1);:-lI1 rt per!';on "lid I f 

WIt finge1'JH'inls if aval'l I I U 0 ~ :. - 10\1 )e onvarded, alonrt 
, , ale, pon rccelpt f " 0 

contl'iIHlting lI"PIHT is 'lcl\" 0 J ' I' 0 pertment lI)formution, tlIe 
r 0 ' I~('( I 11111 If'! HItch', 

TIl!' FBI IdelltiticaticlIl Divi:-ioll ha~ (~J'I'all'p,' .' , 
hurraus of l1Iany foreio-n COulltrl" I h /! d \~!lh lIlt' Idelillfil'utioll 

to l~ 0 exc anere cr' '. I 'd ' , 
ca~t's of mutual interest F' , t' Il1IlI1a I entlfYlller rfata ill 

" ,mgerprlllts and arreQt 'd to 
arrested III thIS country are t d h - recor ~ of person~ 

rou e to t e app 't f ' ' 
('ascs when the interested ao-ency' th 'I' I rSoprl a e orel~(JI bureaus in 

, d' , I:' III e \ rlltee tate I un In IVldual ill custody h ' s las reason to hefirve 
. may ave a, re('ord ' I 

lIatlon, Similarly finrterprl' t. f· III or le Wanted hy the olht'I' 
, ' ~ n s are re ('ned t th I' I 

vestlgation by foreign bureaus when it· s 0 e ·C( el'al Bureau of III' 
Ily a search of the Burea ' d . CCIlIS a record lIlay he disclo~ecl 

I us recor!1o NUI1I ' I ", -
a nUIII Jer of [uo-itive" Ilave L ;" d erous I( entlfieatlOn:-, inritidl'llg 
I 0 -, een euecte ' tl' . 

t lat the complete development of this r:~ \)S ~llanller, alld it is believed 
I~w enforcement throurthout th Id p ~ect Will l:rovide more effective 
Vidual may have a reco~d ' e I

wor
, hell the fat'ts indicate an indi-

In anot ler country d I ' 
an exira ~et of hisfinrterprilll tl. ,an tIe c',lIllnIHItor suhmits 
,os, ley are trans 'tt d I ' 
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In very rare cases persons without hands are arrc!;ted, A file 011 f(Jol
prillls is llIailllaincd in the Identification Division on such individuals, 

The Lalent Fingerprint Section handles latent print work, Articles of 
evidence subll1illc{i by law enforcement ugr.:n~'es are processed fol' the 
developmcnt of latcnt impressions in the Latent Fingerprint SectioIl, In 
addition, Vhotogl'l1phs, negatives, and lifts of latents are scrutinized for 
prints of value for identification purposes, Photographs of the prints of 
"alu:e are nlwnys .prepared for the FI3I's files and .Ire available for com, 
parisons for an indefinite period, Should the law enforcement agency 
desire additionul compal'isolls it necds only advise t~le FBI Identification 
Divisi0I1, allen lion Latent Fingeq>rint Section, and either naille or submit 
the prinls of the new suspcct. It is not necessary to resuhn)it ,the cvidence, 
When necessary, a fingcrpl'illt expert will testify in local court as to his 
fllldings, Should (J department have any special problems involving the 
development or preservation of fingcq>rints at a crime scene, the experts 
are available for suggestions, J n connection with the Latent Fingerprint 
Section there is maintained a general appearance file of many confidcnce 
game operators, Searchcs in this file will be made upon request. In 
furnishing datr; on a suspeet, the agency should make' sure that complele 
descriptive data is sent in, Pho~ographs and other material on individuals 
who may he identical with those being sought will be furnished to the 
interested departments, 

DUling the ycar!; many perSOll!" have voluntarily suhmitted their finger
prints to the .Identification Division for possible use in the case of an 
emergency, ·'fhese cards Ul e not fi led wilh the criminal fingerprints but 
are maintainNI separately, Such prints should be taken on the standard 
fingerprint forn~ entitled "Personal Identification" (Form FD-353). 
No answer is g:i'I'C'n to Personal Identification fingerprint cards, 

The fingerprint recor(l!, of the FI3I Identification l)ivi~ion al'e u~t'd 

liherally not only by police agencif:s to obtain previous fingerprint historh's 
and to ascertain whether per:nons arrested are wanted elsewhere, but by 
prosecutors to whom the infotmation from the Bureau's files may prove 
to be valuable in connection with the prosecution of a case, These records 
are likewise of frequent value to the judge for his considrration in ('on· 
nection with the imposition of sentence, Obviously, the ends of justice 
may be served most equitably when the past fingerprint record of the person 
on trial can be made known to the court, or information may be furnished· 
to the effect that the defendant is of hitherto unblemished rePt.Atation, 

1t should be emphasized that FBI identification records are for the OFFI
CIAL use of law enforcement and governmental agencies and misuse of sueh 
·records by disseminating them to unauthorized persons may result in cancel
lation of FBI identification services, 
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(JIIAPTEB II 

Types of Patt e'·lts ""ef Their Interpretat-Ion 

Types 0llJutterns 

FinO'er]) " o nnts ma b each group; b . y e resolved into tl ' TI eunn- ~, nee I.,. .. p.tte ... , m. 0 0 ,.mc gon".l oh. 0' geneml g'ou , 
smaller d'ff y be further 'dl' 'd d racterislics or fa 't

P 

of pattel'l1s, ) 
1 eren' VI C • ( lUI Y re b 

g'oup. Tl .c;, .. "ting bet mlo ,ub·gmup, b scm I.n". 

I 

lese dlVlsions are as f \~Ieen the patterns in thY means of the 
, ARCH . 0 ows: e same gen 1 

a p, . ". 
b' T am arch. II. LOOP 

• entcd arch. a, Radial 1 b Mp. 
, Ulnar loop. 

m, WHORL 
a. Plain whorl 
b. Central po~ket 1 

illu,'",tio", 1 t 10 ~ D"bi. ',op. 00,>. 
o are examples of the " . Accidental whorl. 

vauous types of fi nooerp " b nnt pattern s. 

1. PlaiD arch. 

I nler l)retalion 

Before pl' :-I a tern defi n' . tie n1eaning of a ItlOn.can hI! underst l'!'~ .. , • 
Thc few technioal 00<\, " " nec , palle", .". i, th tc<m, used j;;\ no_· e:, .. y to unde<stand 

,'Ie are concel'l1ed . e only part or th fl." .<I",cr-prmt work. 
m .ll m rega<d to . e ,n-., i . p.tte ... " of co"'", b '~'e<pretation and °cl. ~fipre:slOn with which 

, ut m man' I . SSl cation It· 4 yare les and t d . IS present cnte arches it l'S • 1m· 

I 

\ 
I 
I 

\ 
i 
\ 

\ 
I 
l 

\ 
.1 

3. Tented arch. 

5. Loop.··· ) 

7. Plain whorl. 

4. Loop, 

6. Centrnl pocket loop. 

,/,Il(//"'''/.J. 

8. Double loop. 
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9. Double loop. 10. Accidental. 

possible to define. This is 110t important. however, as the only patterns in 
which we need to define ll1<\ pattern area for classification purposes are 
loops and whorls. In ihmlf' Iwo pattern lyp!!s the pattern area may be 
defined as foHows: ,r' 

The pattern, area is that part of a loop or whorl in which appear the 
r:ores, deltas, altd ridges with which we are conce.rned in classifying. 

The pattern are£!s of loops and lchlJrls are, enclosed by type lines. 
,. Type lines may be ~lefiTl.ed as the two innermost ridges which start 
parallel, diverge, and surround W .tend to su,./"ouncl the pattern area. ' 

Figure 11 i~ a typical loop. ,Lines A and B, which have been empha· 
sized in this sketch, are the type lines, starting parallel, diverging at the 
line C and surround~ng the pattern area,which is emphasized in' figure 
12 by eliminating all the ridges within the pattern area. 

Figures 72 through 101 should be studied for the location of type lines. 
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1 . 
Type I' . . ..~ . .. " '" not alwuy, two eo"U""o", .' < •• • . often fo. und to be broken Wh h ,'. Iidbes, In fact, they are morel fourth letter of the Greek alphabet (eqUiValent to the English D) from the 

h ," ,en t ere IS a d fi' b' j' , ' t e Ildge Iml}le.diatel

y 

olltside ~, ',' ,e illite reak m a type lin.e, : ... ·PhoelllClan name fO.f the correspondmg letter, The Greeks called the 
shown. by the emphasized 'd o~ Itfi I:; _~consl>dered as its continuation as.· alluvial deposit at the mouth of the Nile, from its sha\le, the Delta of ~he 

S 

. n ges m gure 13 ,". . . om .. imos type lin", ma h h '. ~ Nile. (2) A t<aet 01 la"d 'haped like tne lette< "delio," "peolally wh'" 

location, Notice the. right i e ~ery ,s ort. Care must be exercised in thdr ::.'.1 the land. is alluvial, and enclosed within two or more mouths of a l:ive;, 
When locating type lines'r. me ill figure 14.1 .. the Delta ofthe Gange', 01 the Nile, 01 the Mi"i"ippi" (['g. 19). 

ben;'aen a divergenc. e and a b~fuls nc:cessa( ry to keep in mind. the distinction' I When the u. se of the word "delta" in physical geography is fully ;;,rasped, 
'Ii' b'l' rcatIOn fig 15) !' fi I' d' fi ' k 'II· b 'd' R' . il'1 l llreatLOn is the lorkin d' 'd'" . . Its tness as app Ie m ngerprIllt wor WI ecome eVl ent, IVers 

br J g. or ZVl mg of one Z' , ' ,t h' b k d' hI' h' '1 . f '. a.nefl,es. me mta two or more ... jl wear away t ell' an s an carry t em a ong III t elf waters III tIe orm' 

A dwergenee is the spr' ead' • 01 a fine "diment. A, the ,i,," unite with "a' 0' lak", the onwa,d 
. 'ng apa,t of tw r ' . ,. . . rnng pomUe/ 0' n",,/, pomlJel 0 .. " w."h hav, b .. n "", •. 1 ,woop of th, wate< i, 1""oe<1, and the sediment, becoming eooopa..ut."ly 
According to the narrow m" . . f' .\ still, sinks to the bo. ttom wh.ere there is formed a shoal which gradu,ally 

a smgle ridge .ma

y 

bifurcate b t ~no 0 th, w.,d, on nng"p"nt padanco . ","w" ., mo" and 000" i, p"dp'tated, until at length a p"tinn of th' ." ean rr • 

'th ' u It may not he 'd d' . ' , ,. . WI one excepHon, the two fork f. . sa.. to Iverge, Therefore, ~ shoal hecomes hIgher than the ordUlal'Y level of the stream. There IS a 
type lines. The except~on is wh s ~ ; bifurcatIOn may never constitute· •.. :'. similarity between the use of the word "delta" in physical geo

g

ra

1

)h.

y 

and in. 
and then diverge. In such a en ,t e orks run parallel after bifurcating \ fingerprints, The island formed in fronl of the diverging sides of the b.unks 
'd case t Ie two fork b h .' ' . . ' n ges required hy the d fi .. ' ,. ceome t e two inn"m.,t whe" the "",am emp"" at ," mouth .. "espond, to the delta on fing'" 

"A-,-A"are type lines e nthltIOn. In illustration 16, the ridges marked " .. 1 prints, which is the first obstruction of any nature at the point of divergence 

fi 

. even ouah th . eed Jl'}' . . gure 17, howeve,. the "d os A"-- ey proo .rom a hilureation. In \ of the type hn" m front of " nen,,,t the cent"· of the d""genco . 

forks of th~\bifurcation do :ot run A are no~ the type lines because the I 
ridges m. arked "T" r .th I' parallel WIth each other. Instead th '1. a e. e type mes ' e • 

, Angles .are never formed bya si~ale rid . . 
rIdge agamst anothtr Th f' ° ge but by the abuttmg of one l' 

. . .' ere ore, an angul f . 
as a type hrie, In fiaure 18'd A ar ormatIon. cannot be used ·t 

. . ° ,n es '. does not run parallel with ridrre~' 'd andAB Jom at an angle, Ridge B . 
and D, therefore; are the typeO I' ,1'1 ge does not diverge, Ridrres t ! 

F

. meso t:> 1 

oeal pomts W'th' h· j - I III t e pattern areas f I I t~e focal points which are used t I / oops and whorls are enclosed de~ta and core.. 0 c aSSI y them. These points are called I 
The delta is that point on a 'd ' ·t

1 

f 
I d' I'l ge at orm front f d o tile wergence of the type lines. . 0 an nearest the centerl 

It may he, \ 

\ • A bifurcation 

• A . n abrupt endinrr ridrre to l:I 

• A dot 

• A short ridge 

• Am f f ee mg 0 two ridges 

I 
,j 

I 
I 

.\ 

I ·Ap'( h , om on t e first recUl'vinrr ridrr I . 
m front of the !tliverrrcnce ofbth ee oCI~,ted nearest to the cen!:~r and 

,b e type 1~les. 

The concept of th~1 delta rna' erha) , 
Webster furnishes the followi:rr Pd fi ,[ ~ be ~~~l'Ified by further e.xposition 

I 
b e mlion' (1) D It . h . 8 . e a IS t e name of the 

\ 

! 
1 
.\ 

J 

20 
19 

In figure 20, the dot marked "delta" is considered as the delta because 
it is the first ridge or .part ofa ridge nearest the point of divergence of 
the two type lines. If the dot were not present, point B on ridge C, as shown 
in the ligure, would be considered as the delta, This would be equally true 
whether the ridges w!;!re connected with one of the type lines, both type 
lines, or disconnected altogether. In figure 20, with the dot as the delta, 
tl~e first ridge count is ridge C. If the dot were not present, point B on 
ridge C would be considered as the delta and the first count would he 
ridge D,'fhe lines X-X and y..-:.y !,Ire thetype lines, not X-A and Y-Z, 

In figures 21 to 24, the heavy lines A-A and B-B ~re type lines with 

the delta at point D. 9 
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Figure 25 shows ridge A bifurcating from the ~o~vel' type line im.ide' 
the pattern area. Bifurcations are also present within this pattern at points 
Band C. The bifurcation 3t the point marked "delta" is the only one. ' 
w,hich fulfills all conditions necessary for it$j location. It should be under
sto\1d that the diverging type lines must be present in all delta formations 
and that wherever one of the formutiolls mentioned in the definition of a 
delta may he, it must be located midway between two diverging type lines 
at or just in front of where they diverge i:n order to satisfy the definition· 
and qualify as a delta. 

When there is a choice between two or more possible deltas, the following 
rules govern: 

• The delta //lay not be located at a biflLrcation which does not open 
toward the core. 

In figure 26, the bifurcatIon at E is closer to the CQre than the bifurcation 
at D. However, E is not immediately in front of the divergenc~' of the 
type lines and it do ell not open toward the core. A-A and B-B are the 
only possible type lines in'this sketch and it follows, therefore, that the 
bifurcation at D must be called the delta. The first ridge coun~ would 
be ridge C. 

• When there is a choice between a biflLrcation and another'type of ' 
delta, equally close to the' point of divergence, the bifurcation is selected. 

A problem of this type is shown in figure 27. The dot, A, and the 
bifurcation are equally close to the divergence of the type lines, hut the 
bifurcation is selected as the delta. The ridges marked "T" are the tyP/! 
lines. 

D 

27 28 

• When there is a series 01 bif,£rcations, opening' toward the: core, at the 
point 01 divergenc.e olthe two type lines, the bifurcation nearest the core is 
chosen as the delta. 

.. Prjnts are sometimes found wherein a single ridge enters the pattern 
area with two or more bifurcations opening toward the core. Figure 28 
is an example of this. Ridge A enters the pattern area and "bifurcates at 
points X and D. The bifurcation at D, which is the closer to the core, is 

.. 11 
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the delta and confonus to the rule for delLas. A-A and B--B are the 
type lines. A bifurcation which does npt conform to the definition should 
llOt be considered as a delta irrespective of it~ distance from thecQre. 

• The delta may not, be located in the middle of a ridge running 
between tlte type lines toward tfte core, bllt at the nearer end only. 

The location of the delta in this case depends entirely upon the point 
of origin of the ridge running between the type lines toward the core. 
If the ridge is entirely within the pattern area, the delta is located at the 
end nearer the point of divergence of the type lines. Figure 29 is an 
example of this kind. 

29 30 

If the ridge enters th~ pattern area from a point below the diver~ence 
of the type lines, llOwever, the delta must be located at the end neate: the 
core. Ridge A in figure 30 is of this type. 

In figure 31, A .... :.:.A and B--B are the type lines, with the dot as the delta. 
The bifurcations cannot be considered as they do not open toward the core. 

In figure 32, the dot cannot be the delta because line D cannot be con. 
sidered as a type line. It does not run parallel to type line A-A at any 

31 32 
12 

point. The same: realion pl'cvellt~ line E from beillg a type Iil~e. The 'end 
of ridge E is the only po~~ible della as it is a point on the. nd~f: n~m'('st . 
10 the center of divergence ()f the Iype lines. The olher Iype lme 18, of 
course, B-B. 

The delta iii the point fl'oll1 which to start in j'idge counting. III the 
loop type pattern the ridges intervening between the delta an,d the core are 
counted. The core is the l'ccond of the two focal points. . 

Tlte core, as the nlUlle implies, is the approximate center of the finger 
impreSSIon. It will be necessary to concern ourselves with the cor~. of 
the loop type only. The following rules govern the selection of the core 
of a loop: 

• Tl'e core is placed upon or witlJin tlte innermost sufficiellt recurtl~. 

• When tile innermost sufficient recurve contains no ending ridge or 
rod rising as high as the. shoulders of the loop, til!! core is placed on t!te 
shoulder of the loop larther Irom the delta. '-The exception to this'rule is 
when both shoulders are equUJistant to the delta. the core is then located 
on the center of the sufficien,t recurve (See Figure 139). .<; 

• When the innermost sufficient recurve contains an uneven number of 
rods ri~ing as high as the shoulders, the core is placed upon the end of 
the center rod whether it touches 'he looping ridge or not. . 

33 . 34 

• JJ'lhen lhe I'nncrfilost sufficient recurve contains an even number of 
rods rising as high as the shoulders, thc core is placed upon ~he cnd 0/ 
the farther olle of the tlt'O celltcr rods, the two cClltcr rods bewg treated 
as though they Icere connected by a recurving ridge. 

1'he shoulders 0/ a loop are thc points at which the recltrviltg ridge 
dcfinitely 1U111S inll:ard or curves. 

Fi«ures 33 to 38 reflect the focal points of a series of loops. In figure 
39, there are two rods, but the rod marked "A" does not rise as high as the 
shoulder line XI so the coreIs at B: 

Figures/'40 to 45 illustrate the rule that a recurve must have no append· 
age abutting upon it at a right angle between the shoulders and on the 
outside .. If such an appendage is present between the shoulders of a loop, 
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that loop is considered spoiled and the next loop outside ,will be considered 
to locate the core. In each of the figures, the ,point C indicates the core. 
Appendages will be further explained in the section concerning loops. 

35 36 

37 38 

39 
40 

Fig\lres 46 to 48 reflect interlocking loops at the center, whi!~ ,figure 
49 has two loops side by side at the center. In all these cases the two 
loops are 'considered as one. In figure 46, when the shoulder line X-X 
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~. : 

41 42 

43 44 

I 
.. :0 

45 46 

,~.- fl.t the, oint of intersection of the two 
is drawn it is found. to cross ~xa\Jedhl • 'tPh one rod the core being placed 

I SIder one WI '. . 
loops. The two oops are con line X-X is above the point of mter-
at C In figure 47, the shoulder 'd cd as one with two rods, 

. Th two are conSI er , h 
s,ection of the two loops. e, 8 h houlder line X-X is below t e 

b . t C In figure 4 , t e s 'the core eII)g a . 15 



~. 
point of intersection of the 100 s. A . . .,' f 
two rods, t~b.e core being place/Ilt C g;m the two are treated as one, with I in this would be located on the bifurcation as des~gnated and the first 
one, with two rods the core b .' I' dll figure. 49, the two are treated as ! I fi ' eIng p ace at C. . J ridge count would he ridge C. Figure 52 reflects th,~ same type of deJ.ta 

n gure 50, the delta is formed b b 'f ' I shown in the previous> figure in that the ridge is hifu;\"cating frolp a type 
nected w.itheither of the type I' Tt ~ 1 u:catlOn which lS not con· f line and then bifurcates again to form the delta. 
is ridge C. If the bifurcat' meso erst rIdge count in this instance ,:'f, . d IOn wele not present the d It ld b A white space must intervene between the delta and the first ridge count. 
on n ge C and the first ridg tIl b' e a Wou e a point 1£ no such interval exists, the first ridge must be disreg,arded. In figures 
ridge which bifurcates is co:n:~~~ W~~ (th eIl'jdge D, I~ figure 51, the o,.j 53 and 54, the first ridge beyond the delta is counted. , In figure 55, it 

WI e ower type Jme. The delta 
is not counted because there is no interval between it and t11e delta. Notice 
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49 
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x 
y--.... 
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! that the ridge running from the delta toward the core is it\ a straight line 
,',I between them. If j~ weft') not, of course, an interval would\ intervene as in 

r figures 53 and 54. 
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The loop 

In fingerprints. as w(!H us in the usual application of the word "loop,," 
then: ca.nnot be a loop unless there is a recUrve or turning hack on it!'!elf 
of one or more of the ridges. Other conditions hare to be considered. 
however. A pattern must possess several requisites before it may be 
properly classified as a loop. This type of pattem is the most numerous 
of all and constitutes about 65 percent of all prilltS. 
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A loop is thllt type of Jinf{erJlrint pallern in which one or //lore of the 
ridges enter on either side of the ill/pression, I'ecurve, tOllC/! or pass (/11 

imaginary lille cZra/I'n frolir the cldla 10 the core, alld ltmllinale or tend /0 

terminale VII, VI' /01('(11'11 the sallie s/'de of /}'ze il/l pression fr(lm whence sl/ch 
ridge or ridges ellietec/. 

Esse)&l;als of a 10(1) 

• A sufficient reclll'Vc. 

• A delta. 

• A ridgc count :.wross a looping ridge. 

A l;ufJicient reel/I've may be defillecl as Iha.l~ part of a recllrvifJ.g ridge 
between the sholl/clers \?f a loop. lllllust be j'reevj any appellcZages ablllti'ng 
lIpon the Oil/side of the reCl/rve at a right angle. 

Appendages-Some \~XplanuLion is necessary of the importance attr.chcd 
to appcndagcs. Much cure mUl;l be exercised in intcrprcting appcndages 
because Lhey sometimes change the shape of Lhc rccurving ridge to which 
they are con,nccLed. Fot" example, a loop with an appendage ahutting upon 
its recurve between the shoulders and at right angles, as ilJ. illustration 56, 
will appear sometimes as in illustration 57 with the reeurve totally 
destroyed. For further ,examples see figures 161 to 18,1,. 

The same lS true of a whorl re'curve, as in figures 58 and 59. 
It is necessary, therefore, to consider and classify figures 

as if they actually appeared as in figures 57 and 59. 
In figure 60, there is a ridge marked '!A" which enters on one dde of 

the impression und, after rct'urvinp:, pa85(':5 an imaginary line drawn from 
the core C to ddta D, and Lerminates on the same side of the impression 
from which iL enLered, marked "B", Lhus fulfilling all Lhc conditions 
rcquired in the definiLion of a h,dp. X and Y arc the type lines. It will 
be noted ill figUl'c 61 that there is u ridge which enters on one side of the 
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es an imacrinury liM drawn from the delta 
impression, reCUI'ves, and pas:, 'It>, d from which it entered but 

I . It dn " not tennmate on tIe Sl ell 
to LIe COIC. e~ J • ase all the requiremcnLs of tIC oop 
has a tendency to do so. In t 11S c~ '. 1 

d 
nLlv it IS classIfied as sue.l. 

have been met, an cOllseque " " d of the impres~ioll, recl1l'V' 
Figure 62 8hows a ridge enLenn~ on o:~e sl

d
: awn from the delta Lo the 

in'" and passing beyond an imugmary me I . . ficrure 61. After 
;::" \ .'Le from the pattern !" 10wn 111 '" 

core, alLhoug 1 OppO~1 . ,'d do, es not terminate on the 
, h' . , line the rccurvmg II ge d 

pt\ssmg t e llnngmUl Y , 1 . h' t d Imt it has a tendency to 0 
side of the impression from Vl'lIC It cn ere , . 

so, and the putLern i:5, Lherefore, a loop. 'd f the impression und then 

fi 63 ·'dO'e enters on one Sl eo. I 
In gure ,a 11 '" ; 'J" J of which ri~es as hlgl as 

., two l'OOS WIt lin It, eac 1 I 
rccurves, contall1l11g d f cores we know that tIe 

Id f th 1001) From our stu yo: . 
the shou cr 0 e· 1 d It '" the core but the l'eeurvmf!; 

f h d ., di'3ta'lt froUl t 1e e a I., , " . 
top 0 L e 1'0 mOl e ' ',' l' F tllat reas,on-lh~,uattern 15 not . . I . O"nary me, • or, .. 
ndge does not pasS I Ie Imoo ' 1ft' 1 c13" ifi.{'~{ion of a tented 

fi d 1 J ut is O'iven t Ie pre eren la < ".' '. f 
classi e as a ooP,) 0 1 ' . 'te" The propel' location 0 

k f of 'he Oop requlsl ~. . 
arch due to thc lac a one .. for an error in the locatIOn 

I d del ta is of extreme 1111 portance,. 
t Ie core an ' I 'fi d as a loop. 
of eiLher might cause this pattern to be e aSSl e 
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Figure 64 reflects a similar cond.lion. ~l 
In figur~ 65, there is a looPin1~ rida A h' h :;1a.re shown, and if an imaginary line Were placed on the core and delta, 

of the imprcssiQn. The ridges Bani;' C ar:~he tvW l~. en~rs on o~e side 'the recurving' ridge A would cross it. This is another figure showing a 
rules already stated, the location cJ the c ' dPe hlne

}5..S determIl1ed h)' ridge which does not terminate on the side of the impression from which 

I ore an t e ocahon of the d It d d d h f . 'd d 1 ea. it entered but ten s to 0 so, an , t ere ore, IS consl ere as a oop. 

61 

63 

65 
20 

! In figure 66, we have a print which is similar in many respects to the 
, 'one described in the preceding paragraph, but here the recurving ridge 

62 

66 

i' I A continues and tends to terminate on the opposite side of the impression 
t fwm which it entered. ,For this reason the pattern is not a loop, but a 

:J tented arch. The recurving ridge must touch or pass the imaginary line 
, 'I between delta and core and at least" tend to pass out toward the side from 
: f which it entered, so that a ridge cou'nt of at least one can be obtained. 
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67 

. . 
Figure 67 shows a ridge which enters on one side of the impression 

and, after flowing toward the center, turns or loops on itself and terminates 
on the same side from whence it entered. This pattern would be classified 
as a loop. This pattern should he distinguished from the pattern appearing 
ip. figure 139: Careful study of the pattern in, figure 67 reveals that the 
core is located at C and the delta D. The imaginary line between these 
points will be crossed by the ridge forming a loop. In figure 139, the 
core is located on the recurve and an imaginary line between the delta and 
the core does not cross a looping ridge. Figure 139 is thus classified as a 
tented arch, as will be seen later. 

Figure 68 shows at the center of the print a ridge which f~rms a 
pocket. It will beI)oticed that ridge A does not begin on the edge of t~le 
print, but this is of no significance. The ridge A within the paHern area 
recurves or loops, passing the imagin.ary line between the delta and the 
core, and. tends to terminate toward the same side of the impression ·from 
whence it entered. This is a loop pattern possessing all of the requirements., 
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In ligures 69 and 70, it wi!! be observ d ..' 1 

011 one side of the pattern wh' 'h ' e that there IS a ndge entering' • i 
TJ Ie recurves and then t, h· k . ,). 

lese patterns arc different f h' mns de on Itself. I 

h ' ' rom any ot ers which h b J ,. 1 
t IS respect but are classified I I ' ave een S 10WI1 In "f,' 

as oops, n each of the pattel"I15 the core' I 

68 

69 

and delta are marked"C" and "D", 1'1 d h ' 
I' . d . Ie rea er S ould trace the t, 
mes m or er, to ascertain why the d It " I d' )1>e 

apply the delta rule. e a Is ocate at pOint D, and then 

Figure 71 is an example of 100 s I ' 
Porlion of a fi' .i d P as t ley appear on the rolled impression 

ngerprmtcar . 
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I Ridge counting 
i I The number of ridges intervening between the delta and the core is 
t known as the ridge count. The fingerprint technicians of the Federal Bureau 
i of Investigation count each ridge which crosses or tou,ches an imaginary 

:1" line drawn from the'delta to the core. Neither delta nor core is counted. 
I A red Hl!e upon the reticule of the fingerprint glass is used to insure 

:,! absolute a(:{\tracy. Too much stress cannot be placed upon the necessity of 
t placing this i;~d line at the exact focal points, both on th,e delta and the core, 

i '! or an incorrect ridge count could result. In the ev!:nt there is a bifurcation 
;] of a ridge exactly .at the point where the imaginary line would be drawn, two 'I ridg~ are counted. Where the line crosses an island, both sides are counted. 
,.~ Fragments and' dots are counted as ridges only if they appear to he a3 thick Ii and heavy as the other ridges in the immediate pattern. Variations in 

.~ inking and pressure must, of course, be considered. 

"1 Figures 72 to' 97 and figures 98 to 101 show various loop patterns. 
1 The reader sh(luld examine each one carefully in order to study the coras 

"1 ;:!c;:~tas and to verify the count which has been placed below each 

i~ 
<',t , J 
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72. 12 connts. 73. 2 connts. 78. 15 connts. 79. 16 connts. 

74. 16 connts. 75. 7 connts. 
80. 9 connts. 81. 3 oonnts. 

76. 4 connts. 77. 7 counts. 82; 9 connts. 83. 20 connts. 

24 25 
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84. 6 counts. 85. 2 counts. 90. 12 counts. 91. 3 counts. 

86, 8 counts. 87. 14 counts. 
92. 16 counts. 93. 14 counts. 

88. 5 counts. 89. 12 counts. ,94. 16 cOllnts • 95. 18 counts. 

. 26 27 
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96. 2 COllnts. 97. 1 count. 

98. 1 COlin!. 
99. 2 COunts. 

"=.~;E:;-" 
100. 8 counts. 101. 13 counts. 

28 

' .. ' ")1 
J . f Figure 102 is a sketch reflecting the various types of ridges which the 
classifier will encounter when engagh1g in counti.ng loop patterns. 
f In figure 103, the lighter lines are caused by the splitting or fraying. 
(of the ridges. Sometimes ingrained dirt will cause a similar condition 
between the ridges. These lines are not considered ridges and should not , 
be counted. 
I In figure 104" the dot is not the delta because it is not as thick and heavy 
las the other ridges and might not be present if the finger were not perfectly 
linked and l~rintcd. 

'f When th(~ COre is located on a spike which touches the inside of the 
linnermost recurving ridge, the recurve is included in the ridge count only . ! when the delta is located below a line drawll at right angles to the spike. 
I Figures 105 and "106 are examples of this rule. 
1 If the delta is located in areas A, the recurving ridge is counted. 

,J If the delta is located in areas B, the recurving ridge is not counted. 
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25 RIDGE COUNTS 

102 

I. SHORT RIDGE 
2 . 

. }BIFURCATION 
3. 

4. }BIFURCATION 
5. 

6. RIDGE 

7. EN[)ING RIDGE 

!: }BIFURCATION 

10. RIDGE 

II. ENDING RIDGE 

12, .RIDGE 

13. SHORT RIDSE 

14.} , . 
BIFU:1CATION 

15. 

16. } 
ISLAND 

17. 

18.} . 
9 

BIFURCATION 
I . 

20. ENDING RIDGE 
21. DOT 

22. RIDGE 

23. } 
. ISLAND 

24. 

25. ENDING RIDGE 
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.. Tlle plain arch 

'1 / lain arches the rici{-{('s ellter on one side of the impression ~'icl ~0.!V 
Ie n]ll' lit I'lie o/.;wr lvith a rise or wave in the center. 1 Ie 1) a:n 
'or lell!· 10 flow 0 d" 'J dl'<' 
'j 1 . t1 oo;;l simple of all fingerprint IHltterns, all It 1S easl y ~ 
fU'c I 18 Ie nFI .' 107 to 118 are examples of the }llain arch. It will , . . hed i}O'ures ,. . . 1 
,tmgUls 1 \' It> y be v'Hious rid«e formations such as enchng ne ges, 
he Botce tlUt t Icrc ma • t> fIt II cv 

;tl: . • l' d' 1, ds involved in this typc o· pallcrn, )U .1. 
t"\bi[urcallOns, e ots an 1S elll. ..' I nter on one side, 
J. II tend to follow the general ndgc contoUl, I.e., t ley e \ h' 
t~lake a risc or wave in thc center, and flow or tend to flow out tIe ot CI 
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Raelial anel ulnal' loo JJI! ! 
The terms "radi.'lIl" and "ulnar" 8,re derived from the radius and ulna.! 

bones of the forcJurm.Loops which flQW in the direction of the ulna bone. \ 
(toward the littl!'! finger) are called ulnar loops and those which flow ! 
in the direction of the radius bone· nre called radial loops. I 

For test purp,oses, fingers of the right hand may be placed on thet 
corresponding print of the right hand appearing in figure 71, mId it will \ 

I. 
be noticed that the side of each finger which is nearer to the thumb on the I 
hand is also m!arer to the thumb on the fingerprint card. Place the fingers l. 

of the left hand on the corresponding prints of the left hand shown in I 
! 

figure 71. It. will be noticed t'hat the arrangement of the prints on the, ! 

card is the teverse of the arratngement of the fingers on the hand. The 1 
classification of loops is ba.~ed on the way the loops flow on the hand (not t 
the card), so that on the fingerprint card t f the left hand, loops flowing ~ 
toward the thumb impression arc !Lln/,emd loops flowing toward the, I 
lillie finger impression are radial.> A 1 

·1 30 
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107 
108 

109 
no 

1 f 1 · "c11es '"hich aplHoximate 119 d 12f) are examp es 0 pam a1 . , 
Figures aAn

lso 
~lgU' I'e 121 is a l)lain arch approximating a .tel~tecl 

tented arches. J1 I t a .', b' ide red an upthrust .)ecause 1 'IS, 
lll't'h as the ri~in(Y l'lnge cannol e COins '. I ' £ the 

"., l' ,'d' (See follow\11cY exp anatlon 0 
cOl1linIlOU~, and nol lin Cll( mg, II g(" t> 
trnted arch.) 
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Tile tented arch 

In the tented arch, most of the ridges enter upon one side of tll(~ 

impression and flow or tend lo flow out upon the pther side, as in the pltlin, 
arch type; howcyer, the ridge or ridges at the center do not. There tire 
three types of tented archc:>: 

- The type in which ridges at the center form a definite angle; i.e., 90° 
or less. 

- The type in which onr or more ridgcs at the center form an upthrust. 
An upthrust is an ending ridge of any length rising at a sufficient degree 
from the horizontal plane; i.e., 45" or more. 

-The type approaching the loop type, poc;sessing two of the basic or 
esse'ntial characteristics of the loop, but lacking the third. 

Figures 122 to 133 are examples of the tented arch. 
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<:"~ Figure 135 is a sketch of a pattern reflecting a ridge, A-B, entering 
'.Jill Olle side .ofthe i.mpre,s:'ion, recllITing:, and ll1akin~ iL~ exiL 011 I~le other 
'~ide of the 11llI)l"rSI'I011. 1 he reader should study Ihl" ~kpt('h carel lilly. It 
;'['1101IId be horne in mind that there lllUf't he a ridge entering 011 one side 
"'~f the impl'esi-ioll and recllt'ving in order Lo lllnk~ its exit Oil the same sirk 
',.irolll which iL entered, 01' hadnp; a tendency 10 make il~ exit 011 that sidr, 
f;'7JJr;fore a pattern can hf' considered for pos~ihlc ela""ifi(;ulioll as a loop. 
'This pattern is a tented url.'h of the upthrust type. The upthrllst is c:. 
.:There is also an angle at E. D cantlOt he tf'l'llH'd as u df'lln, n~, Ihe )'idgp 
~10 the left of D cannot be considered a type line hecause it doe~ not di\'erge 
, from the ridge to the right of D hut turns and goes in the same dil'f'ction, 

:J In connection with the types of tented arches, the reader is referred to 
133 f"'Ihe third type. This form of tented arch, the one which approaches the 

. ' .")oop, may have any combination, of two of the three basic loop chu/'{lc-
FIgures 122 to 124 are of the type possessl'ng I :l,ieristics lacking the third, These three loop characteristics are, to F' 12 " an ang e, l<,' ' 
/gures 5 to 129 reflect the type possessing an upthrust. ,~'epeat: 

19ures 130 to 133 show the type a h' , h 1 ·t 
characteristic, pproac .mg t e oop but lacking one ~:~ • A slLfjicient r~CILrvc. 

T J I !{', • A delta. enleu al'{: le8 and $ollleforms; of Ihl' 100 ) , f 
he remembercd liy the reader th'l [I I me 0 ten confused, It should J • A ridge count acress a looping ridge. 

I . , .) .le mere conlJergiflil' of lit' "1 I 1 
1I0t Grm a· recut've. ICI//rout ,el'l'cf, II/ ' b t> .a III ges I D/'.I ' } [f cl 
h d {, {, ',ele ,~(ln e no loop 0 tl I'" It must be rememhered that a recurvc mllst )e rec 0 a ly appen agc 

an \ there al'e m'Hl" ])[1('1' I ' f . 11 Ie 01 )1'1': }' 1 
'J • (,J liS Will') ut firs' sirr/it r / I d 'fabutlino<Y u])on it at a right angle between the shoulders" all.l a true ri( ge hut which 011 ,I '. . " '", '" esem) e tell!e !\rche~ I ~ 

C O:o;e lIll>pecllOll are found to h I I teount is obtained ol)ly by clossing a looping ridge freely, with a whitc jng l'id"e will he found i ' 'J ,e .oops, as \\'lere one loop., ! 
t" , n <Ill a IllO:<L n'rllCal poS:tiOII \\,,'tlll'll tl t i,space intervening between the delta and the ridge to be counteCl. area enttr I ' f" f' II' pH tl'l'lI . \ ~ 

, e) fee tOIl\ and pas!'in n' ill frollt of tIl d II' ... ' . F' c e e d. I 
19ure 134 is a tented arch Th 'd" I .,,/~?~~, 

enters on one side of the l'nlp' , e tla
g
fl
e marked A-A" in the sketcIl' ~ ,t; I: ',/" "7~§.~: ~~~.;" 

, resslon &n ows to th th . h 'I 10.' I ' .... /:O~~ ~ 
nse in the centeJ' RI'drre C st 'k 'A e 0 er WIt an acute i 'I/,~r4,/<:;-/ ;'~:'--:-::~';"''''~ ,~ 

, C' I'J 'C" lIltO at . B I . ~~ /'J,' ,,,.-.:.. "'~~ , 
considered as a h'f ' 'd ~ pom! and ~hould uot he " ijj71i1 ~~~ ~ ')o.~' : 

fo,m, ',nt,d ""h ;fu:I~;t::;t:; ~~; p~t~:,:l~.::; .~:;~;'d "D-D" would '1_lr.~t:~ 
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136 137 

·1 
~'t Figures 136 and 137 are tented arches having loop formations within the 
'i pattern area but with deltas upon the loops, by reason of which it is im-A A 

134 
135 

36 

r possible to secure a ridge count. ' The type li,nes run parallel from the 
~I left in figures 136 and 137. These tented arches have two of the loop 
it characteristics, recurve and delta, but lack the third, the ridge count. 
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to the loop in a straight line between delta and core. The looping ridge;" 
is not crossed fredy. No white space intervenes between th~ delta and 
the loop. These patterns are tented arches because they possess two ot, 
the characteristics of a loop, a delta and a recurve, but lack the third, 
a ridge count across a looping ridge.j 

Figure 144 is a tented arch combining two of the types. There is an, I, 

angle formed by ridge a abutting upon ridge b. Thel'e are also the ele· ! 
ments of the type approaching a loop, as it has a delta and rid<Ye count! 
but lacks a recurve. (0 :'j 
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14$ 146; 1 
Figures 145 to 148 are tented arches because of the angles formed bY[J 

the abutting ridges at the center of the patterns. ' ,I 
Figure 149 is a tented arch because of the upthrust present at the center: l 

of the pattern. The presence of the slightest upthrust at the center of the II 
impression i~ enough to make a pattern u tented arch. i. 
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149 150 

An upthrust must be an ending ridge. 1£ continuous as'in figure 150, 
no angle being present, the pattern is classified as a plain arch. 

Figures 151 to 153 are plain arches. Figure 154 is a tented arch. 
Figure 155 is a plain arch because it is readily seen that the apparent 

upthrust A is a continuation of the curving ridge B. Figure 156 is a tented 
arch because ridge A is an independent upthrust, and not a continuation 
of ridge B. ' , 
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Figures 157 and 158 are plain arches. Figure 158 cannot be said to be ·t 
a looping ridge, because by definition a loop must .pass out or tend to pass .. t 
out upon the side from which it entered. This apparent' loop passes out. I 
upon the opposite side and cannot be said to tend to flow out upon the.l 
same side. 1 
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" In figures 159 and 160, there are ending ridges rising at about 
same degree from the horizontal plane. 

the f J 

f Figure 159, however, is a plain arch, while 160 is a tented arch. This 
differentiation is uecessary because, if the first pattern were printed 
crookedly upon the fingerprint card so that the 'ending ridge was nearer 
the horizontal plane, there would be no way to ascertain the true horizontal 
plane of the pattern (if the fissure of the finger did not appear). In other 
words, there would be no means of knowing that there was sufficient rise 
to be called an upthrust, so that it is safe to classify the print as a plain 
areh only, In figure 160, however, no matter how it is printed, the presence 
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of a sufficient riiSe eould always be ascertained because of the space inter
yening between the ending ridge and the ridge immediately beneath it, 
so that it is safe to classify such a pallern as a tented arch. The test is, 
if the ridges on both sicles of the ending ridge 'follow its direction or flow 
trend, the print lIlay be classified, as a plain arch. If, however, the ridges 
on only aile side follow its direction, the print is a tented arch. 

An upthrust, then, must not only be an ending ridge rising at a sufficient 
degree from the horizontal plane, but there must also be a space between 
the ending rioge and the ridge immediately beneath it. This, however, is 
not necessary for a· short upthrust or spike, or any upthrust which rises 
perpendicularly. 

In connection with the proper classification to be assigned to those 
borderline loop-tented arch cases where an appendage or spike is thrusting 
out from the reCUl've, it is necessary to remember that an appendage or 
a spike abutting' upon a recllrve at right angles in the space between the 
shoulde;'s of a, loop on the outside is considered to spoil the l'eCllrve. 

If the appending ridge flows off the looping ridge smoothly in such a 
way that it forms a bifurcation and not an abutment of two ridges at a 
right angle, the recurve is considered as I'emaining intact. The test is to 
trace the iooping ridge toward' the appcndage, and if, when it is. reached, 
the tracing may be continued as readily upon the appendage as upon the 
looping ridge, with 110 sudden, sharp change of direction; the recurve 
is sufficient. . figures 161 to 184 should be studied with this in mind. 

161. Tented arch. 162. Tented arch. 163. Tented arch. 
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164·. Tented arch. 165. Tented arch. 166. Tented urch. 

176. Tented IIrch. 177. Tented IIrch. 

167. Tented arch. 168. Tented IIrch. 169. I..oop. 

118. Tented IIrch. 179. Loop. 

170. Loop. 171. I..oop. 172. Loop. 

CORE 

173. l..oop. 174. loop. 175. Loop. 
180. Loop. 181. Loop. 
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182. Loop. 183. wop. 

184. wop. 

Figures 135 to 190 show additional examples of tented arches. 
The reason that figure 185 is given the classification of a tented arch 

is because of the presence of nIl the loop requirements with the exception 
of one, which is the recurve. In this pattern appear three ending ridges. 

185 186 
46 

'fhe lowest ending l.'idge provides the deita, and the other two by the 
convention explained previously, provide the ridge count. It is a tented 

, arch, then, of the type approaching the loop, with two of the characteristics, 
',I but lacking the third, a recurve. Figures 186 and 187 are tented arches of 

the same type. 'A close examination of these prints will reveal that when 
'f the imaginary line is drawn between delta and care no ridge count across 

;, I a looping ridge can be obt.ained. It must be remembered that the core 
; f of a loop may not be placed below the shoulder line. Lacking one of the 
. I three characteristics of a loop, these patterns must be classified as tented 
i I arches. When figure 188 is examined, it will be noticed that the recurve 
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187 188 

189 190 

is spoiled by the appendage abutting upon it between the shoulders at a 
right angle, so it must also be classified with the tented arches. In figure 
189, th~ only possible delta must be placed upon the looping 'ridge, thus 

I I preventing a ridge count although delta and recurve are present. Figure 
. . 190 is assigned the classification of a tented arch. One of the requirements 
i ,\ of a loop type is that the ridge enters on one side, recurves, and makes its 
I exit on the side from which it entered. This, of course, makes it necessary 
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that tlll~ rici!!e pa:>::; 1)('111'1'1'11 Ihl' della and Ihl' ('01'\'. Tt will hl~ Ilotl'd frolll 
Ihis figure that :dthough Ihis ridge passes ~het\\'een Ihe delta and the core, 
it doe,!> not show allY tt'lillelll'Y to mnk" its I'xit on the l'ide from whi('h it 
cntered, and thcrefore Iht, loop dasl'ifieation is precluded, and it is a 
tented arch .. 

Vl the Une of flow cannot be cotistrued as a circuit. An appendage connected 
1\ at that point is considered to spoil the recurve on that side. 
l" t Figures 194 to 211 are typical examples of the plain whorl type. Figure 
11212 is, however, a loop, as the circuit is spoiled on one side by an appendage. 

The whorl 
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! 
The pallel'lls tl) which Jlulllerieal values are assigned in deriving the' 

"primary" in the extension of the Henry System of fingerprint classification ". '.:J

1
·.! 

used'by the Fedeml Bureau of Investigation are the whorl-type patterns, , 
which occur in about ilO percent of all fingerpl'ints. \1 

The whorl is that type of pattern in which at least two deltas are present ',I 
wit~ a recurve in /rorzt of each. Figures 191 to 193 reflect the minimum j.j 
requir.ements for the whorl. f~ 

191 192 193 

It is impol'tantto note that the above definition is very general; however, 
this pattern Illay be subdivided for extension purposes in ,large groups 
where whorls <l.re predominant. Even though this extension may be used, 
all types of whorls are grouped together under the general classification 
of "Whorl" and are designated by the letter "W". 

The aforementioned subdivision.s are as follows: The Plain Whorl, 
The Central Pocket Loop, The Double Loop, and The Accidental. 

The plain whorl 
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The "plain whorl" consists of the simplest form of whorl construction 1" 

and is the most common of the whorl subdi.visions. It is designated by !<.' 
the symbol"W" for both general classification and extension purposes. 

The plain whorl ha:; tq~o deltas and at least one ridge making a com
plete circuit, which //lan be spiral, oval, circular, or any variant of a 
circle. An imaginary iini~ drawn between lhe two deltas m~st touch or 
cross at least one 0/ the ';,~curving ridges within tlte inner pattern area. A 
recurving ridge, /lOweverJlchidt has an appendage connected with it lit 
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Celltral pocket loop 
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! Within the whorl group, the subclassification type "central pocket loop'; . 

is used for extension purposes only. In general classification it is designated t 
by the letter "W". Figures 213 to 236 are central 'pocket loops. :"'l 

, 'The c/!n~l'al pocket loop ~ype, oj W:IOi'l has tll:O (~ellaS and at, least onlj' , 
rulge lIIakwg ([ COlli plete caclul, II'/llch" may be spiral, oval. cU'cuiar, or:'i 
allY variant oj a circle. All imaginary lirie drawn bet//':een the 111:0 del/as:,t 
/IIusl /lot 10llch or cross (IllY 0/ the reclu"ving ridges within the illlle/:!' 
pattern area. A recllrvillg ridge, however, which has an appendage;l 
connected willi. it in the line uj f1oll; and on tlte della side C([ll1lOt be cOIl:;l 
stl'lled as a circllit. An append(/ge connected at that point is consideretl:'l 
to spoil the reCl/rve 011 that side. ' ,I 

In lielt of a l'ecUrve in jront of the delta in the illner pallem area, 01/; ! 
oust ruction at right allgles to the line of [low /L'ill su/Jice., i:'~ 

1t is necessary that the inlier line of flow he fixed artificially. 'The innerit 
, Lille of [lo,w is deter1llined b.y drawing an imaginary line belll:een the iIl11e(:\ 

della am] the cenler oj the innerlllost recul've O/' looping ridge. ii 
In the central pocket loop, olle 01' more of the simple recurves of tlies 

plnin loop type usually n'eul've n second time to f01'm a pocket withiilL~ 
the loop. The second reCU1've, however, need not' he' a continuation of-or:, 

r··" 
even connected with-the first. It may he an independent l'id~e. t" 

If no second recurve i., prraent, an obstruction at right angles to tile; ',' ' 
inner line of flow is acceptable in lieu of it. An obsr,;;iuction Illav be either;,: 
curved or straight. A dot, of course, may not he considered an ohstruction.f . 

The definition does 1I0t I'el/uil'e a recllrve to cross lhe liTle 0/ [low aI, ~I 
right angles. The a1/gle test needs [0 be applied to obstfltctiolls (mlr. !,. 

The recurve or obstruction of the central pocket loop~ as that of the: 
plain whorl, must be free of any appendage connected to it at the point! ~ 
crossed by the line of flow and on the delta side. An appendage at thai; I 
point is considered to spoil the l'ecurve or ohstruction. 1 :, 
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231 232 

233 234 

235 236 
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, ~Figures 237 and 238 are also central. pocket loops despite the appendages 
to the recurves, because they are not connected at the point 

t .. r/'~~F'" by the line of flow. ' 
, Figure '239, although possessing a recurve, is classified as a loop because 

second delta is located on the only recurving ridge. 
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Figures 240 to 244., although possessing one delta and a delta f~l'mar. Figures 245 to 254 have two deltas and one or more recurves, but they 
tion, are classified as loops because the obstructions do not cross the lhlf ' are classified as loops because each recurve is spoiled by an appendage 
of flow at righL angles. l' connected to it at the point cf'ossed by the line of flow. 
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Double loop 

Within the whorl-. 'group, the ~ubeln~~ifi{'ation type "dou],le loop" is l.: . 
used for extensioll purposes only. In general classiflCatioll it is de~igllated ~
by the lettcr "W". ;; 

The double IUUI! consists oj tlCO sepal'ate loop /ol'/llaliolls, lcith l/t'nr 
separate aneZ dislinct Sels oj shoult!ers, ami two dellas. ci' 

The \l'ord "sf~pnl'Ule," as used here, does not mean uncollnected. The i, 
two loops may be connecter} by an appending ridge provided that it does 
not abut at right angles between th~ f;houlders of the loop formation. The 
appendage rule for the loop applies also to the double loop. An appenda~c 
abutting upon a loop at l'iight angles between the shoulders is considered 
to spoil the loop, while an appendage which flows ofT smoothly is considered .~ 
to leave the reClll'Ve intact. ., ... 

The fact that there must be two separate h<;>p formations eliminates:: 
from consideration as a double loop the "5" type corc, the interlocking ,; 
type core, and the formation with one loop inside .mother.!~ 

of the loop. In other word~, lIO l'ldge count IS necessary. , . 
The loops of a double loop do ~ot have to ~onforrn. to the I.'equiremenfS . 'j' ... :' 

It is not essential that both sides of a loop be of equal length, nor that\' ;: 
the two loops be of the same size. Neither is it material from which side i·,. 
the loops enter. 1'· 

The distinction between twinned loops and lateral pocket loops madet,:
hy Henry and adopted by other authors ha., been abandoned by the FedernlJ ~. 
Bureau of Investigation becam~e of the difficulty in locating and tracing\ .~. 

the loops. Both types have been consolidated under the classification I.) j:.~ .. 
"double loop." I'," 

Figures 255 to 266 are double loops. I:' 
~\') 
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~. ' Acci(lellial 

~. Within the whorl group the subdivision. type "accidental" is used for 
j', extension purposes ,only. In general classification it is designated by the 
j': ' letter "W" and for extensiori purposes by the letter "X". I':' 
F The accidental It'hort is a pallern consisting of a combination of two 

, }' . different types 0/ pal/em. It'itlt the exception of the pLain. arch. with two r : or //lore deLlas; or a pattern Ichich possesses some of the requirements for 
J ~,tlt'O or more different types; or a pattern. which conforms to none of the 

~~~~~~~~~~r "definitions. It may be a combination of loop and tented arch, loop and 
~ I'}, ' whorl, loop and celltral pockel loop, double loop and central pocket loop, 

j;' or other such combinations. The plain arch is excluded as it is ralher the r,' absence of pattern tl~an a pattern. Undemeath every pattern there are 
1< ridges running from one side to the other, so that if it were not excluded t 'every pattern Lut the plain arch would be anaccidentill whorl. 

263 264 

265 266 

Figti~,,!'l 267 is a plain whorl. It is not classified as Icdouhle loop as 0 

side of one loop forms the sid~ of the other. Figure 268 is a plain 10 
It is not a double loop because all of the recurves of the loop on the ri 
are spoiled by appendages. 

267 268 
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I;,' This subclassification also includes those exceedingly unusual patterns 
l:' ,which may not be placed by definitio'n into allY other classes. 
f;', Figures 269 to 271 are accidentals combining a loop with :l tented arch. 
1 
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272 273 

274 275 

276 277' 
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fL tr Figures 272 to 276 combine a loop and a plain whorl or central pocket 
11' . loop. Figure 277 combines a loop and a double loop. Figure 278 combines 
,Ir~; a loop and a plain arch, so it is classified as a loop. Figure 279 combines 
K~ \ a loop and a tented arch. If Some whorls may be found which contain ridges conforming to more 
t.;' than one of the whorl subdivisions described. In such cases, the order of t ,. ~ 

rjr~ preference (if any practical distinction need be made" should be: 
!~~ (1) accidental, (2) double .loop, (3) central pocket loop, (4) plain whorl. 
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!!;,,~,':',',~' Whorl tracing 
. The technique of whorl tracing depends upon the establishment of the ' 

focal. points-the deltas. Every whorl has two or, more. When the deltas 
C; : have heen located, the ridge emanating from the lower side or floint of the' 
1/1; extreme left delta is traced until the point n~arest or opposite the extreme 
If right delta is reached. The number of ridges intervening between the 
\';' • tracing ridge and the right delta are then counted. If the ridge traced 
~{ \ passes inside of (above) the right delta, and three o~ more ridges inter-
r' vene between the tracing ridge and the delta, the tracing is designated as 
t an "inner"-I (fig. 280). If the ridge traced passes outside (helow) the 
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right delta, and three or more ridges intervene between the tracing ridge);:' Tracing begins {rom the left delta. In 110 illstance h; a tracing to hegin 
1'7.. . 

and the right delta, the tracing is designated as an "outer".:-O (fig. 281),1~~ ;~n a type line. In figure 288, tracing begins at the short ridge which 
All other tracings are designated 'as "meeting"-M (figs. 282 to 287). fp: is the left delta. It is true that inasnluch as the short ridge ends immedi-

U · ately the type line is next followed, but this is only because the type line If is the n~xt lower ridge. Its s.tnt~ls as. n type line, is. indr~)ell~e!1.t and ba>, 
ri ~'11O bearlllg on the fact that lt IS bemg trncrd. fillS P01llt IS Illustrated 
l~ ! further in figure 289. This pattern shows an inner tracing. It will be 
k? . noted thal the delta if> at the' point on the first reclll've nearest to the crnter 
~1. of the divergence of the type lines. It will be {mLher noted that traeing 
I~~ begins at the. point of delta on the left and continues toward the right, pass
t,; .. ing inside of the right delta, with three ridges intervening hetween the 
fr ; tracing ridge and the right delta. This shows the tracing to be an ill11P.l' 
~t' tracing. If, in this case, the type line were traced (which would he the 
t~ ; incorrect procedure), only two ridges would intervene between the tracing 
h~:; ridge and the right delta, resulting in an erroneous meeting tracing. Figure 
t~: 290 is another example of the application '0'£ this rule. This illustration 
P' ; is also an inner whorl. 
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r' When the ridge traced ends abruptly, and it is determined that the 
r~! . ridge definitely ends., the tracing drops down to the point on the next lower 
L: ridge immediately beneath the point where the ridge above ends, continuing 
)1':' . from there. Figure 291, therefore, is an outer whorl. 
, In this connection it should be noted that the rule for dropping to the 

to' next lower line applies only when the ridge definitely ends. Short breaks 
Vi ; in a ridge which may be due to improper inking, the presence of foreign 

.11' matter on the ridges, enlarged pores, disease, or worn ridges should not 
!. be .considered as definite ridge endings. The determination of what con

stitutes a definite ending will depend, of course, upon the good judgment 
. of the classifier. When the question arises as to whether a break encoun-
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ter,ed in the ridge tracil1g is a definite ending, or whether there has been In a double loop or accidental the problem of where to' stop treeing is 
interference with a natural impression, the whole pattern should he: : sometimes presented. The rule is, when the tracing passes inside of the 
examined to ascertain whethcr such bi'eab are general throughout the ~ right delta, stop at the nearest point to the right delta on the upward trend, 
pattern. If they are found to be common, consideration should Ihen be; , as in figure 294. If no upward trend is present, continue tracing until 
given to the possibility lhal the break is not a definite ridge endillg,~ : a point opposite the right delta, or the delta itself, is reached (figs. 295 
Appropriate reference tracing should be done in all such cases. and. 296). 

290 291 t;,; 
Whenever the ridge traced bifurcates, the rule for tracing requIres that Ii. 

the l(lwer limb or branch proceeding from the bifurcation be followed. H' 
This 'is illustrat~!?n 292. r1~ : . 

292 

Accidentals often possess three or more deltas. In tracing them only 
the extreme deltas arc considcrcd, the tracing beginning at the extl'{'lilC 
left delta and proceeding toward the extreme right delta, as illustrated in 
figure 293. ' 
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CHAPTER III 

Questionable Patterns 

No matt~r how definite fingerprint rules and pattern definitioils arc; 
made, there will ak'ays be patterns concerning which there is doub\ nsl~ 
to the classification they ~l~ould be given. The primary reason for this';;l~ , 
the fact that probably 110 two fingerprints will ever appear which a, , 
exactly alike. Other reasons are differcnces in the degree otjudgment and!,. 
~nterpretation oJ the individual classifying; finge~prints, tl~e difference1: 
m tbe amou~t of pr~ssure used by ~he person takmg the pnnts, a~d ~hfU, 
amount or kmd of mk used. Nothmg can be done about faulty mkIng':I~ 
or prd5ure once the prints are taken. The patterns which are questiollable~'. 
merely becau~e they see~1 to have characteristics o~. two ?r more .typ{~ 
can be classified by stnct adherence to the defimtIOns m deducmg a}:, 
prefel'ence. The following section is devoted to such patterns with ank; 
explanation of each. .", 

299 300 

............ .. 

297 298 

I,; ~ig"re 298, .::1 gla",'o, """'s '0 1"lfill .he ,.q"i:e"" of • whod '1' (two deltas alld Ii ridge Il!Uklll~ a complete circuit). The part of the 
I, circuit in front 6f the right delta, however, cannot be construed as II 

! recufving ridge because of the appenoage abutting upon it in thc line, of 
§. flo\~:, This palte~'n, therefore, is a one-count loop . 
\. Figure 299 is a vcry dilftcult and ulltlsual pattern. It has charucteristics , 
, I)f three' types: the whorl, the loop, anu, the tented arch. It is ~iven the 

, preference qf all accident~ll type of whorl\PQo) over n' teilted arch). This 
pattern should be referencea both as a loop and as a tented' arch. 

. . I Figure 297 has two loop formatIOns. The one on the left, however, haSt, 
an appendage abutting upon the shoulders of its recurve at a right angle. 
The left portion of the impression, therefore, is of the tented arch type ... 
The combination of two different types of patlel'll!; would be c1nssificd 
in the whorl group (accidental), but this impression has ~nly the one della. 
The right portion of the pattern detail contains a true loop which fUI.fill: 
all the loop requirements, i.e., II sufficient rec,urve, a delta, snd a ndg, 
count across a looping ridge. In the choice existing between a tente~ 
arch and a loop, preference is given to the loop classification and thl! 

impression would be classified ~& .J!. loop. 
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Figure 300 is shown for the purpose of explaining that in the whorl, 
as this print is,l1ppendaggs at the top of the recurve will not spoil or 

, affect the recurvc.Henee, the impression is a good whorl of the central 
pocket loop type and>needs no rcference. 

Figure 301' is classified as a whod of the double' loop type. There are 
present two distinet loop!;l, and two deltas (the right 'delta is not liresent 

, as the impression was not. rolled sufficiently). The pattern is unusual 
,because the loops a're side by side and flowing in the same directlon. The 
,. tracing is an inner tracing. 
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Figure 302 should present no difficulty. It is clussified us a pi\~in mel} 
for its ridO"e construction follows the rule 0'£ a plain arch, i.e., "eJilter one 

b , 

side and flow or tend to flow to the other.." . , 
Figure 303 is a })lain arch. The dot at the center is, not elongated. ' 

. !: ' enough to be considered an upthrust. A dot, even though as thICk and
t

' 

heavy as the, surrounding ridges, is not considered for any purpose bUly , 
ridge counting 01' fixing a delta. ~ , 

Figure 304. is a pattel'll ,somewhat similar to the previous illustration,~,· 

As indicated hefore, dots are considered as ridges only in ridge counting r 
'and fixing i delta. This p~ttern, therefore, must be clas!C'ified as a pluiulf. 
arch, rather than a tented arch with two ending ridges and a deItnl,i '; 
(ormation. .,~, 

Figure 305, although showing; an appendage upon each recllrve. on thr11 
left side, is classified as a whorl of the central pocket loop type, WIth twoi':' 

delt(,,~ and a recurve in front of each. 'I'o spoii the recur~e of a Whorll"';'I' 
the appendage must be connected to the recurve at the pomt of contRcl

l
' ::" 

with the line of flow. '~ 
, , 

h 

303 304 

305 306 
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• In figure 306, tht) impression has two equally good loop formations. 
As it' has but one d\l}ta, it cannot be classified as a whorl of the double 
loop type nor as. rfl'rJop since it would be difficult to make a preferential 
choice between A/!e two looping ridgG3. It is arbitrarily given the 
classification of at~nted arch. 

In figure 307, the difficulty lies in locating the delta. The only ridges 
answering the defillitionof type lines (ridges running parallel and then 
diverging to enclose the paUern ,area) have three ending ridges between 
them. The type lines, thp. delta, ann the corc are located as indicated. The 
pattern is classified as a six-count loop. . 

Figure 308 is classified as a tented arch, although it appears at first 
glance to be a loop. Closer inspection shows that the looping ridge does 
not tend to go out the side from which it entered but rather seems to 
proceed downward ending in an abutment forming a definite angle of 90°. 
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, In figure 309, an impression is shown which at first appears to be a !J, 
loop. Closer inspection will show that one of the elements of the loop type I;' ' 
is miss.ing, ~lamely, a ridge count aero, s~ a looping ridgc; for it is to be '~,i,',; 
borne 111 mHld that the recurve of the mnermost loop should be free of ii' ; 

appendages abutting between the shoulders at right angles. The core, in f~ 
this illustraticlIl, lhpl'efore",is placed wher€> the appendage of the innemlOsl:; ; 
loop touches the next ridge which is a good recurVe. If an imagiT)!1ry line~: 
is placed between delta and corc} it will be seen thilt there are no int\;l~v(ming 
ridges; hence, there is no ridge count. ,I., ') -~ 

Figure 310 is a pattern which contains two elements of a loop b~!.'1,acks 
the third. It is classified as a tented arch, Thus an impression ha~,rhg a 
dclta and a recurve, but not having a ridge count across a looping ridge, 
falls into this classification. 

It will be noticed that although this pattern has the resemblance' of a 
plain arch) the c~nter of the impression actually contains a partially 
formed loop. A recurving ridge enters from the right side and exits in the 
same direction. A delta also appears jllst below the recurve. In attempting, 

312 

to obtain a ridge count, it is seen that the imaginary line drawn between 
the delta and the core runs directly along the ridge emanating from the 
former and which is joined onto the side of the recurving ridge. For this 
reason, no ridge COU}lt is possible. 

Figure 311 is 11 tented arch. There are three loop formations, each one 
of which is spoiled by an appendage abutting upon its recurve between the 
shoulders at a right angle. ",It cannot be classified as an accidental as the 
patterns are all of the same type, i.e., tented arches. An accidental type 
of whorl is a combination of two or more differe1lt t.ypes of patterns 
exclusive of the plaint !f.l'ch. 

Figure 312 is a loop. It canuot be classified as a whorl of the double 
loop type berau!"e the formation ahove the lower loop is too pointed and 
it also has an appendage abutting upon it at a right angle. 

Figure 313 at first glance appears to be a whorl of the double loop 
type. Upon closer inspection, however, it will be noticed that there are no 
delta formations other than on the recurves. There are, then, two tented 
arch formations. As two patterns of the same type cannot form an 
accidental whorl, the impre~sion must be classified as a tented arch. 
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Figure 314 is an accidental whorl, combining a Ipop and a tented arch. 
The tented arch is directly beneath the innermost loop, and· is of the' 
upthrust type. • 

. Figure 315 consists of a loop over a dot with an apparent second delta. ,,' 
T~iis pattern must be classifie~ as a loop, as a dot may not be considered : 
an upthrust unless elongated vertically. . 

317.'1 . 

Ev~n though a clot may he as' thick and heavy as tIle sUJ';'ounainrt l'icl<Yes 
it may he cQJlSidel'rd nilly in riclgr coulllin<Y or fixinrt a d~ta b ::>: 

. Figu~'e 316. at ~r~t ~lanee a p~e3rs to h; an accideniaI ~v};orl, hut Oil 

.closer IIlspectIOn It pro\'eg to he ·a loop. Although therb tire thrce delta 
formations present, it shoulcl heohserved thaI: recurving ridges appeal' in 
front of only one (D·l). . ~ 

Figure 317 has thr general appearance of a loop. The looping ridge A, 
at the ce~ter, has an appenclaf!c B ahutting upon its recurve. The abutment 
is at right angles and thcrefore' spoils the recurye. The pattel'nis a tented 
arch. 
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Figure 318 is a tented arch which approaches both the loop and the 
whorl type patterns. It cannot be considered a whorl, however, as the 
recurve on the left is spoiled by an appendage (figs. 58 and 59). Nor can 
it be a loop because there 'is no ridge count across a looping ridge. The 
pattern, then, is a lellled arch of. the type possessing two of the basic 
characteristics of the loop and lacking the third. The delta and the 
~llfficient recurve are present but the ridge count is missing. 

Figure 319 seems at first glance to be a double loop. It will he noted, 
however, that the inner delta formation would b~ located upon the only 
lool)inO' ricl<Ye of the upper loop for!'natioil. Since the delta would be 

. 0 .0 

located on the only recurvc, this recurving ridge is eliminated from 
consideration. The pattcrn is classified as a loop. 

Figure 320 is a loop of two counts, with the delta at B. There is a ridge 
making a complete circuit present, but point A cannot be used as a delta 
be:;ause it answers the' definition of a type line. It should be considered 
~~delta oilly if it presenled all angular formation. Placing the della upon 
the recurve would spoil that reCUl've. 

318 319 

Figure 321 .shows two separate looping ridge formations appearing 
side by side and upon the SHme side of the delta. The core in such ca~e 
is pla,c!!d upon the nearer shoulder of the farther looping ridge from the 
de1ta,the:two looping ridges being considered as one loop with two rods 
rising as high as the.shoulder. The ridge count would be£o,ur (fig. 49) . 

Figure 322 is a·n aecidenta¥ whorl. It is classified thus because it contains 
elements of three different p'atterns, the loop, the double loop, and the 
accidental. In su~h ease.the order of preference governs. The delta at the 
left is point A. The delta nt. the right is point C. -This point becomes the 
delta since it is the point nearest the center of the divergence of the type 
lines. Point B is eliminated from consideration as a d~lta since type lines 
may not proceed from a bifurcation unless they flow parallel after the 
bifurcation and befQre diverging. 
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Figure 323 is a loop. There are two delta furmations but the dots cannot 
he considered as obsti'uctions cros~il1g the line of flow at right angles. This 
precludes the classification. of the central potket loop type of whorl. 

Figure 324 is a loop, the lwo recuI'ving ridgeo, have appendages and are 
considered spoikd. TIl(' pattei'll cannot, therefore, he a whorl e\'en lhougii 
two delta furmatiuns arc IH'('sent. 

323 324 

Figure 325 is classified a~ a tell led arch. If eXq!l1ined cIo::!'ly the pattern 
will be seen to have all appellfJlIge abutting at a right angle between the 
~houlders of ·eaeh possible rectiI've. Thus nosu,IT~ient recurve is present. 

Figure 326 is a plain arch.' There is present n/) angle which approaches 
a right angle. Points A, n, and X ar.e merely' bifurcations rather than 
ari abutl11ent~[> h~g..ti(lgef at an angle . 

325 326 

Figure 327 is a tented arch, Hot lwcllllse of the dot, howeyer, as it cannot 
be considered an upthru::t. The tcnled arch i~ formed by the angle made 
when the curving, ridge above the doL abuts upon the ridge immediately 
under and to' the left of the dot. 
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Figure 332 is a .plain arch. There are two ending ridges, but no separate 

" delta formation is present. 

327 328 L .... 
Figure 328 consists of tivo separate loopir.g ridge formations in juxta. ;:

position upon the same side of a common delta. This pattern cannot be t : 
called a douhlr. loop as there is no second delta formation. In order to . 
locate the CO'':~l the two looping ridges should be treated as one loop i 

with two roa.:> J.n thh center. The core is thus placed on the far rod (actually"~ ; 
on the left shoulder of the far loop), result.ing in a ridge count. of four 
(fig. 49). 

331 332 

334 

" }<'igure 333 is a plain arch. The rising ridge at the;centeris curve~ ~t 
, the top forming no angle, and does not constitute an upthrust because It IS 

'. " not an ending ridge. ;- -, . 
FiO'ilre 334 is a whorl of the double loop type. T.wo loops and two d~ltas 

are ;resent. It is unusual because the' loops are juxtaposed inst~ad of oz:.e 
329 330 

Figure 329 is a loop "of three counts. It cannot be classified asawhorl 
as the only recurve is spoiled by the :\ppendage abutting upon it at the 
point of contact with the line of flow. 

Figure 1:)';;0 is a plain arch as there .is no upthrust (an upthrust must 
be an ending ridge), no backward looping turn, and riiJ two ridges abutting 
upon each other at a sufficient angle. II 

Figure 331 is a plain arch. The ('nding ridge at the center does not rise at 
a sufficient angle to be considered an upthrust, and it does not quite meet 
the ridge tow<lrd which it is flowing and therefore forms no angle. 

80 

. d d I . lost directly over the other. fiowlIlg over the other, an one e ta IS a m 
The tracin<T is a meeting tracing. 

Figure ;35 is' a tented a1'ch. Although there is a looping. ridge,. no 
ridrre count can l}e obtained. The core is placed upon the end of the ndge 
abt7tting upon tl:e inside of the loop, and. so the imagi}1ary line crosses no 

looping ridge, which is necessary. 
Firrure 336 is a plain arch. The ending ridge at the center cannot be 
~. . b . d t d 'ate from the 'g'reneral consIdered an upthrust ,ecause It oes no eVI 

d" f b'd . 1 'd No anO'le ic; present as the nechon of lilow 0 t e Tl ges on Cit ler Sl e. t:> - • . 

ehdinO' ridrre does not abut upon the curving ridge which envelopes It. 
t:> t:> 
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Figure 337 is a plain arch because the dot cannot be considered a delta 
as it is not 'as thick and heavy as the sUl'rounding ridges. 

Figure 33~.is a .tented arah consi5ting of two ending ridges and a delta. 
The ~hort endmg ndge is considered a ridge because'it is slightly elongated 
and not a mere dot. 
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, Tn figure 339, the only qlle81ion involved is where to stop tracing. The 
,'. rule is:. when tracing on a ridge with an lIpward trena', stop at the point 
. on the upward trend l'vhich is nearest to the right del,'a .. X is the point 

fl 

in [his pattern. I. 

In figure 340, Ihe question jnvolved is also '~ne of tracing. In this pattel'll, 
the tnici{lgjS not on a ridge with an upwur(,' trCJld. The traeing, therefore, 
is continued until a point nearest to the /i'ight delta, or the right della 
itself, is r'3ached. This tracing is a meeting tracing. 

340 

There are a few constantly recurring pattel'lls which, though not ques
tionable or doubtful as they appear, present a peculiarly difficult problem 
in classifying. The patterns referred to are usually double loops, though 
accidental whorls and loops sometimes present the same problems. The 
difficulty <Irises w1len a loop is so elongated that the recurve does not appear 
until near tlIe edge of a fully rolled impression or an impression that is 

, rolled unusually far, as in figures 341 to 344. 

Figure 3,4.1, if classified as it appears, would ~e an accidental ,vhor!. 
Figures 342 and 343 would be double loops, and. illustration 344, a loop. 
It will be observed that these prints are rolled 'more fully than normal. 
,If, however, the next lime the prinls are taken,'tliIey are not rolled quite 

, , 

341 342 
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343 

344 

so far, the pattcrns would require a very dilTerent classification, and would 
show no indication of any need for referencing to their true classification. 
The result would ])c a failure to establi~h an identification with the ori~innl 
prints. The only way in which such un error lllay he avoidcd is to classify 
wch impressions as they would appear if not so fully rolled, and to conducl 
a reference search in the classification "'hich would hc [!;ivcn to the prints 
when rolled to the fullest extent. Applying- this rule, illustration 34.1 is a 
tented· arch, referenced' to a whorl. Figures 342 and 343 are loops, 
referenced· to whorls. Figure 344 is a plain arch, referenced to a loop. 

No set rule can possibly be devi~"d to enahle a classifier to know with 
ccrtainty where to draw the line when it is doubtful which classification 
should be gi\rcn such a prillt. Individual judgment is the only standard. 
The test is: if the pallern, in II/(: opinion o/the classifier, is rolled to ollly 
a normal width, it should be claMified as it appears. 1/ it seel/lS Lo be 
rolled to a UJidth beyond the ru;mllal d(}gree, it should be classified as if 
rolled only to the normal degree. Age, weightJ size of fingers (as secn in 
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the plain impressions), heaviness of the ridge~, and. ~xperience of ~he 
t hnician in takinO' fingerprints are aU factors m arrIvmg at the correct 
ec t:> • d 1· . h h· . conclusion. The necessity for exercising the utmost care m ea mg WIt t IS 
type of pattern canllot be too highly emphasized. 

345 346 

The patterns in figures 345 and 346 also have a second loop near the 
edge of tht; impression .. In these two patterns, however, the second loop i~ 
very neal' the delta and consequ€\ntly will almost invariahly appear evcn 
though not rolled Lo the fullest extent. The foregoing rule is not applied 
to this type of impression. Both are classiflcd as a whorl and refcrenccd 
to a loop to take care of the rare contIngency of nonappearancc. 
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(;IIAPTER IV 

The ClI,ssificfltioll For .... d.;. fllld 'Extensions 

Tile clllssifictdiOlI formula 

At this point it is necessary to lnention that when prints are classified, 
markings are indicatcci at the bottom of cach finger block to rcflect the. 
type. The following symbols are used: 

.• Undcl' thc' index fillgcrs the appropriate capital letters should he 
placcd for e\'ery pattei'n except thc ulnar 'loop. 

• Under all other fingers, thc appropriate small letter slH}uld be placed 
for every pattern cxcept thc ulnar loop and the whorl as follows: 

Arch ...•..•... "i ................................... _ •••••••• _ •••••••••••••••• a 
Tt'nlt'd Arch _ ....... ,. .. _ ........ __ .... ____ ... ____ ... __ ... __ .... __ .. _____ ... t 
nadial Loop .. __ ... ______ .•.•.. _____________ .... __ . __ .•. , __ ' __ • ____ ' ________ r 

• Ulnar loops in any finger are designated by a diagonal line slanting 
in the direction of the loop. 

• Whorls in any finger arc designated by thc letter "W". The 
classification formula may bc composed of the following divisions: 

1. Primary 4 .. Major 
2; Secondary 5. Final 
3. Subsecondary 6. Kcy 

The positions in thc classification linc for thcsc divisions whcn completely 
applicd arc a(;, illustrated: 
Key ::\Iaj.or Primary Secondary Suhsecondary Final 

Divisions Classification 

20 III 1 
--~ 

L 1 

Key Major Primary 

Divisions Classification 

4 o 5 

I 17 

Classification 

U 

U 

Secondary 

Cla9sification 

u 
1] 
'i 

Classificativn 

101 

101 

Second suhsecond· 
ary classification 

10 

Sl!bs~condary Final 

Classification 

SLM 

MMS 
101 

101 

10 

The primary classification: For thc purposc of obtaining thc p~'i. 
mary classification, numerical values are assignD to each of the ten 
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finger spaces as shown in figure 34.7. Wherever a whorl appears it 
assumes the value of the space in which it is. found. Spaces in' which types 
of pattcrns other than whorls are ~resent are disregarded in computi/.ilg 

the primary. 

The values are assigned as follows: 
Fingers No.1 and No. 2 ________ • ______ . ____________________ .. _______ .16 

Fingers No.3 and No. 4 _________________________ • ____________________ 8 

Fingers No. 5 and No. 6 ________ . ___ . ______________ : _________________ . 4 
Fingers N~~'7 ~nd No. 8 ______ . __________ . _______ ' _____________________ 2 
Fingers No.9 and No. 10 _. __________ . ________ ._. __________ .. __________ 1 

LEAVE BLANK TYPE OR PRINT ALL INFORMATION IN BLACK 
LAU "A.loI( ~ IIUlIWtr NlDOU NlId 

[!! LEAVE BLANK 

347 

In figure 34.7, it will be observed that the odd fingers (Nos. 1, 3, 5, 7, 9) 
contain the lettcr D, and the evcn fingers (Nos. 2; 4, G, 3, 10) contain the 
lettcr N. The D indicatcs that the valucs of these' fingers relate to the 
dcnominator the N that they relate to the numerator. The summation of , '. . 
the numerical values of the whorl type patterns, if. any, appcarmg III 

fingers 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, plUS one, is the denominator of the primary. The 
summation of the values of the whorls, if any, in fingers 2, it., 6, 8, 10, plus 
one, is the numerator of the primary. Where, no whorl appears in a sct 
of imprcssions, the primary, thcrefore, would' be lover 1. The 1 that is 
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assigneu to l'It:' I II IIIit' I'a 1.01' and tht' denolllinatoi' when 110 whorls appea~ 
is ultlo added, 1'01' t'onsi$telil'Y, to the value of the 'whorls when lheY~',d~ 
appeal'. It wiII ue understood why it was originally assigned to lh~ 
1I0-whori group when it is considered how easily a zero might be cOllfus~J 
with an 0, which is the symbol used for an outer wlilOrl tmcillg.'\1 

To obluin the primury for the prints in figure :347, the number i)( 
whorls appearing in the odd fingers is uscel'tained to be 2. Theil' posiliOJ\i 
are noted P in No. 1 anu 1 in No.7) and the vulul':s assigned to whorlr 

~ 

appearing in those fingers arc added togelhel' (l6 plus 2 = Hl). To thil 
Stllll the arbitrary 1 is added, giving us the total of 19, which constitutel! 
the denominator for this set of prints. To get the nUmerator, it is aseeil! 
tained that there are 3 whorls appearing in the even fingers (2, 4. and 6H 
the values of which are added together (16 plus 8 plus tj, = 28). To this! 
sum the 1 is added, giving a numeratOl' of 29, and a complete primary: 
of 29 over 19. 

By the word "whori~' is mennt all types of whods, including plain' 
whorls, central pocket loops, double loops and accidelitals. The tracing 
of the whorl does not enter into the determination of the primary. 4. 

The method of obtaining the primary can probably be shown best bi' 
illustrations. For eXllmple, assume that there is a whorl in the righJ inde{ 
finger only. The vlllue of a whorl in this finger is ]6. When lover I is 
lidded the resulting primary is 17 over 1. Jf a whod appears in the right 
thumb and right index finger, the value is 16 over 16 plus lover 1 giving 
a primary of 17 over 17. If whorls appeal' in both index fingers, the value 
is 16 over 2 plus lover 1 giving a primary of 1:7 over 3. When whorls 
appeal' in both thumbs and both index fingers, thl~ primary is 21 over 19. 
and is obtained hy the addition 16 plu'i 4, plus 1, over 16 plus 2 plus 1\ 
If whorls appear in all 10 fingel's, the: primary is, 32 over 32 (l6 plus ~ 
plus 4. plus 2 plus 1 plus lover 16 plus 8 plus 41, plus 2 plus 1 plus I'H 
It will be noted thut the primary dassifications extl~nd from lover- 1 in th~ 
lIo-who!'l group Lo 32 over 32 in the all-whorl Ii group, providing; 1,021 
possible combinations. This does not mean that tillere are 1,024, even sub; 
divisions' of prints according to these primaries., Just as there is a preL:. 
pondel'ance of loops when the types of patterns ~re considered, therei~ 
also a preponderance of certain primaries, notablly: the lover 1 primatYi 
or no-whorl group; the 17 denominator; the 19 denominator; the 2t. 

. . J 
denominator, of which the 31. over 28 group i~1 the largest; and the 3~ 
denominator, including 2 large primary groupS' lIam~~y, 31 over 32 all, 
32 over 32. As a matter of fact, the lover 1 gltoup, as a whole, contain; 
over 25 percent of the total number of prints filed in the FBI. On th: 
other hand, there are a nU/mber of primaries! which rarely appear. "1; 
follows, therefore, that whem a print is classified in one of .these large 
groups it ,is necessary to (jomplete the classiHcation til a greater extell, 
than is neo'essary ill themf)re unusual primari/~s, so that the group ~o t. 
searched is small enough for convenience. 
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1.·~.·.In ,on.",Uon wllh lh, counting of who,j vol."" ;0 obtain th' p'im~'y, 
. might be noted that when the whorls outnumber the other patterns 
'ore speed can he achieved by counting those patterns and subtracting 
tather than by adding the whorls. This procedure should not be .fqllowed 
~htil enough experience is acquired so that it may be noted at a glance 

t
hel'e whorls are not present. . 

..• The experienced.~I~.s.Sifier c~n te.n in what fingers wh~rls are present 
'y a glance ~t a pnmary classIficatIon. For example,a pnmary of 5 d~er 
7 could mean that there are w~6rls in the thumbs only. . '" 
I The secondary classification: . After the primary classificatibn, the' 
~ngerpriiits are subdivided further by using a secondary classification. 
~ 

Before going into detail, it should be noted that after the primary is 
~ptained the entire remaining portion of the classification formula is based 
~pon the arrangement of the impressions appearing in the right hand as 
~e numerator over the impressions appearing in the left hand as the 
jenomimitor. The arrangement of the even over the uneven fi~gers is 
liscarded· after the primary is obtained. The secondary classification 
i 
~ppears just to the right of the fractional numerals which represent the 
~rimary. It is shown in the formula. by capital letters representing the 
~asic types of patterns appearing in the index fingeJ;s of each hand, that 
~ . 
! 
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of the right hand being the numerator and that of the left hand beil;'/'.; 
\ t ~ol- ; 

the denominator (fig. 348). There are five basic types of patterns whicli./ 
can appear. 

1. Arch ___________________________________________________ : _____________ __ A 
2. Tented Arch __________________________________________________________ T 

3. Radial Loop . _________________________________________________________ R 
4. Ulnar Loop __________________________________________________ . _________ U 
5. Whorl _________________________________________________________________ . W 

Secondary classification (small.letter group): Prints with an ilr 

or tented arch in any finger or a radial loop in any except the in 
fingers constitute thesm:l.ll-letter 'group of the secondary classification. 
Such "small letters," with the exception of ,those appearing in the index 
fingers, are brought up into the classification formula 'in their proper 
relative positions immediately adjacent to the index fingers (fig. 349). 
A dash is used to indicate the absence of each small letter betweenlhe 
index fingers and another small letter or between two small letters, 3! ,~ 
1 aUa-t and 1 aU-t. Thus, if a radial loop appears in the right thumb,'(~ 
l~ 1~ ~ 

"" 
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the smaU'letter "1''' would be brought up in the numerator column of the 
classification formula and placed just to the left of the capital letter 
representing the index finger. Similarly, if an arch or tented arch or a 
radial loop would appear in the middle, ring, or little finger of the hand, 
the small letter representing such a pattern would be placed on the 
classification line to the right of the secondary in the llumerator column 
if the letter is present in the right hand, and in the denominator col
umn if in the left hand. When two or more small letters of the same 
type occur immediately adjacent to each other, they are indicated thus: 
1 rU-2a .and 1. aTa-a. 
ftU3a . . 1 tA2at 

The small-letter groups are of vital importance to the classification 
system, as they are of relatively infrequent occurrence, constituting ap
proximately 7 to 10 pel'bent of all paHerns. Generally speaking, since 
these patterns are of such rare oGcurrence, their very presence often 
enable!) the classifier to dispen;se With the lisual subsecondary classification 
and the major division which in the majority of cases are used in the 
larger groups. ..-

The subsel;ondary classification (grouping of loops amI whorls): 
In classifying prints it is necessary to subdivide the secondary groups. 
This is accomplished by grouping according to the ridge counts of loops 
and the ridge tracings of whorls. The .first of the groups filed in order, 
which it will be necessary to so subdivide, ~vould ordinarily be the 1 R . 

lR 
group where no small letters appear. The Federal Bureau of Investigation, 
howevei', has found it necessary to extend this division to many of the 
small:letter. groups which become cumbersome. The subsecondary is 
placed on the dassification line just to the right of the secondary. Ridge 
counts are translated into small and large, represented by symbols I and O. 
The whorl tracings are brought up as I, M, or 0 denoting inner, meeting 
or outer ridge tracings of the whorl' types. Only six_ fingers may be 
involved in the subsecondary-numbers 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, and 9. 

A ridge count of 1 to 9, inclu~ive, in the index fingers is brought up 
into the subsecondary formula as I. A count of 10 or more is 'brought 
up as O. In the middle fingers a count of frc.m 1 to 10, inclusive, is 
brought up as I, and 11 or mOre is O. In the ring fingers a count of from 

<;~ 1 to 13 is brought up as I, and 14 or more is O. A loop subsecondary 

, , , , 
349 
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could. appear in the classification formula as 010. Analyzing this example 
no 

of a subsecondary, ope will know that in the index, middk, and ring fingers 
of the right hand there are counts of over 9, under 11, and over 13, while 
in the left hand there are in the index, middle, and ring fingers, counts of 

'- under 10, under 11; over 13, respectively. The subsecondary classification, 
therefore, relates to the groupings of the prints, and no difficulty should 

~ be experienced in ascertaining whether the I anl 0 arrangement in the 
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subsecondary relates to loops or whorls when analyzing a classification, 
because this information. can be obt{\ined from the primary classification. 
Figt\re 350 is an example illustrating the subsecondary in addition to other 
divisions of the classification .formula. 
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350 

The chart, figure 351, will illustra.te thQ manner in which the ridge 
counts are translated into the symbols ! and 0 so they may be grouped 
and sequenced with the whorl tracings I, M and O. 

The major division: The major division is placed just to the left of 
the primary: in the classification formula. Where whorls appear in the 
thumbs the major division reflects the whorl tracings just as the sub· " 
secondary does. For example, a major division of lover M in the primary 
5 over 17 would reflect an inner·traced whorl over a meeting. traced whorl 
in the thumbs. Where loops appear in the thumbs, however, a table is 
used to translate the ridge counts into the small, medium, or large groups, 
designated by the letters 5, M, L. An expanding table is used for the 
right thumb when largc.count loops appear in the left thumb, as shown 
iIi the chart (fig. 351). This table is used because it affords ,a more 
equitable distribution of prints as a whole, for filing purposes within the 
groups indicated. 
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Table for major divisions of loops: 

'L"/l thumb tienominator Right thumb lIumerator 

, ' 11 tn 11, jllclll~iVt', S (Slllull). 
1 to 11, iIlClu,~iVl', S (smull) .................... ~.: •• _ 12 to Hi, illrhl~ivt·, :\l (lIH'dilllll). 

17 or IlltlJ't· I'idgt'~' L. (lurgl') • 

. ~ 1. tn .IL iI,H·11I~i~e·, .s (smi\lt): 
12' 1016, illclusivl', :'II (mec.lium) ............. _ ...... j12 tn 16, IIIc.iUSIVC', 2\1 (nwlltulll). 

(17 "rmol'l' ridge·s, L (Iargl'). 

17 'ormore ritlgl's; L (Iurge·) 
,~l ttl 17. il~l'Iusi,:e., S (smull): 

.......................... 'jIll til 22. IIIrluslve', :!\l (nwtlllllll). 
23 or Illlln' ridgl's, L (Iurgl'). 

The fingerprint turd l\ppearing in figure 352 shows a major division of 
L. ovcr.lu, which is ohtained hy counting the ridges (24 in the right thumb 

;' and lH in the left thumh) which, according to the table, is translated into 
L in l,oth thlllllbs. 

Thf~ final: IL is, of-course, desirable to have a definite sequence or order 
of filing the I prints \vithin the subdivided groups. This order is attnincd 
throuph the ~lise of the finul,which is based upon the ridge count of the 
loop in the right little finger. It is indicated at the extreme rirrht of the 
?UI1H!;rator iIi the classification. Note figure 352. If a loop does l~ot appeal' 
III thi~ right little fi nger, a loop in the left little finger may he used. It is 
then;indicated at the extreme ri'ght of the denominator (fig. 3S3). If no 

, loop~ appear in the little fingers, a whorl may be used to obtain a final, 
• courlting from left delta to core if in the rirtht hand and from rirthl delta 
, :::IT l:'\ 

: . to cl~r~ ifill, the left hand. If there are two or more cores (usually applies 
to a,ccldentai whorls), the ridge count is made from left delta (right hand) 
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or right'delta (left hand) to the core which is the least number of ridaes 
'" distant fro~ that delta. An exception is made in the case of the double 

loop. The double loop is counted from the delttl to the core of the upright 
loop. Where loops of a double loop are horizontal, the nearest core is 
used. Should both little fiilgels be a or t, no final is used. The use of a 
whorl in a little finger for a finnl is required only in connection with Q 

large group or collection of prints, such as the 32 over 32 primary. 

The key: The key, is obtained by counting the ridges of the first loop 
appearing on the fingerprint card (beginning with the right thumb), 
exclusive of the little fingers wh~ch :ure never considered for the key as 
they are reserved for the final. The key, no matter where found, is always 
placed to the extreme left of the numerator of the classification formula 
(fig. 353). 

Extensions 

The second subsecoridary classification: When a, groll p of finger· 
prints becomes so large that it is cumbersome and unwieldy, even though 
fully extended, jt can be subdivided further by using a second subsecondary 
division, which is brought up into the classification formula directly 
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above the subsecondary, aJld for which the ~ymbols 's, M and L are used. 
The following table is used: 

Index 
1 to 5, inclusive, S. 
6 10 12, inclusive, M. 
13 or m01:e, L. 

Middle 
1 10 8, inclusive, S. 
9 to 14, inclusive, M. 
15 or more, L. 

Ring 
1 10 10, inclusive, S. 
11 lu 18. inclusive, 1\1. 
19 or more, L. 

If this table is referred to, a study of figure 352 will demonstrate the 
use of the second subsecondnry. 

WCDX extension: J n the e~'tension used il'l the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation for the large whorl groups, the type of whorl is designated 
by the symbols W, C, D, or X for the index fingers and w, c, d, or x for 
all other fingers, according to its dassificati~n as defined in figure 354. 
These symbols a~~ used for subclassification purposes only and are 
brought up into the classification formula directly above the subsecondary 
in.their respective positions, the' right hand he!.Jlg the numerator, the left 
hand being the denominator. . . 

Special loop exifension: In the all-loop group (~~=~). the follow

ing special loop extension may be used, utilizing the ridge counts in fingers 
Nos. 2, 3,4,7,8,9, and, if necessary, No. 10: 
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Ridge COllnts 
1 to 4, inclusive ........ , .......•..• 
5 to 8, inclusive •.•....•.•.....••..• 
9 to 12, inclusive .•.....•.•• " ...... . 

13 to 16, inclusive .........•.......•.. 

Value 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Ridge Count. Value 
17 to 20, inclusive ••......•........•.. 5 
21 to 24, inclusive ...••.......•..•.... 6 
25 and over •...........•.............•• 7 

The resulting values in this extension are brought up into the classification 
formula directly above the subsecondary in their respective positions, the 
right hand beirig the numerator, the left hand being the denominator. 

In addition to the extensions already mentioned, fingerprint groups may", 
be divided into male and female, and by age {either by year or by arbi· " 
trarily setting an age limit, beyond which a print bearing such an age 
would he filed separately. 

In the files of the FedeT.llI Bureau of Invelltigation, all prints bearing an 
age of 55 through 74 are filed in one group and all prints hearing an age of 
75-79 years are filed in another file. There are no provisions in the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation for the maintenance of fingerprints on individuals 
80 years of age or older~ 

A separate file :1s maintained for deceased persons, for possible future 
reference. 

A separate file is maintained for all prints bearing amputations and which ~', 

have an unequivocal statement or marking from the contributor to that effect. 'j, 
Permanent scars also may be utilized for this purpose; giving three,'; 

more groupings: those prints '-having permanent scars in the right hand, -~ 
those having a scar in the left, and those in which scars appear in both t 

hands. A separate file may be maintained for mutilated prints ,whether 
or not the permanent·scardivision is used. This is usually composed of 
prints so badly mutilated, or so mutilated about the cores and deltas, that 
intentional mutilation is sllspected. 
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CHAPTER V 

Closs-ificotioll of ScoJOJoed P"tte,ons
AmlJlli"tioJls-ltIissiuy at Birth 

Classification of scarred patterns 

Empha~is should he placed upon the neces:-;iLy for fully referencing 
all scarred pattel'lls. In connection with their proper clas!'ification, the 
following rules sllould be observed: 

• When an imprcl;sion is so scnned that neither the general type of 
pattern n01' the ridge trueing 01' count can he determined with l'easonahlc 
accuracy, the impression ~hould he given hoth the general type value and 
the suhclassification value of the, cOl'l'esponding finger of the other hand. 

• When an impression is p:1l'1i;lly scaned, i.e., large scars about the 
core so that the general type .cannot he determined with reaso/lable 
accuracy,lJut the ridgeii allow reasonahly accurate subclassifications by 
ridge tracings 01' countling, the impression should be given the primary 
value of the pattern of O;the cI)lTesponding finger and the suhclassification 
value as indicated by the ridges of partially scarred impressions. 

• When an impressiOlI is partially scarred and the general typ~ of 
pattern can he determined with reasonable accuracy, but the ridges cannot 
be trac~d 01' counted so as to fall within lhe pro pet subsecondary c1ussi· 
ficatioll, the jIll pression should, he given the ridge count 01' tracing value 
of the cOlTesponding fingel' of the other hand, if the corresponding finger 
is of the same genel:al type. If the corresponding finger is not of the same 
general 'type, th~ !;ctl\'l'ed impression should be given the probable value 
and referenced to all other possibilities. 

, When an impi'ession is so spaned that neither th; general type of 
pattern nor' the ridge tracing or count can he determined with reasonable 
accuracy, and it so happens that the corresponding finger of. th~ other 
hand is similHrly searred, both patLe1'lls ,are given the arbitrary value of 
whorls with meeting tracings. 

In figure 355, the paltel'l\ is entirely oblitci'ated. It could have been 
[I small w~orl, a small ulnar or radial loop, an arch, or a tellied arch. 
If t~e opposite finger were an arch or tented arch or whorl, this im
pression would be'dassificd as arch, tented arch, or whorl (with the samc 
tracing).' If the oppo'3ite finger ~ere a small·count loop, this would he 
classified as a loop of the same count. If the opposite finger were a large. 
count loop, this illlpresEion would be given tile count of the opposite 
finger even though it could never have had that count. If the opposite 
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fillgel' 1\"t'\'I' ~culTl'd ill' the !;ume fu~hio!\ 01' Wl'l'e amputated 0\' 11I1S~lI\g, 
hoth imprc!:'~io!\s would be dassificd us whorls wilh meeting tracings. 

In figurc 356, thc gerH'rul typc of the pal!.el'l1 could have Lccn loop 
(ulnar if in the right hmld) or whorl. If the opposite Jinger wcre a whorl 
this would be classified as a whorl, and with the same trucing, If a radial 
loop were opposite, this would be classified as an ulnar loop (if in the 
right hand). The ridge count can be obtained with a fair degree of 
accuracy. If an arch or tented arch were opposite, this in)pression would 
be class~fil'd as a loop because it looks as if it had been a loop. 

355 356 

357 358 

In figurc 357, the ridge count cannot be determined accuratelv but it 
would be classified as a loop, no mattcr what the opposil.e fing~r might 
be. If the opposite finger were a loop with a count of from G to 17, this 
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illlprcssion wouid be given that count. If the count of the oPJlo~itc loop 
were leRs or more than G to 17, the count tor this finger would be given 
I 01' ° in the subsecondary classification depending upon whether the 
opposite finger wus I or 0, but would not be given less than G nor more 
than 17 COUlUS as its possibility is limited to those counts, 

A pattern with a'scar similar to either scar in figures 358 and 359 
would always be given a loop as it could be seen readily that there was no 
possibility of its having been any other type of pattern. 

359 

~:, Classification of amputations allll fingers missing at birth 

When one or more amputations appeal' upon a fingerpi'i!lt card, it may 
be filed separately from those huving no amputations in order to facili
tate scat:ching. It is to Le noted that before it may be filed in the ampu
tation group, the curd l11ust contain a definite and unequivocal statement 
or marking by the contributor to the effect that a certain finger or fingers 
have LeCl~amputated or were mi'3sing at birth. This prevents the appear
ance on litler cards of impressions of fingers thought to have been ampu
tated but which in reality were merely injured and bandaged when previous 
pdnts were submitted. 

If one finger is amputated, it is given a classification identical with that 
of the opposite finger, including pattern and ridge count, or tracing, and 
referenced to every olher possihle classification. 

If two or more fingers are amputated, they are given classifiuation!'l 
identical with the fingers opposite, with no additional references. 

If two amputated fingers al e opposite each other, both are given the 
classification of wr~orls with meeting tracings, 

When a fingerprint card bearing a notation of fingers missing at birth 
is classified, the missing fingers should be treated as amputations in th.at 
they are given the identical classifications of the opposite fingers and are 
filed in, the amputation group. As these fingers are missing from a pre-
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natal cause, they would have al ways received the identical classification 
?f the opposite finger on any previous occasion. 

If all 10 fingers are mnputated 1111' missing at birth, the classifica. 
tion will be M 32 W MMM. If both hands areampulated 01' missing 

M 32 W MMM . 
at birth, the footprints should be taken as they, too, bear friction ridges 
with definite pattel'lls. A footprint file is maintained by, the FBI for 
identification purposes in instances where the subject has all Hngers 
amputat~d 01' missing at birth. 

Partially amputated fingers often present very complex problems and 
careful consideration should be given to them. The question often arises 
as to the appropriate groups in which they should be filed, i.e., amputations 
or Ilonamputations. As no definite rule may be applied, it is a matter 
of experience and judgment as to their preferred classification. " 

In those instances in which a partially amputated finger has half or ,i' 

more than half of the pattern area missillg, it is given the classification "'1
M

,.'"" 

of the opposite finger. It will he filed in the amputation group under the ,t' 

classification of the opposite finger and reference searches should be '!, 

conducted in all possible classifications in the nonamputation groups. ' 
If two or more of the fingers are amputated in this manner, they are given t' 
the ".classification of the opposite fingers oilly and are g.werned by the 
rules concerning amputations. ;: 

Generally, a "tip amputation," 01' one which has less than half of the 
first joint amputated, will always be printed in the future. ~lerefore, 
a partially amputated finger with less than half of !,he, paUem area miss· 
ing is classified as it appears and is referenced to the opposite finger. 
It will be filed in the nonamputation group and reference' searches should 
be conducted under the classification of the opposite finger, and in the 
amputation group. It must be referenced this way even though it never 
could have originally had the classification of the opposite finger. 

Classification oj bandaged or UnlJrinied finger8 

As noted.in the chapter pertaining to "Problems in the Taking of Inked 
Fingerprints," an indicatjon to the effect "recently injured, bandaged" is 
not sufficient to file a fingerprint card. , It is obvious that a fingerprint 
card bearing these notationc. cannot be properly classified or filed. If the 
injury is temporary, and if possible, these prints should not be taken 
until after healing. 

If fingers are injured to the extent that it is impossible to secure inked 
impressions by special inking devices, the unprinted fingers are given 
classificationa , identical with thedassification~/ of the fingers opposite. 
If only one Dnger is lacking, reference searcWes should be conducted in 
every possible classification. If more than one finger is lacking, they 
should be given the classifications of the Oppol3ite fingers, but no reference 
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searches should be conducted. If there are two lacking, opposite each 
other, they should be classified as whorls with meeting tracings. ' 

If, however, in the case of an injured finger, observation is made of 
the ridges of the finger itself and indicated on the print, this classification 
should be, insofar as it is possible, utilized. For example, a missing im
pression labeled "ulnar loop of about 8 counts" hy the individual taking 
the prints, should, be searched in the subsecondary ~s both I and 0 but 
should not be referenced as n pattern other than a loop. 1£ the finger is 
used as the .final, or key, it should be searched enough counts on each 
Side ot' 8 to allow for possible error in the counting by the contributm: 
using his nilked eye. 
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Filing Sequence ' 

The sequence must be arranged propedy at all tim';;ls' to make possible 
the most accurate work. Prints' are sequenced and {lIed in this order, 
according \'0 : 

1. Primar~'t: 1 to 32. 
T 32 

In the primary classification the denominator remains constant until 
. all numerator figurcs have been exhausted from 1 to 32. All prints with 
the primary lover 1 are filed together. These are followed by2 over I, ' 
3 over 1, 4 over 1, etc., until 32 over 1 is reached. The next primary is 
lover 2, then 2 over 2, etc., until 32 oyer ,2 is reached. Eventually, 
through the use of each denominator figure' and the elimination of each 
numerator over each denominator, the 32 over 32 primary will be reaCh\ld. 

Even in the smaller collections of fingerprints, it will be found that 
the grf>ups which are arranged under the individual primaries filed in 
sequence, from lover 1 to 32 over 32,' w.ill pe too voluminous for 
expeditious searching, 

II. Secondary: 

A. Secondary small·letter group: A to rW3r. 
I A rW3r 

Most intricate of all the individual sequence::: is the small-letter sequenc:e. 
It is less difficult if the following method is used: 

1. Sequence according to the patterns in the index fingers; grouped 
A to W. 
A W 

When small letters are present, there are 25 possible combinations 
which can appear in the index fingers. They are as follows: 

A T R' U W 
A A A A A 

A T B u ! 
if 1. T if T 

A 1: B u ! 
R R R R R 

A 1: B !! w 
U u u u U 

A 1- B u w 
j w w Vi if 
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:l. Within e£tCh group sequence:' 
a. The denominator, by -

(1) ,Count of the small letters (lesser preceding the greater). 

(2) Position of the small letters (those to the left preceding 
those to the right). 

(3) Type of small letter (sequence a, t, r). 

b. The numerator, by -

(1) Count. 

(2) Position. 

(3) Type. 

Thus A precedes 
-x.-

A precedes 
-;At 

A precedes 
-aT 

A precedes 
At 

aA precede5 
~ 

rA precedes 
aA2a 

aAtat preced~s 
tA3r 

T 
-x:-

A 
A3t 

A 
--ra-

A 
};r-

aAa 
liAr""" 

Ar 
aA2a 

aAtar 
tA3r 
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The following table represents the full sequence of the denominator 
of the group having A over A in the index fingers. The full sequence as 
listed may be used as the numerator for each denominator as set out below. 
Following the group with A over A in the index fingers is the group 
with T over A in the index fingers, the sequence being the same otherwise. 
Then R over A, U over A, A over T to rW3r over rW3r. 

A tAra aA2at tA2tr 
aA tArt aA2ar tAtra 
tA tA2r aAata tAtrt 
rA rA2n aAa2t tAt2r 
Aa rAat aAatr tAr2a 
At rAar aAara tArat 
Ar rAta aAart tArar 

aAa rA2t aAa2r tArta 
nAt rAtr aAt2a tAr2t 
aAr :rAra aAtat tArtr 
tAa rArt aAtar tA2ra 
tAt rA2r aA2ta tA2rt 
tAr A3a aA3t tA3t 
rAa A2dt aA2tr rA3a 
rAt A2ar aAtra rA2at 
rAr Aata :sAtrt rA2ar 
A2a Aa2t aAt2r rAata 
Aat Aatr aAr2a " rAa2t 
Aar Aara aArat rAat, 
Ata Aart aArar rAara 
A2t Aa2r aArta rAart 
Atr At2a aAr2t rAa2r 
Ara Atat nArtr rAt2a 
Art Atar aA2r" rAtat 
A2r A2ta aA2rt rAtar 

aA2a A3t aA3r rA2ta 
aAat A2tr tA3a rA3t 
aAar Atra tA2at rA2tr 
aAta Atrt tA2ar rAtra 
aA2t At2r tAata rAtrt 
aAtr Ar2a tAa2t rAt2r 
.Ara Arat tAatr rAr2a , 
~Art Arar tAara rArat 
aA2r Arta tAart rArar 
iA2a Ar2t tAa2r rArta 
iAat Artr tAt2a rAr2t 
tAar A2ra tAtat rArtr 
tAta A2rt tAtar rA2ra 
tA2t A3r tA2ta rA2rt 
tAtr aA3a tA3t rA3r 
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B. Secondary loop and whorl group: R to W. 
R W 

When no small letters are present, there are 9 possible cQmbinations 
which can appear in the index fingers. They are as follows: 

B U W 
R R R 

B U W 
U ij ij 

B U ! 
W Vi W 

At this point it is well to note that it may be preferable in some 
instances where small files are concerned to use only a portion of the 
classification formula in the filing sequence. In such cases, only those 
parts of the filing sequence which are necessary should be used along 
with the final and key. 

m. Sztbsecondar'J: III to 000.' 
III 000 

The sequence of the subsecon~ary is as follows: 

III 11M I!Q 1MI IMM IMO 101 
III III III III III III 111 

!QM J.QQ MIl MIM MIO MMI MMM 
III III III III III III III 

MMO MOl MQM MQQ OIl OIM QlQ 
III III III III III III III 

QM1 .QMM QMQ 001 J)OM QQQ etc., TIl QQ.Q, 
III III III III III III 000 

each numerator in turn becoming the denominator for the complete 
sequence of numerators as listed above. 

IV. Major: 

The following sequence isus~d when loops appear in both thumbs: 

S M L. S M L S M L 
S SSM M M L L L 

When whorls appear in both thumbs the sequence is: 

I M Q I M'Q I M Q 
I I I M M MOO 0 

When a whorl appears in the right thumb and a loop in the left, the 
sequence is: 

I M Q I M Q I M'O 
S SSM M M L L L 
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When a loop appears in the right thumb and a whorl in the left, the 
sequence is: 

.S M L § M L § M L r I I M M MOO 0 

V. Second Subsecondary: SSS to LLL. 
SSS LLL 

The sequence for filing the second subsecondfiry is as follows: 

SSS SSM SSL SMS SMM SML 
SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS 

SLS SLM SLL MSS M§.M MSL 
SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS 

MMS MMM MML MLS MLM MLL 
SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS SSS 

LSS tSM .. ~:?1 LMS LMM LML 
SSS SSS r:~s SSS SSS SSS 

LLS LLM LLL, etc., to LLL, 
SSS SSS SSS LLL 

each group of the numerator becoming in turn the denominator fot' 
complete sequence of numerators as listed above. 

VI. WeD X Extensions: W to xX3x; 
Vi xX3x 

the 

The sequence is as follo~vs: Prints with' c, d,or x in any finger other 
than the index fingers constitute the small-letter group; A sample of the 
sequence follows: 

W eWe xWd Wdx 
eW eWd xWx Wxe 
dW eWx W2e Wxd 
xW dWe Wed W2x 

We dWd Wcx eW2e 
Wd dWx Wde cWcd 
Wx xWe W2d eWcx 

As may be readily seen, the sequence proceeds in the same fashion as 
the a, t, r, small-letter sequence. 
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} 
vii. Special Loop Extension used ny the Federal Bureau of Investiga-

tio/l;:; 111 to 777. 
"ill 777 

The following is a partial sequence for filing this extension: 

111 112 ill 114 115 ill 117 
111 111 111 111 111 111 111 

m J"gg 1M 1M 125 !62 127 
111 ,111 111 111 111 111 111 

ill m 1M 1M ill 1&2 137 
111 111 111 111 111 11). 111 

141 ill 143 144 145 J:.42 ill 
111 111 111 111 111 III 111 

151 152 153 154 11?i5 1§§ ill 
111 111 111 111 111 111 111 

ill 1§g ~ 1M !2§ l2Q !§1 
111 111 111 111 111 111 111 

171 m 173 174 175 l,m 177 etc., to 77'1. 
111 111 111 111 111 ill 111 777 

No matter how many of these divisions may be used, the order s,hould, 
remain the same; and no matter how many of these divisions are used, 
each individual group should be 'sequenced by: 

VIII. Final: 

Filed in. numerical sequence from lout. For example, assume that 
there are 15 prints in a group having a final of 14. All of these should 
be filed tog~ther' and followed by those prints in the same group ha~ing 
a final of 15~ etc. . ' 

IX. Key: 

All prints appearing' in a designated final group are a~ranged by key 
in numerical sequence from lout. For example, assume that there are 
5 prints in a group having a key of 14. All of these should be filed 
together and followed by those prints in the same group having a key 
of 15, etc. 
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CDAP),ER VII 

Seftl·c.a.j1l9 fill d. Referellci1l9 

Searchillg 

When sl'!lI'ching a print throll'gh the fingl'rprint fill'~ in order to estab. 
\i~h an identifiention, it sholiid he remembered that the fingerprint I~t~)'ds" 
tire filed in ::<ul'h n way that all those' prints havin~ the same classihcatioll 
are tugl~thel" Thll:4, the print being searched is l'ompal'ed only with the 

. groups having a comparahlc dassilication, rather than with the whole file, 

AftcI' locating the propel' group classification, the searcher Jihould fix 
in hiH lIilind the one or two most outstanding characteristics of the patterns 
of tlwcllncnt pl'int (\lId look for them among the prints in ftle. If 11 

print i~, found which has a chtmICteri!;tic resembling one upon the current 
prillt, the two prints :-:hould be examincd closely to determine if identical. 
To avoid making all el'l'oneous identificatioll, the searcher should be 
exceedxngly l'ureful to aHl'eriain that the prints being compared are 
identical in all respects he fore identifying one against the other. 

To lestablish identity, it is necessary to locate several points of identity 
among the characteristics of the prints. The numbCl' of identical charac· 
tcristics is left to the discretion of the individual hut he should be absolutely 
certa;,n thut the prints nre identical hefore treating them as such. Charac· 
teristics need not appeur within"the pattern area, since any ridge formatioli 
is acecptable. Quitc often excellent ridge detail appears in the second 
joint of the finger. The characteristics used to establish ari. identification 
are shown in figure 102. 

The final and the key may be considered control figures for searching 
prints. They limit the num,ber of prints it is necessary to seareh in a group 
to those prints having finals and keys closely related to the final and key 
of the print beihg searched. 

Due to the po~sibility of visual misinterpretation, distortion by pressure, 
. or poor condition of the ridge detail of the prints in file, it is advisable 

to allow a margin for such discrepancies. Except in cases where the ridge 
count of the final an<l/or key is questionllble on the print being searched, 
the following procedure is used: 

Of the prints within any group classification, .lnly those prints are 
examined which have a final within 2 ridge counts on each side of the 
final of the print being searched. For example, if the print to be searched 
has a final of 17, all prints bearing a final 15 through 19 will be compared 
with it. 

Within the final of any group classification, only those prints are 
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examined whidl have a key within 2 ridge COllllts on each side of the kcy 
of tile pl'int being, sl'arcill'd. For example, if rthe print to he searched 
hal! ukey of 20, all prilils hearing a key of 19 through 22 will be compared 

with it. ' 
In figure 352, it will be noted that there me 17 ridge counts appearing 

in the right lillie finger and this number is used as the final. It will also 
he noted that t\\ere is a loop of 24 ridge counts in the right thumb and 
this nUlllhel' is·usi,d as thl' key ina!'much a8 it is the first loop. In this 
example, the print is searched in the group classification which has finals 
ranging from 15 through 19. Within this group of finals the prints' which 
have keys ranging from 22 through 26 are examined. 

Referellcing 

Too much stress cannot he placed upon the necessity of referencing 
questionable patterns, whether it he in the interpretation of the Iype of 
pattern, the l'idge count, or the tracing. 

The factors which make it neces~ary are: variation In individual judg
ment and eyesight, the amount of ink used, the amount of pressure used 
in taking the prints, the ,difference in width of the rolled impressions, skin 
diseases, worn ridges due to age or occupations, temporary and permanent 
scars, bandaged fingers, crippled hands, and amputation. 

For the lzighestdegree of accuracy, all rolled impressions should be 
. checked by the plain impressions, which generally are not distorted by 

pressiJre. This also helps prevent error caused by the reversal or mixing 
of the rolled impressions out of their proper order. For the same reason, 
as much of the counting and tracingf'hould be done in the plain impressions 
as it is possible to do. 

If there is any doubt as to which of two or more ciassifications should 
be assigned to a given pattern, it is given the preferred classification and 
reference searches are conducted in all other possible cl~s.sifications. For 
example, if. on a print with the preferred classification 1. A it is ques· 

T"A:; 

tionable whether the left middle finger should be a plain arch, a tented 
arch, or a radial loop, the print is searched in the 1 A. group, and 

TAa' 
reference searches are conducted in the 1 A and 1 A groups. For 

1 At TAr 

fur~her illustration', a print is given a preferred primary classification 
of.1 although the ri~ge detail on the right thumb is so formed as to 

1 
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resemble a whorl. The search is coml'lleled first in the preferred..! primary 
1 

classification and a reference search is then conducted in the.:!... primary. 
, 17 

All ridge CQunts that arc "line counts," i.e., when one more or one less 
count would change the designation of the loop trom I to 0 or from 
S to M, etc~, must be searched in both groups. For example, in a 
print classified 16 M 1 U III 10, if the ridge count of the right middle 

M 1 U III 
finger is io and the count in the ~ight thumb is 16 (as in~icated by the 
key), the print would be searched first as classified, then reference 
searches would be conducted in the following groups: 

M 1 U 101, L 1 U III, and L I U IOI 
MIll III MIUIlI MIUIll 

When there is doubt concerning the tracing of a whorl, it should he 
treated in the same fashion. For example, if in the classification 0 5 U 

I 17 U 
doubt existed as to whether the tracing of the right thumb might not he 
a meeting tracing, the print would be searched as classified, and a reference 
search would be conducted 'in M 5 U. 

I 11 U 
If there is no doubt concerning the ridge count used for the, final, it is 

enough to search out of the group only, those prints containing a final 
within 2 ridge counts on each side of the final on the print being searched. 
When, however, there is doubt concerning the ridge count of the final, 
the print should be searched 2 ridge counts on each side of the two 
extremes of possibility. For e~~mple, if it were possible for a final to 
be 6, 7, 8, or 9 ridge counts, the print should be searched through that 
part of the group bearing fi~als of fmm 4 through 11. 

The. ahove explanation pertaining to .the final also applies to the key! 

,All prints bearing amputations should be referenced to the OE'Cesstlry 
files containing prints other than amputations for reference searches. 

In instances where only 'one finger is amputated, reference searches 
are ,conducted in all possible classification.s, including al1 possible ridge 
counts or tracings. For example, a print !Containing the classification: 

AM1~ 

4 S 1 U III 6 
S 1 U III 

with the right index finger amputated, the left index finger being an ulnar 
loop, would be searched first in the amputation group for the classification, 
ithen reference searches would be conducted in the following groups in t~e 
nonampulation files: 
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S 1 U III S IT II S 17 WIll 
S I UIII SI U III SlUm 

S 1 U 011 SIR In; S 17 W Mil 
Slum slum S 1 U III 

S 1 A II S 1 ROIl S 17 W 011 
Slum Slum S IUIII 

. All prints bearing unprinted or hadly crippled fingers are filed in the 
nonamputation files, and reference searches are conducted in the amputation 
group. 

For the purpose of determining if it is feasible to c,rmduct reference 
searches in all possible classifications, the method of referencing ampu
tations ]s applied to completely scarred patterns (Chapter titled "Scarred 
Patterns-Amputations-Missing at Birth"). For example, a print bearing 
the preferred classification: 

13 0 17 W 000 14 
L 17 U 001 

with the left middle finger completely scarreds the right middle finger 
being an ulnar loop with a ridge count of 13, would he searched first in 
the group for that classification, then, reference searches would he conducted 
in the following groups: 

017 W 000 
L 17 U 011 

o 17W 
L 17 Ua 

0'17 W 
L 17 Ut 

017 W 
L 17 Ur 

019 W 000 
L 17 U OIl 

019 W 000 ' 
LI7UOMI 

019 W 000 
L 17 U OOI 

The referencing of partial scars is a problem in which many factors 
are preseilt. A full explanation of the scars, their preferred classifications 
and their references is made in the chapter, "Classification of Scarred 
Patterns-Ampufations-Missing at Birth." " 

When the age extension is utilized and a ."Reference" group and a 
"Presumptive Dead" file are maintained, it is suggested that a general 
allowance of 5 years be' considered to allow for a discrepancy in prints 
hearing the ages of 50 years or older. 
i' In the files of the Federal Bureau of Investigation the various age 
groups are as follows: 

1-54 .•. ~ ... , .•........ "..... "Regular" file. 

55-74 ..•......•............ "Reference" file: 

75-and over ...•............. "Presumptive Dflad" file. 

Reference searches for the preceding groups are conducted in the 
following manner: 

.' 
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, ___ .. 4 at._ [11111 I n'J; mar wn. 

. SO-54 ______ ~ ______ Referenced to "Reference" file. 
'70:-74 _____________ Referenced to "Presumptive Dead"·file. 
75-79 ________ . _____ Referenced to "Reference" file. 

1£ no age is given, it should be ~earched first in the regular file and 
reference searches should be conducted in the "Reference" group and the 
"Presumptive Dead" file. 

When separate male and female files are maintained, there may ,be 
doubt as to the sex of a subject due to a discrepancy between the sex 
indicated 'and the llame and the description and picture. In such case 
try to determine the sex from the description and the size of the prints, 
then reference th~ print to the other file. A. Photo::ltat copy can be made 
and placed in the other, file until the true sex can be determined. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

rhe N IItionll' Cr'me In'ormllt'on Center 
Fingerpr'nt Class,ncllt'on S"stem 

The National Crime l~formation Center (NCIC) is a computerized in
formation system estahlietled as a service to all law enforcement agencies-
local, state, and Federal. The sy~tem operates by means of computers, data 
transmission over communication lines, terminal devices, and most important, 
people. Its objective is to improve the effectiveness of law enforcement through 
the more efficient handling and exchange of dooumented police information. 
Through use of the most up.to.date computer equipment located at FBI Head. 
quarters in Washington, D.C., this system can store vast amounts of informa. 
tion which can be instantly retrieved and furnished through an NCIC terminal 
to any authorized agency. The data'stored in the NCIC is documented police 
information concerning crime and criminals of nation·wide interest. 

One of the files in the NCIC computerized information system is the wanted 
person file on individuals for whom Federal warrants are outstanding or 
who have committed or have been identified with an offense which is classified 
as a felony or serious misdemeanor under the existing penal statutes of the 
jurisdiction originll~ing the entry and a felony or misdemeanor warrant has 
been issued for the individual with respect to the offense. This includes pro
bation and parole violators. 
Whe~ 'a wanted person's fingerprint classification is available, the National 

Crime Information Center fingerprint classification (NCIC FPC) should 
always be included in the wanted person's record. While not 'a positive iden
tifier, the NCIC FPC can be of assistallce in establishing the identity of a 
suspected wanted person. 

NCIC is 1\. developing system which is extending its services each year. In 
November, 1971, a file, known as Computerized Criminal History (CCH) 
Was added to the NCIC data base. This file contains data concerning personal 
descriptions of those individuals arrested for violations of serious crimea, 
the nature of the charge, and the disposition of the arrest. The file is meant 
to service all agencies in the criminal justice system. Developed in conjunc
tion with local, state, and Federal NCIC participants, this file was designed 
to meet the needs of police, as well as those of prosecutors, courts, and correc
tional institut~ons for prompt up-to.date information concerning an indio 
vidual's past criminal history. One' field of data which has been provided for 
and which should be utilized in the CeH record is the subject'sNC~C 
FPC. As previously stated, the NCIC FPC is not a positive identifier, but 
it can be of assistance in better establishing the identity of an individual. 
This is particularly true when a subject possesses a common name and the 
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search for his CCH record is being tr,ade against a vast repository of com. 
puterized data based records. 

To alleviate problems existent due to the various methods of fingerprint 
classification, the foHowing method was devisel~ and should be utilized in 
classifying fingerprints for entry into the fingerprint classification (FPC) 
field of wanted person rec()rd tormat,as well as the FPC of the CCH record. 
This is a twenty (20) char~cter field. 

As is well known, the fingers are numbered beginning with the right thumb JL 

as number ,I, and continuing through numher 10 with the left thumb being 
number 6. Two characters al'e to he used for each finger'as shown below: 

Pattern Type Pallern Sub&roup Ncrc FPC Cod. 

AltCR. ' ............... Plain ARCH...... . . .•. . AA 
Tented ARr.::H.......... T'f 

LOOP. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Radial LOOP. . . . . . . . . .. 2 numeric characters. Deter. 
mine actual ridge count '~nd 
add fifty (50). E.g., if the' 
ridge count of a radial loop 
is 1.6, add 50 to 16 for a sum 

Ulnar LOOP ........... . 

WHOUL ............... Plain WHORL ......... . 
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Inner tracing ....•.. 
Meeting tracing .... . 
Outer tracing ...... . 

Central Pocket Loop 
WHORL 

Inner tracing ....••. 
Meeting tracing .. , .• 
Outer tracing. , ..•.. 

Double 1 Loop WHORL .. 

,~t • 
----~--- ------

of 66. Enter this sum (66) in .. 
the appropriate finger pOBi .• ~, 
tion of the FPC field. 

2 numeric characters indicating 
actual ridge count (less than 
50). Ie the ridge count is :ess 
than 10, precede actual CC'ilnt 
with a zero. E.g., ridge count 
of 14, enter as 14; ridge coulit 
of 9, enter as 09. -

Enter "P" followed by tracing 
of whorl. 

PI 
PM 
PO 

Entcr "c" followed by' tracing 
of whorl. 

CI 
CM 
CO 

Enter "d" followed by tracing 
of whorl. In double loop 
~h?rl 'pattern the small 
letter "d" is utilized when 
classifying prints jn lieu of 
the caJlital "D" in order to 
niake the handwritten char· 

'Deter mQre ,distinguishable 
from. the handwritten letter 
O. When entered in a com· 
puter data base 01" when the 
NClc FPC is otherwise 
typed or printed out the 
capital "D" will be used 

MISSING/AMPU. 

NCIC FPC Cod. 

instead Qf the small letter 
"d" tQ avoid the complica
tions invQlved in having tG 
provide both upper (capital 
letter) and lower (mH'laU 
letter) case character sets. 

Inner tracing. . . . . . . dl 
Meeting tracing. . . . . dM 
Outer tracing. . . . . . . dO 

Accidental WHORL .. \ .. < Enter "X" followed by tracmg 

Inner tracing ..•. , •. 
Meeting tracing .... . 
Out~r tracing ...... . 

of whorl. 
XI 
XM 
XO 

TATED FINGER 2 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• XX 
SR COMP,T..ETELY ...........•............ 

SCARRED OR 
< :MUTILATED 
PATTERN' 

I In double loo\> whorl patterns tho alnoll letter a il utilized In lieu 01 the capital D in order to Inake It Inore 
dilllngulshahI. froln the handwritten lellcr O • 

• U,ed only In Inflance. of mi"lng and totaUy/partly alnputated lingers maldng it Impollibl. tIl accur.t.ly 
,I ... ily an Impre •• lon according to the above lnllruollonl Jar NCIC FPC. It b recognized thaI under the 
Henry System 01 c1allilylng fingerprint., II a finger II Inis.ing or amputaled, it I. given a claaallication 
Identical with the oppo.lte finger; however, <thi. should not be done In the NCIC FPC, Iinc. tho pre.il. 
Id,ntlly or t •• finger or linge .. mlsslng/amputaled Is nol preserved. 
~ UI.d only In inatane.s In which tho fingerprint callnot be accurately cl.salfied due to complete scarring 

ot'multll.tloQ and Il cla .. ifiabl. print cannol be obtained. }... In the ca •• 01 Inls.ing and amputated finge .. , 
the proceduro lor< ... ignlng the c1 •• sificatlc,n 01 the opposite finger. a. I. done under the Henry Systeln 01 
,1 ... lIylng fing~rprint., ,hoald not be ..... d lor Ih. NCIC FPC. 

It is recommended that a practice be employed whereby a diagonal line is 
placed through the number zero each time it is written in the NCIC FPC to 
distinguish the zero (~) from an alphabetical 0 which is used in tracings of 
whorls. 

An exal~pI~()f Jhe NCIC FPC for a set of fingerprints made up of all 
ulnar lo:)ps might thusly read: I2I~llI6I411fHll713. TIle same finger. 
prints with: #2 and #7 fingers being radialloop~ would appear -as follows: 
12~II16I4I159Il1713. • 

Suppose then for an example, a set of fingerprints is classified under the 
Henly System ~nd contains the following; # 1 finger IS an ulnar loop with 12 
ridgecounts,.:;#'2 finger has heen amp~tated. #3 finger is a plain arch, 
#4 finger is a Central Pocket loop with outer tracing, #5 finger is an ulnar 
loop with 4 counts, #6 finger is cQmpletely scarred, #7 finger is a radial 
loop with 9 ridge co'imts, #8 finger is a tented arch, #9 finger is a double 
loop with a meeting tracing, and #10 finger is an ulnar loop with 10 ridge 
r:ounts. Applying the foregoing r,ules, the correct NCIC FPC would be: 
12XXAAcot}4SR59TI'dMI~. (If typed or machine printed, ~he small letter 
"d" would be a, capital letter "0" in this classification.) 

.' 
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CBAPTERIX 

"ow To Tahe Inked Pingel·prints 

The equipment required for taking fingerprints consists of an inking plate, 
a cardholder, printer's ink (heavy black paste), and a roller. This equipment 
is simple and inexpensive. 

In o,rder to obtain clear, distinct ~ngerprints, i~ is necessary to spread the 
printe~'s ink in a thin even coating on a small inking plate. A roller similar 
to that used DY printers in making galley proofs is best adapted for use as 
a spreader. Its size is a matter determined by individual needs and prefer. 
ences; however, a roller approximately 3 inches 10llg and 1 inch in diameter 
has heen found to he very satisf4ctory. These rollers may be obtained from a 
fingerprint supply company ocr a printing supply house. ( 

An inking plate may he made from a hard, rigid, scratch-resistant met~{ 
plate 6 inches ,wide by 14 inches long or by inlaying a block of wood with Ii 
piece of glass one-fourth of an inch thick, 6inches wide, and ~4 inches long. 
The glass plate by itself would he suitable, but it should be fixed to a baDe 
in order to prevent breakage., The inking surface should be elevated toa 
sufficient height to allow the subject's forearm to assume a horizontal position 
when the fingers are being inked. For example, the inking plate may be 
placed on the edge of a counter or a table of counter height. In such a posi. 

360. Fingerpri9t stan". 
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,tion, the operator has greater assurance of avoiding accidental strain or pres
:i~ure on the fingers and should be able to procure more uniform impressions. 

i .., The inking plate should also be placed so that the subject's fingers which 
are not being printed can be made to "swing" off the table to prevent their 
interfering with the inking process. A fingerprint stand sm:;h as that shown 
in figure 360 may be purchased from fingerprint supply companies. The 
stand is made of hardwood and measures approximately 2 feet in length, 1 foot 
in height and width. This stand contains a cardholder and a chrome strip 
which is used as the inking plate. Two compartillents used to store blank 
fingerprint cards and supplies complete the stand. This equipment should be 
supplenlented by a cleansing fluid and necessary cloths so that the subject's 
fingers may'he cleaned before rolling and the inking plate cieaned after using. 
Denatured alcohol and commercially available cleaning fluids are suitable 
forthis purpose. 

The fingerprints should be taken on 8- by 8-inch cardstock, as this size 
has generally been adopted by law enforcement because of facility in fiHng 
and desirability of uniformity. Figur,e 361 shows fingerpr~nts properly taken 
on one of the standard personal identification ~~rds from the Federal aureau 

:/ 
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ofInvestigation. From this illustration, it is evident there are two types of im~ 
pressions involved in the process of taking fingerprints. The upper 10 print( : 
are taken individually-::-:-thumb, index, middle, ring, and little fingers of each 
hand in the order named,. These are called ";rolled" impressions, the fingers 
being rolled from side:'to side in order to obtain all available ridge detail. 
The smaner impressions at the bottom of the card are taken by simultaneously 
printing all of the fingers of each hand and then the thumb without rolling, 
These are called "plain" or "fixed" impressions and are used as a check upon . 
the sequence and accuracy of the rolled impressions. Rolled impressions' . 
!nust be taken' carefully in order to insure that an accurate fingerprint classi. 
fication can be obtained by examination of the various patterns. It is als!)'" 
necessary that each focal point (cores and all deltas) be clearly printed in 
order that accurate ridge counts and tracings may be obtained. 

is.helpful in effecting the relaxation of a subject's hand is that of instructing 
him to look at some distant object and not to look at his hands. The person 
taking the fingerprints should stand to the left of the subject when printing 
the right hand, and to the .right ·of the subject when printing the left hand. 

, In any case, the positions ~t both subject and operator should be natural and 

In preparing to take a set of fingerprints, a small daub of ink should he 
placed on the inking glass or slab and thoroughly rolled until a very thin, 
even film covers the entire surface. The subject should stand in front of and 
at forearm's length from the inking plate~ In taking the rolled impressions; 
the side of the bulb of the finger is placed upon the inking plate and the finger 
is rolled to the other side until it faces the opposite direction. Care should 
be exercised so the bulb of .each finger is inked evenly from the tip to below. . 
the first joint. By pressing the finger lightly on the card androlling~i!rh 
exactly the same manner, a cle~i rolled impression of the finger surface maf -
be obtained. It is better to ,ink and print' each finger separately beginning 
with the right thumb and then, in orde~, the index, middle, ring, and little 
fingers. (Stamp pad ink, printing ink, ordinary writing ink, or other colored 
inks are not suitable for use in fingerprint work as they are too light or thin 
and do not dry quickly.) 

If consideration is given the anatomical or bony structure of the forearm 
when taking rolled impressions, more uniform impressions will be obtained. ;' 
The two principal bones of the forearm are known as the radius and the ulna,. ; 
the former being 6n the thumb side and the latter on the little finger side of 
the arm. As suggested by its name, the radius bone revolves freely about the 
ulna as a spoke,i,af a wheel about the hub. In order to take ad~antage of the 
natural movem-ent- in making finger impressions, the. hand should" h~ 
rotated,J!om t~eawkward to, the, easy position. This requires that the thu~ 
be rolled toward and the fill~ersaway from the center of the subject's hody" 
This process relieves. strainandleaves the fingers relaxed upon the completioni' 
of rolling so that 'they maybe lHtedeasily from the card without danger of 

relaxed if the best fingerprints are to be obtained. ' 
To obtain "plain" impressions, all the fingers of the right hand should be 

pressed lightly UpOll the inking plate, then pressed simultaneously upon the 
lower right hand corner of the .card in the space provided. The left hand 
should be similarly printed, and the thumbs of both hands should be inked 
and printed, without rolling, in the space provided. Figures 364 and 365 

show the correct method of taking plain impressions of the fingers and thumbs. 

3~2. Proper method of holding finger: 363. Proper method of printing rolled 
impressions. 

slipping which smudges andhlurs the prints. Figures 362 and 363 show the, 364. Proper method of taking 
proper method of holding a finger for inking and printing a rolled impressiqn. ~i impressions of fingers: 

plain 365. Proper method of taking plain 
impressions of thumbs. 

The degree of pressure to be exerted in inking and taking rolled impressions 
ishnportant, and this may best be determined through ,experience andob· 
servatio~. It is quite important, however, that the subject be cautioned to 
relax and refrain from trying to help the operator by exerting pressure. as 
tllis prevents the operator from gaging the amount needed. A method which 

us 
" 
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CHAPTER X 

Problems. in tlae'J'uking. 0' Inked Fingerprints 

From time to time various problems arise concerning the taking of inked, 
impressions. It is believed that these problems can be divided into four 
phases: 

• Mechanical operation 

• Temporary disabilities 

• Permanent disabilities 

• General 

Mechanieal operation 

6. Allowing the fingers 10 slip or twist, resulting in smear>;, hlur!': und 
fu)"I'.appl':lI'ing pallerns. The fil1~I'rii should he held lightly without to(> 
Illuch pressure. The subject ilhould be wUl'lled 110t to try. to help b1lt to 
remain passive. 

The illustrati~ns numbered 366 through 377 show the results of these 
faults and show aleo the same fillgers taken in the proper manner. 

Illegibhl inked prillts 

A brief review of the problt'llll" of c1ai'!'ifyiilg and filing a fingerprint 
card in the FBI will help to clarify the FBI's policy concel'lling the pro· 
cessiilg of "had" illked fll1gerprints. 

The criminal fingerprint file contains the fingerprints of millions of individ
uals. The complete classification formula is used. To obtain it, each inked 
finger must: show all the essential characteristics. Because of the immense 

~ volume of prints it has become neces~ary to extend the normal classification 
~ formula. 
f To illustrate this point: 

In order to take good fingerprints, the nece&sary equipment· should be ~ 
maintained in a neat and orderly manner at all times. 

dWdwc 

xCdwc 
Poor impressions are usually caused' by one of the following faults: l 
1. .The use of poor, thin, or -colored ink, resulting in impressions which 

.are too Ught and faint, or in which the ink has run, obliterating the ridges .. 

032 W 000 18 

I 32 W III' 

In order to subdivide the 32 O\'elC 32' primary still further, the ridge The best' results will .be obtained by using heavy black printer's ink, 8 

paste which should not be thinned before using. This ink will dry quickly 
and,will not. blur or. smear with handling; 

2. Failure to clean thoroughly the inking apparatus' and the fingers of. 
foreign substances and perspiration,causing the appearance. of false mark· 
ings and the disappearance of characteristics; Windshield cleaner, gaso· 
line;benzine, and alcohol are good cleansing agents, hut any fluid may be 
u~; In warm"weather each finger 'should he wiped dry of. perspiration 

count of the whorl of the 'right little finger is used to;' obtain a final 
~ classification, The extension- above the normal classification formula 
'.' indicates that each whorl is 'classified as to the type; namely, plain whod 
',. (W), double loop (D), central pocker loop (C), and accidental (X). 

before printingw. ., 

Accordingly, it is not. enough for the FBI Identification -Division to ascer
t tain the general whorL pattei'll type, but the deltas and core must show 

in order to obtain the r~dge tl'llcil.lg,. the type of whorl, and' also, in some 
instances, the ridge count. The complete WCDX extensioncis outlined in 

'. Chapter VI. . 11;' . 3 .. Failure to roll the fingcrs fully from one side. to the· other and to 
inkthe,whoie area from tip, to; below the first fissure~ The ,result oftMs t 

I i~ that the focal points of·the impressions :(the deltas or cores) do not 
appear. ,The whole finger surface from Joint to tip and Jrom 'side to side 
should appear •. 

. Figures 366 to 377 are some ex:amples of improperly and properly taken 
inked fingerprints. 

An ex:amination of figure 372 shows that it is a whorl. In order to classify 
the ridge tracing accurately, however, so that the fingerprint card can be 
placed in the correct classification, the left delta must show. The approxi
mate ridge tracing for the whorl in figure 372 would be MEETING.' An 
examination of the properly taken fingerprint in figure 373 indicates that 
the correct ridge tracing is INNER. It follows that the pattern in figure 372 

. 4. The use of too much ink" obliterating 0, obscuring -the ridges. If t 
printer'~ ink is used, just a touch of the. tube ~nd to the ~nking plate will . f 

'suffice for several sets of prints. It should be spread to a:thin,even film I .. 
. by rolling. f 

.~ would not have been placed in the proper place in file. 5. Insufficient ink, resulting in ridges. too light 'and faint to be counted 
or. traced'. 121 
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. 366. Improper. 

367. Proper. 

I 
3,69. Proper. 
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370. Improper • 

371. Proper. 

372. Improper. ' 373. Proper. 

The correct whorl tracing is needed to obtain the complete subsecondary 
and the major classifications. 

It may be noted that both deltas are present in figure 374. This would 
enable the technical expert to ascertain the correct ridge tracing, OUTER. 

In the core of the whorl, however, there is a heavy amount of ink which 
makes it impossible to determine' the type of whorl with any degree of 
accuracy. If one were to hazard a guess, it would appear to be a plain 
whorl. Actually, the correct type of whorl, a double loop, is clearly 
visible in figure 375. 

It can be ascertained that the pattern in figure 376 is a loop, but an 
accurate ridge count cannot be obtained because ,-the left delta does not 
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, 
appeal'. The approximate ridge count of this loop is 14. to 16. This approxi. 
mation is sufficient for a fingerprint expert to place this loop in the "0" 
group of any finger of the subsecondary. The porrect ridge count of this 
loop is 19, and it appears in illustration '377. The approximate ridge 
count is not sufficient to place this print properly in the large files of the 
FBI becalise in certain general complete classification formulas the accurate 
ridge count is needed to obtain an extension. These extensiohs use a 
smaller grouping of ridge counts to form a valuation table, and in this 
way, differ from thc larger groupi.ng of ridge counts which form the basis 
of the subsecondaty classification. These extensions are called the second 
subsecondary and the special loop extension and are outlined in chapter VI. 

374. Improper. 375. Proper. 

376. Improper. 377. Proper. 

There are two additional points which illustrate the FBI's need for the 
delta, ridges, and core to !Ohow clearly in loops. The first point is set 
forth: the ridge count of the loop may be needed to obtain the key classi·li 

I 

fication. The key classification i~ an actual ridge count, and no valuation; 
table is used to obtain a subdivision. The key classification is used as a~i 
integral part of the fingerprint filing system. The second point is aii 

-', follows: the ridge count may be needed to obtain the final classification:\ 
'The final classification is an actual ridge count, and no valuation table is 
used to obtain a subdivision. The final classification is used as an integral 
part of the fingerprint filing system. 

The following are just a few examples to illustrate the completeness 
of the classification form!Jla used in the FBI fingerprintfiie: 
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12 M 

S 

Key Major 

6 

Key 

8 S 

S 

Key Major 

5 0 

I 

Key Major 

14 M 

S 

Major 

I 

I 

Major 

9 

1, 

Primary 

17 

1 
Primary 

1 

1 

Primary 

5 

17 

Primary 

1 

1 

Primary 

29 

28 

Primary 

R 

R 

Secondary 

aW 

U 
Small letter 
Secondary 

Ua 

U 

Small letter 
Secondary 

U 

U 

Secondary 

U 

U 

Secondary 

W 

W 

Secondary 

010 

101 

Subsecondary 

IIO 

011 
Subsecondary 

II 

III 

( Subsecondary 
Extension) 

SML (Second 

11 

Final 

9 

Final 

6 

Final 

SML Subsecondary ) 
100 14 

100 

Subsecondary Final 

245 (Special Loop 
332 _ Extension) 
100 16 

OIl 

Subsecondary Final 

100 19 

001 

Subsecondary Final 

These several examples should help to illustrate the FBI's extended classi
fication formulas for classifying and filing fingerprints. 
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The larger collection of fingerprints must of necessity call for a more 
dt:::tailed analysis of all fingerprint characteristic details. The closer 
examination to obtain further fingerprint subdivisions is dependent on 
ten legible inked impressions. 

The identification office.r will understand the problems of accurately 
classifying and filing fingerprint cards. He knows there is little value in 
placing a fingerprint card in the FBI's files with only an approximate 
or an inaccurate classification. 

Every fingerprint card file« in the FBI's file is of value to the particular 
law enforcement agency which forwarded it, as well as to all other law 
enforcement agencies which rely on its being correctly classified and filed. 

Temporary disl,bilities 

There are temporary disabilities f,l!fecting an individual's hand which 
are sometimes beyond the control of the identification officer. These can 
be fresh cuts, or woundfJ, bandaged fingers or finger, occupational (car
penters, bricklayers, etc.) blisters, and excessive perspiration. Children, 
whose ridges are small and fine, would also come under this heading. 
Extreme care should be exercised in fingerprinting the aforementioned. :1 

An indication on the fingerprint card to the effect "fresh cut, bandaged,j: 
is not sufficient to file the fingerprint card. It is obvious that a fingerprint 
card bearing these notations cannot be properly classified and filed. The 
same situation would occur if there were a blister on an individual's 
finger. The blister temporarily disfigures the ridge detail. When an injury 
is temporary, the prints, if at all possible, should not be taken until after 
the injury has healed. 

Occupational problems (bricklayers, carpenter=::, etc.) are definitely a 
challenge to the identification officer. In some instances, by means of 
softening agents (oils and creams), it is possible to obtain legible inked 
impressions. It is further suggested that in these cases a very small amount 
of ink should be used on the inking plate. 

Excessive perspiration can be controlled to some extent by the identi
fication officer. Excessive perspiration causes the inked impressions to he 
indistinct. It is suggested in these cases to wipe the finger with a cloth and 
then immediately ink the finger and roll it on the fingerprint card. This 
process should be followed with each finger. It is also suggested that 
possibly the fingers could be wiped with alcohol, benzine, or similar fluid 
which would act as a drying agent. 

In all the above situations, if it is not possible to accurately classify 
and file the fingerprint card, the name appearh-.:;; on the card will be 
searched in the alphabetical files and then retu" led to the law-enforcement 

a~enfY' 
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Permllnent disabilities 

Another phase involves permanent disabI'I't' I . I ' , lies w lIC I can III llIost cases 
be controlled by the identification officer These call be I k f Ii ' : 
Ib ' I ) . ac 0 lIJ<Yers 
, Ol'll wIt lout , amputations, ('rippled finrrers (bent brok'll) d f ~, 
( "bb d \ 0, t, e ornntles 
\\6 e, extra finn-ers) and old 'Irre 

t:), '0 • 

With reSl~ect to lack ,of fingers, it should be noted that some individuals 
are born without cerlam finrrers. The notatiOII" ' . ", , f ;. I .. 0 nllsSIllg IS not satls ac-
tOly Jecause It does not sufficiently explain the correct situation It' 
suggested that "missing at birth" or some similar notation be iliad'. ti

lS 

, d' . d I fi . e In Ie 
lIl, IV~ .Ila. ng~rpnnt block on the card. A proper notation concernin rr 
thu, SItuatIOn ,~ .. 1 prevent the fingerprint card from being returned F'· ~o 
3"'8 d 3~9 '11 . . Igur~s 
. I au 'I ustrate temporary and permanent disabilities. 

378. Temporary disability. 379. PCl'mancnt disubility. 

Concernin rr amput t' " d 
. 0, a Ions, It IS suggeste that a proper notation to this 
effect appear m the individual fingerprint block or blocks It is Stlrrrr t I 
that if l' f I fi " . <:"",es e( 

a porIon 0 tIe rst ]omt of a fino'er is amputated the r,',rr" 
should b . k d d ' 0 ,.I.:.",U 

e III e an prmted. A notation concerning this fact shou leI he 
made on the fingerprint card in the individual fingerprint block, 

I 
In those cases, where all of the fingers are amputated, the inked footl)l'inls 

slOuld be obtamed. 

The ~andling of crippled fingers and certain deformities can he dis
cussed In. a gr.oup because they generapy present the same problems. it is 
not suffiCIent In all cases to indicatp "broken" "bent"" . I d" If I fi rr . ,~ , ,cnppe. tIe 
noers are bent or cnppled so that they are touching the palm and cannot 

be move~, ~ ~otation to this l'!fect should be on the fingerprint card in the 
proper IndIVIdual fingerprint block. However, it is believed that these 
extreme, cases are ~are. It is suggested that. the special inkIng devices used 
~or tak~ng the prIllts of deceased individuals be used in taking inkcd 
ImpreSSIOns of bent or crippled fingers. .' 
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380. The spatulu, roller, 1/,,4 curved holder used for taking e!l(.' inked pl·inls 
of , .• ,11 or crippled fingers. 

This equipment, which will be discussed more fully in the section on 
printing deceased persons, consists of spatula, small roller, and a curved 
holder for the individual finger block. Figure 380 shows the spatula, roller, 
and curved holder. It !lhould be further noted in figure 380 that there are 
a strip of the entire hand of the fingerprint card and also individual finger 
blocks cut from the fingerprint card. Each of these types can be used in 
connection with the curved holder. ' 

Each crippled finger is taken as a separate unit and then the finger 
block pasted on a fingerprint card. In figure 381, note the use of the 
spatula for applying the ink to a bent or crippled finger; and in figure 
382, observe the use of the curved holder for taking the "rolled" impression 
of a bent or crippled finger. 

Old age has been placed under permanent disability only for discussion 
purposes. The problem is not encountered frequently in taking the finger. 
prints of individuals who are arrested. The situation of crippled fingers 
due' to old age may be met, and it can be handled as previously suggested. 

.In most cases the problems arise because of the very faint ridges of the 
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381. The use of the spulula in the IIppliclltion of ink to the finger. 

.' 
382. The use of the curved holder for tllking the "rolled" impression • 
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individual. It is believed that in the majority of cases, legibly inked 
nrints can be taken by using a very small amount of ink on the inking 
plate and by using Hule pressure in the rolling of the fingers. 

Deformities 

If a subject has more than 10 fingers, as occasionally happens, the 
thumbs and the next 4. fingers to them should be printed, and any fingers 
left over should be printed on the o.ther side of the card with a notation 
made to the effect that they are extr~ fingers. When a person with more 
than 10 fingers has an intentional amputation performed, it is invariably 
the extra finger on the little finger side which is amputated .. 
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It also happens, n~t; infrequently, that ~l subject will have two or (~~~\)I'j c, ~ " 

fingers webbed or g;~wn together, as in figures 383 'and 384, making it' I,ll 
impossible to roll suchfingers'Jn the insidf~. Such fingers ~hould be rolled, \I 

however, as completely as possible, and a notation made to the effect that 1 
they are joined. () )1 

Split thumbs, i.e., thumbs' having two ~lail joints, as in figure 385, are 'I 
classified as if the joint toward the outside of the hand were not present. In ~ 
~her words the inner joint is used, and no consideration whatever is given ;1 
to the outer joint. ~ 

I 
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385 

General 

These problelns have dealt with the mechanical or operational processes. 
However, there are other problems dealing with the completing of the 
descriptive information. The fingerprint card may b~, returned because of 
the lack of information in the spaces provided, such as name, sex, race, 
height, weight, etc. Any discrepancies in this information may necessitate 
the return of the fingerprint card. 

The success and value of the FBI's fingerprint files to all lalf enforce
ment agencies are dependent, in a large measure, on the legibly inked 
fingerprints taken by law enforcement agencies. 

Figure 386 shows ,an enlarged portion of the bulb of a finger revealing 
the microscopic structure of the friction skin. The epider~is consists of 
two main layers, namely, the stratum corneum, which covers the surface, 
and the stratum mucosum, which is just beneath ,the covering surface. 

, The stratum mucosum is folded under the surface'so as t9 form ridges 
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which will run lengthwise an~ correspond to the surface ridges. However, 
these are twice as numerous since the deeper ridges which correspond to 
the middle of the surface ridges alternate with smaller ones which cor· 
respond to the furrows. The sweat pores run in single rows along the 
ridges and communicate through the sweat ducts with the coit sweat 
glands which are below the entire epidermis. The friction ridges result 
from the fusion in rows of separate epidermic elements, such as the dot 
shown on the left. Generally speaking, when an individual bruises or 
slightly cuts the outer layer or stratum corneum of the bulb of the finger, 
the ridges will not be permanently. defaced. However, if a more serious 
injury is inflicted on the bulb of the finger, thereby damaging the stratum 
ll1ucosum, the friction skin will heal, but not in its original formation. 
The serious injury will result in a permanent scar appearing on the bulb 
of the finger. 

ENDING 
RI E 
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BIFURC TION 
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CHAPTER XI 

Problems and Practices in 
Fingerprinting the Dead 

Each year new graves are opened in potter's fields all over the United 
States. Into many of them are placed the unknown dead-those who have 
lived anonymously or who, through accident or otherwise, lose their lives 
under such circumstances that identification seems impossible. In a 
majority of such cases, after the burial of the body, no single item or 
clue remains to effect subsequent identification. As a result, active investiga
tion usually ceases and the cases are forgotten, unless, of course, it is 
definitely established that a murd«:!r has been committed. 

Reliance is too often placed on visual inspection in er,cablishing the 
identity of the deceased. This includes having the rem a ~ns viewed by 
individuals seeking to locate a lost friend or relative. The body is often 
decomposed. If death was caused by burning, the victin.. may be un
recognizable. As a result of many fatal accidents the deceased is often 
mutilated, particularly about the face, so that visual identification is im
possible. Yet, in many cases, the only attempt at identification is by having 
persons view the remains and the personal effects. 

The recorded instances of erroneous visual identifications are numerous. 
In one case a body, burned beyond recognition, was identified by relatives 
as that of a 21-year-old man; yet fingerprints later proved that the corpse 
was that of a 55-year-old man. 

Fingerprints have frequently been instrumental in establishing the 
correct identity of persons killed in airplane crashes and incorrectly 
"identified" by close relatives. 

In one instance a woman found dead in a hotel room was "positively" 
identified hy several close friends. The hody was shipped to the father 
of the alleged deceased in another state where again it was "identified" 
hy close friends. Burial followed. Approximately one month later the 
persons who had first identified the body as that of their friend were 
sitting in a tavern when the "dead" woman walked into the room. Authori
ties were immediately advised of the error; they in turn advised the 
authorities in the neighbQring state of the erroneous identification and 
steps were taken immediately to rectify the mistake. After permission had 
heen granted by the State Health Board to exhume the body of the dead 
woman, fingerprints were taken and copies were forwarded to the FBI 
Identification Division. The finger impressions were searched through 
the fingerprint files and the true identity of the deceilsed was established. 

DUring a 12-month period, the FBI Identification Division received the 
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fingerprint:> of 1.703 unknown flead. Of Ihese, 1,293, or. almost 76 per-
. cent, were identified. The remaining 410 were not identified simply because 
fingep:prints of these individuals were not in the FBI files. It should be 
noted"that in these 1,703 cases, it was possible to secure legible finger. 
prints of the deceased in the usual manner by inking the fingers in those 
installces in which decomposition had not injured the ridge detail. 

387. Field equipment for disaster identification. 

In addition to the fingerprints of 1,703 unknown dead, the Identification 
Division received the fingers and/or the hands of 85 unknown dead indio 
viduals. In these cases, decomposition was so far advanced that it was 
not possible to secure inked fingerprints in .the regular manner. Of these, 
63 bodies, or 80 percent of the group, were identified. ·Of the 17 un· 
identified, the fingerprints of 14, were not in the FBI files. In thre~ cases 
decomposition was so far advanced that all ridge detail h,ad been destroyed. 

In ordt'r to (,lIIpha~ize what can be accomplished, it is pointed out that 
in those cases in which hands and fingers were submitted, the time which 
elapsed from dt'ath until the specimens were received ranged from a week 
to 3 years, Incredible as it may seem, it has been possible to secure 
identifiable impressions 3 years after death. 

These statisLicsof achievement in the field of identifying unknown dead 
i'e-empuasize the fact that in all cases involving the identification of a 
deceased pers6~1, fingerprints should be used as the medium for establishing 
a \conclusive alld positive identification, 
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Generally speaking, in the COUl'se of their work fingerprint operators 
find it necessary to take the impressions of three classes of deceased 
persons. 
They are: 

• Those who have died recently, m which cases the task is relatively 
simple. 

• Those dead for a longer period, in which cases difficulty is experienced 
due to pronounced stiffening of the fingers, the early stages of 
decomposition, or both. 

• Those cases in which extreme difficulty is encountered because of 
maceration, desiccatic!1) ot advanced decay of the skin. 

These problems wiU be considered separately. 

1. Fingerprinting the Newly Dead. 

When the fingem are flexible it is often possible 10 secure ~nked finger
print impressions of a deceased person through the regular inking process 
on a stlllldard fingerprint card. Experience has proved that this task can 
be illade easier if the deceased is laid face down and palms down on a 
table (fig. 388). 

In all cases whcre inked impressions are to be made, care should be 
exercised to see that the lingers are clean and -dry before inking. If 
necessary, wash. the digits wilh soap and water and dry thoroughly. 

In the event difficulty is encountered in trying to procure fingerprints 
by the regular method, it may prove more convenient to cut the 10 
"squares" numbered for the rolled impressions from a fingerprint card. 
After the finger is inked, the square is rolled around' the finger without 
letting it slip: Extreme caution should be exercised to see t-hat each square 
hears the correct fingerprint impression. After all the inked impressions 
are properly taken, the ten squares bearing the impressions are pasted or 
stapled t~ a standard fingerprint card in their proper positions, i. e., right 
thumb, right index, right middle, etc. Whenever possible the "plain" or 
"simultaneous" impressions should also be taken. . 

In some cases it will be found necessary to obtain or improvise a tool 
similar to abroad-bladed putty knife or spatula to be used as an inking 
instrument. The ink is rolled evenly and thinly 011, the knife or spatula 
and applied to the finger by passing the inked knife or spatula around it. 
The tool, of course, replaces the usual' glass inking slab or plate, the use 
of which i<; extremely difficult or awkward when printing a deceased 
person. 
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2. Fingerprinting the Dead, Where Stiffening of the Fingers and/or Early 
Decomposition Are Present. 

This second group consists of cases in which the hands of the deceased 
are clenched, or the finger tips are wrinkled, or decomposition has begun, 
and/or where there are combinations of these three conditions. Cases of 
this sort may necessitate cutting off the skin. Legal authority is necessary 
before cutting a corpse. Such authority may be granted by state law or 
by an official having authority to grant such a right. 

388 

In cases where rigor mortis (stiffening of the muscles) has set in and 
the fingers are tightly clenched, the fingers may be forcibly straightened 
by "breaking the rigor." This is done by holding the hand of the deceased 
person firmly with one hand, grasping the finger to be straightened wilh 
the four fingers of the other hand and placing the thumb, which is used 
as a lever, on the knuckle of the finger and forcing it straight (fig.389). 
The inking tool and "squares;' as previously explained, are then used to 
secure the fingerprint. 

In the event the rigor cannot be completely overcome, it will be most 
helpful to improvise or secure a spoon-shaped tool for holding the cut 
squares or cut strips while printing the fingers, similar to the tool mentioned 
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briefly in the discussion of crippled fingers. This tool, somewhat resemb
ling a gouge without the sharp edge, should have a handle, a concave 
end, and a frame or clamp to hold the cardboard squares or strips. In 
Fi<rure 390 one type of tool is illustrated. This tool eliminates the neces-b , • 

sHy of rolling the deceased's finger, since the "square" assumes the concave 
shape of the 'tool, and the gentle pressure applied to the inked finger when 
it is brought in contact with· the square results in u "rolled" impression 
without actually rolling the finger. 

Another problem encountered in this second group includ'es cases in 
which the tips of the fingers are fairly pliable and intact, yet due to the 
presence of wrinkles in the skin, ·complete impressions cannot be obtained. 
This condition can be conected by the injection of a tissue builder, pro
purable from a dealer in undertaker's supplies. If this is not available, 
glycerin or water may be used: 

The method is simple. Injection of the tiss\le builder, glycerin, or water, 
is accomplished by the use of a hypodermic syrii,1ge. The hypodermic 
needle is injected at the joint of the finger up into the tip of the finger, 
care being used to keep the needle below the skin surface (fig:' 391). .The 
solution is infected until the finger. "bulbs" are rounded out, after which 
they are inked and l\rinted. 
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Occasionally, in stubborn cases, entry of the, needle at the joint and 
injection of the fluid will not completely fill the finger bulb. It may be 
necessary, therefore, to injec~ the fluid at other points of the finger snch 
as, the extreme tip or sides, until suitable results are achieved (fig. 392). 
The tissue builder has a distihct advantage over glycerin or water, inasmuch 
as the builder hardens after a short time and is not lost, wherem; glycerin 
and water sometimes seep out when pressure is applied in printing. To 
offset seepage at the point where the hypodermic needle is injected, when· 
ever possible, tie a piece of string tightly around the finger just above the 
point of entry of the needle. 

When the tissue builder is purchased, a solvent for ,cleaning the hypo· 
derrnic syringe and needle should be acquired, inasmuch as the builder 
will harden in the syringe and needle. 

390 
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, Tho;;e cases in which decomposition in its early stage is present belong 

in this group also .. Fl'equcl1lly, the outer layer of skin has begun to peel 
from the fingers. A careful examination should be made to determine if 
the peeling skin is intact or if a part of it ha;; been lost. If the skin is in 
O1le piece, an effort should be made to seCUre lll'ints just as though it were 
attached normally to the finger. Or, if it is deemed advisable, the skill 
may be peeled off in one piece, placed over the finger of the operator, 
and inked and printed as though it were his own finger. 

Occasionally the first layer of skin is missing. There 1'emains the dermis 
01' second layer of skin which is also of value for identifLCation purposes. 
This second layer would be dealt with as though it were the outside skin, 
using the techniques described above. The ridge detail of the second layer 
of skin is less pronounced than that of the outer skin, however, and more 
attention and cal'e are needed in ordel' to obtain suitable impl'essions. 

So far this discussion has dealt with the taking of impressions of fingers 
when the flesh is fairly firm and the ridge detail intact. A different prob. 
lem arises when the fingel's are in various stages of decay. The techniques 
of treating the fingers in such cases vary greatly, depending upon the 
condition of the fingel's with respect to decomposition, desiccation, or 
maceration. 

3. Fingerprinting the Dead in Difficult Cases. 

In cases involving .badly decomposed bodies the first thing to do is to 
examine the fingers to see if all:l\l'f) present. If they are not, an effort should 
be made to determine whethei' -the missing fingel' or fingers or even a hand 
was amputated during the person's lifetime, or whether the loss was due 
to other causes such as destruction by animal Ol' marine life. Deductions 
from this examination should be noted on the fingerpdnt record. This 
point is made in view of the fact that in the fingerpdnt files of the FBI 
and some police departments, the fingerprint cards reflecting amputations 
are filed separately. Noting amputations may lessen to a great extent a 
search through the fingerprint files. 

In making the initial examination, attention should be given to the 
removal of dirt, silt, grease and other foreign matter from the fingers. 
Soap and water are good cleansing agents. So is xylene, a chemical which 
will readily clean grease and fatty matter from the fingers. GQOd results 
can he achieved by utllizing a child's soft·bdstled toothbrush in cases 
where the skiIi is fairly firm. The brushing should be done lightly and 
the strokes should follow the ridge design in order to clean not only the 
ridges but the depressions as well. In the event that the skin is not firlll 
enough to use the toothbmsh, a cotton swab may be used. The fingers 
should be wiped very lightly with either soap and wa(er or xylene, always 
following the ridge contours. 

At this point the fingers are again eXF(mined to determine the condition 
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they are in, based upon the circumstances in which the body was found. 
Study and actual experience have shown that there are three general types 
of conditions to be considered: Decomposition or putrefaction, l>revalent 
in bodies found in brush 01' buried in earth; desiccation 01' mummification 
(that is, drJed out), noted in hodies which have been found in the open 
(ridge detail not in contact with the ground) in dry protected places, 
01' bodies subjected to severe heat; and the group involving maceration 
(water soaking I, which ordinal'ily l'esults from being immersed in water. 

The degree of decomposition, desiccation, or maceration varies from a 
comparatively early stage to an extremely advanced stage. Accordingly, 
each case must be considered individually. For example, what is done 
successfully in one case of desiccation may not show favorable results in 
another. Hence, the techniques outlined below point out generally what 
can be done, and has been done, with success. 

When a body is found, the hands usually will be tightly· clenched, The 
first problem will be to straighten the fingers, If rigor mortis has set in 
and an effort to straighten the lingers as previously expl;iined fails, the 
difficulty can be overcome easily. Using a ~calpel, make a deep cut at the 
seeond joint on the inner side of each of the four fingers. ~hey can now 
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?e straightened ,:.cith the application of force (fig. 393). The thumb, if it 
IS cramped 01' bent, can generally be straightened by making a deep cut 
between the thumb and the index finger. These incisions are made fOt' the 
ohvious purpose of examining the fingers to determine 'if there is any 
ridge detail. Before this fact can be definitely ascertained it may be 
necessary to cleanse the pattern areas with soap and ,vater or xylene, as 
previously explained. 
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Advanced decomposition 

If the case is one involving decomposition, the opera lor is confronted 
with the problem of dealing, with flesh which is rotted or l)utrefied. The 
flesh may be soft or flabby and very fragile. If this is so; an examination 
is made of the finger tips to see if the outer skin i" present. If the outer 
skin is present and intact, it may be possible, using extreme care, to ink 
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and print in the l'cgular manner. Sometimes, the outer skin, althougll 
present, will he too soft and fragile to ink and roll in the regular way. 
111 such cases, when the ridge detail is discernible, the skin, if it is easily 
removed from the finger, or the finger itself may be cut off at the second 
joint and placed in a 10- to IS'percent solution of formaldehyde for 
approximately an hour to harden it_ Skin placed in a formaldehyde 
solution usually lUl:ns a gl'Uyish white and becomes firm. However, it will 
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be brittle and may split if not handled carefully. The skin is placed in 
the solution only until It hardens sufficiently, after which it is removed 
and carefully wiped dry with a piece of cloth. Then the skin, placed over 
the oP~ra.tOl·'s own thumh 01' index finger and held in place by his other 
hand, IS mked and rolled as though the operator were printinO' his own 
finger. If a legible print is not obtainable in this manner, th: operator 
should examine the underside of the skin. 

395 

In many instances, where the ridge detail on the outer surface has been 
destroyed 01' is not discernible, the ridge detail is clearly ~isible on the 
underside (fig. 394) . 1£ this is the case, the skin is inverted (turned inside 
'olit) vcry carefully to prevent splitting 01' breaking alld then is inked and 
printed in the usual way. It must be borne in mind .. however, that whEJu< 
1hl:l underside of the skin is printed the resulting impression will be in 
reve~'se color and position; that is, the ink is actually adhering to what 
would be furrows of the pattern when viewed from the pruper or outer 
side. If it is deemed inadvisable to try to invert or turn the skin inside out 
for fear of damaging it, a'''photogl'apn of the inner ridge detail is made 
and the negative is printed to give an "as is" position photogrllph for proper 
classification and comparison purposes. In order to secure good photo
graphs of the ridge detail it may be advisable to trim the skin, flatten it 
out between two pieces of glass, and photogl'aph it in -that position (fig. 395) . 

When the entire finger is placed in the solution during the hard .. ;ning 
process, the skin, in absorbing the formalin solution, may swell and come 
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loose from the finger. Should this occur, the skin must he removed Cat'e. 
fully and the procedure outlined above followed. 1£, however, the skin 
still adheres to the finger and is not too wrinkled, ink is applied and prints 
made. Should the skin he too wrinkled to secure a satisfactory impression, 
consideration i& given to the injecti.oll of the tissuehuilder under the skin 
as previously mentioned. in order to distend the pattern area. If successful, 
the· finger is inked and printed. This, of COUT3e, can be done only when 
the skin is intact. 

Should part of the skin be destroyed to the extent that tissue builder 
cannot he injected effectively, while examination discloses that the pattern 
area is present hut wrinkled, cnt off the entire pattern area from the joint 
to the tip of the finger (fig. 396). Clare must he exercised to insure getting 
the complete fingerprint pattern as well as cutting deep enough to avoid 
injuq-to the skin. 

396 

After excision, the flesh is carefully and meticulously removed from the 
inside hy scraping, cutting, and trimming until only the skin remains, or 
until the speeimen is so thin it can be flattened out to remove most of the 
wrinkles. If the skin is fairly pliable, the operator should attempt to place 
it over one of his own fingers and try several prints, If the prints secured 
are not suitable, the piece of skin (exert care to avoid hreaking or splitting) 
is flattened out between two pieces of glass and photographed (figs. 397, 
398, 399). 
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397. Inked print mnde from the finger 
of deceased before treMment. 

398. Inked print made after skill was re
moved n:nd treated. 

399. Photogrnph of ridge delnil of skin 
fluttened between two pieces of glass. 

The foregoing outline covel'S the ptocedures followed in cases involvinO' 
. 0 

decomposition in which the outer skin is still present. In many instances 
of decomposition the outer skin has heen destroyed or is in such a condi· 
tion as to be of no value. It must' be emphasized again that the' second 
layer of skin possesses the same ridge, detail as the outer layer and this, 
though finer and less pronounced, is just as effective for identification 
purposes. 

If, from examination, it is apparent that the outer layer of skin is miss· 
ing and the second layer is intact, the finger should be cleansed, dried, 
inked, and printed in the usual manner. If the specimen. is wrinkled hut 
pliable it may he possible to inject tissue builder, as previously mentioned, 
to round oui the finger, then ink and print it. 
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Occasionally, some of the outer Bkin is still attached but is of no value. 
This skin should be removed by carefully picking or prying it off with a 
scalpel in such a manner as not to destroy or injure the ridge detail of 
the second layer. After the outer fragments have been removed, the second 
layer is cleaned, inked, and printed. In the event the resultant impressions 
are not suitable for cla~E.ification and identification purposes, the most 
likely reason for it is that the ridge detail is too fine to print even though 
there are few if any wrinkles in it. If this is the case, the finger should be 
cut off at ·the second joint and photographed. Should wrinkles 'which 
cannot be removed by injecting tiss),le builder, and which also preclude 
the taking of suitable photographs, be present, the pattern area is cut off 
with a scalpel from the first joint to the tip. The flesh is then cut and scraped 
out as previously described, until the specimen is thin enough to flatten 
out between two pieces of glass which may be held together by scotch 
tape. The skin is then photographed. 

Occasionally, even after the flattening process it will be noted in the 
ground glass of the camera that the skin may be seen plainly but the ridge 
detail is very poor. This difficulty may be due to the poor contrast of the 
ridges and furrows when using direct lighting. If so, it can be overcome 
by scraping the skin to transparency and then photographing it by trans· 
mittedlight (i. e., passing light through the skin). Sometimes, due to the 
condition of the skin, even though it is tissue thin, it will not be transparent. 
This can be overcome by soaking the skin in xylene f(u' a few minutes and 
then photographing it hy transmitted light while it is still impregnated with 
the xylene. If the Eiubstance dries too fast to permit proper photographing, 
the skin should be photographed while immersed in the xylene. (See 
subtopic of this chapter pertaining to "general photography.") Of course, 
after the skin has been photographed the negative should be printed to 
give a reverse position so that the print will be comparable with inked 
impressions on fingerprint cards. 

Desiccation and charring 

The problem confronting the fingerprint examiner in treating fingers 
which are desiccated or dried and shriveled is that of distending and soft· 
ening the skin. Desiccated fingers are generally found to have the outer 
layer of skin intact and the ridge detail fairly clear .. However, due to the 
shrinking, numerous wrinkles will be present, and as the drying process 
continues the skin and flesh harden until the fingers become almost as 
hard as stone. 

It is sometimespossihle to distend or swell the flesh by utilizing a 
1- to 3-percent solution of sodium hydroxide or potassium hydroxide, 
sometimes referred to as caustic potash. As a matter of caution, this 
process should be tried with one finger before using it for the remaining 
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fingers. This point of caution is made because of the reaction of the 
potassium or sodium hydroxide, which is actually one of destruction. While 
absorption and swelling of the flesh occur, the disintegrating action of the 
auid may result in total destruction of the flesh. 

The finger to he distended is cut from the hand at the second j oint and 
placed in the hydroxide. When it has resumed its normal size by the 
absorption of the solution, it is inked and printed. 'There is no set time for 
this pl'ocess. The procedure may require a few hours or as much as several 
days until suitable results are obtained. 

After the finger has been in the solution for about 30 minutes, it should 
be removed and examined in order to note the extent of the swelling and 
the reaction of the flesh to the solution. If no material change is noted, 
the finger is returned to the solution. A close watch is maintained and 
the finger is examined fl'om time to time. 

The solution may cause thin layers of skin to peel from the finger. 
Should this occur, the loose skin is c(lrefully sCl'aped off and the finger 
rinsed in water for a few minutes. It is then returned to the hydroxide for 
continuation of the process. 

If, during the course of an inspection, it is seen that the flesh is becoming 
too soft, the finger should be placed in a 1- to 3-percent solution of 
formaldehyde or alc0401 for several minutes in order to harden it. 

If, after several hours in the hydroxide, the finger has not reached its 
normal size, it shOUld be placed in water for an hour or two. This has a 
tendency to hasten the swelling. When the finger is removed, it will be 
noted that a film has coated the surface. This coating is carefully scraped 
off and the finger is replaced in th'! hydroxide solution for an hour or so, 
again scraped if coated, soaked in ~lean water, etc. This process of alter
nating from solution to water, scraping, and replacing in hydroxide is 
continued until desirable results are obtained. The finger is then inked 

I and printed. -
The above process will so saturate the finger with solution that it may 

i be too wet to print properly. Accordingly, the finger may' he dipped into 
acetone for several seconds, removed, and he permitted to dry, after which 
it is inked and printed. . 

The compfete process may take from several hours to as much as 10 
days to secure suitable results. If the final results of the above procedure 
are satisfactory wi~h the one finge~ heing tested, the remaining fingers are 
given the same treatment. Care must be taken to identify each finger 
properly as to right index, right middle, etc., to avoid any mixup. 

In the event that the reaction of the solution on the first finger treated 
is not satisfactory and the operator feels that it would be futile to continue 
the process, the finger should be removed from the solution immediately, 
washed carefully in water, and placed in formaldehydl to harden suffi
ll.iently for it to be handled without causing injury to the ridges. the 
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pattem .,ea ;, ou' off ;0 ,uoh a mann" ,;:t ,nllide:, ,~;:O~ndi~~~~'fa .. l· 
permits the skin to be trimmed. Then from the cut side the skin is care· i 
fully scraped and cut to remove the excess flesh. While the cutting and I: 

scraping are being done, from time to time the skin should be soaked in ~ 
xylene and massaged for purposes of softening to remove wrinkles. When ~ 
the skin is thin enough and sufficiently pliable, the operator places the I. 

skin on his own finger, inks and prints it in the usual manner. il 

If the results are satisfactory, the same procedure is followed with the 
remaining. fingers. In the event the resultant inked prints are not suitable, 
the skin should be scraped until .it is sufficientiy thin to be flattened 
between two pieces of glass and photographed. 

Here again it is pointed Ollt that should there be a poor contrast between 
the ridges and furrows when using direct lighting, the skill is scraped as 
thin as possible without tearing and it is then photographed by transmitted 

light. 
There are also included, as cases of desiccation, bodies which have been 

burned or subjected to severe heat. Often there are cases where the skin 
has become loose but is hard and crisp, or where the finger has been 
severely burned and is reduced almost to carbon, yet is firm. In these 
instances the ridge detail usually has not been destroyed. 

When a body which has been severely burned is located, the problems ' 
of identification should be anticipated. Accordingly, before. the body is ~;;" 
removed, a careful examination of the fingers should be made in order 

or disturbing the ridge detail through mistreatment. In these instances the 
procedure is determined by the degree of charring. In extreme cases the 
only method of recording is by photographing, using side lighting to 
secure the proper contrast of ridges and depressions. Obviously, no 
attempt should be· made to ink and :;:011 as the pressure necessary to 
secure the prints would cause the skin to crumble. 

In instances where the charring has not reached the extreme stage the 
procedures previously set forth should be applied; that is, treatment 
of the skin by cleaning, softening, inking and printing, or, finally, by 
photographing (fig. 400). 

. I 

CHART A CHAI~T B 

400. Photograph of charts used in actual t:ase to eSlablish tbe identity of a 
charred body, victim of murder. Chart A shows skin remm'ed from one of 
the fingers treated and photographed. Chart B shows an inked impression 
of the same finger during victim's life. 

to determine if the removal would, in any way, cause damage to the fingers. 
Should it be felt that because of the condition of the body removal woul(! , 
cause injury to the ridge detail, securing of fingerprints at the scene, or I 
possibly the cutting off of the hands or fingers to avoid destruction of the I 
skin, should be considered. An examination of the fingers may disclose that ~ 
the outer skin is hardened and is partially loosened from the flesh. It is ! 
sometimes possible, by twisting back and fortn, to remove this outer skin ! 
intact. If this is done, the operator may place the skin on his own finger, ~ Water-soaked fillgers 
ink and print in the usual way. .~., 

If the skin is intact on the finger and is not wrinkled, of course there is I The third and final type of case which may confront the identification 
no problem and the usual method is employed to secure impressions. . ··1 . officer concerns the problem of maceration, that is, long immersion of the 

Should wrinkles he present and the skin pliahle, tissue builder is injected I fingers in water. 
into the bulhs, which are then inked and printed. J! i One of the cardinal rules for securing legible impressions is that the 

In the event the wrinkles cannot be removed in this fas?~o~, the pattern ~ fingers must be dry. Accordingly, in these cases it becomes a matter 
area is cut off and the excess flesh scraped out as before. WhIle the scrap' I of drying the fingers in addition to c'ontending with other difficulties. 
ing and cutting are being accomplished, the skin should be soaked t Usually the ~kin on the fingers absorbs water, swells and loosens from 
and mass~ged in xylene to soften. The skin. is then ~lace~ on the I the flesh within a few hours after immersion. . 
operator's finger, inked and printed. Should prmts made In thIS manne.T.1 If an examination discloses the ski~ to be water-soaked, wrinkl.ed and 
be unsatisfactory, the next recourse is photography. . pliable, but intact, the fir;t step is to cleanse the skin carefully as previously 

In some instances the fingers of burned bodies will be charred. Such described; Next,. wipe the fingertip with alcohol, benZIne or acetone, 
cases require very careful handling as there is a probability of destroying I waiting a few seconds for it to dry. The skin is pulled or drawn tight 
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d hbkf I!, across the, pattern area so that a large wrinkle is forme on t e ac 0 the • 
finger, then the bulb is hiked and printed. 

If the skin is broken and hanging loose, but its pattern area is intact, 
it should be removed from the finger, cleansed and placed in alcohol or 
benzine (not acetone) for about a minute, then stretched carefully over 
the operator's finger so as to remove any wrinkles. It may then be printed. 

Sometimes the skin is intact on the finger hut so wrinkled and hard 
that it is not possible to draw it tight for inking. In this case it may be 
advisable to inject tissue builder to round out the bulbs for inking and 
printing. Should this fail, the ridge, detail is photographed on the finger; 
or the skin is cut off, flattened between two pieces of glass and then 
photographed. Here, again, it must be pointed out that when the ridge 
detail does not show on the surface of the outel' skin the underside should 
be examined, for many limes the detail can be seen clearly. Should this 
be true, of course, the underside is photographed. 

In cases where it is noted that the outer skin is gone and the finger is 
not saturated with water, it is possible to dry the surface sufficiently for 
inking and printing 'purposes by rolling the finger on a blotter. If tIlis ~ 
fails, the finger is wiped orr with a piece of cloth which has been saturated ~ 
with alcohol, benzine or acetone, after which it may be inked and printed. I 

8-

Drying the fingers 

111 many instances it will be found that the outer skin is gone and the 
fingers themselves are saturated with water. A quick method of drying 
out the fingers is to place them in full strength acetone for approximately 
30 minutes. The fingers are then placed in xylene for about an hour or 
until the xylene has overcome the reaction of the acetone. After removal 
from the xylene the fingers should be placed on a blotter until the surface 
of the fingers appears dry. They are then ready to be inked and printed. 

It will be noted in this procedure that when the fingers are removed 
from the acetone they dry and harden in a matter of seconds. The purpose 
of the xylene is to resoften the fingers. After this treatment, should the 
resulting inked impressions be unsuitable for classification purposes, the 
ridge detail should be photographed. 

. X-ray photography 

~ 
~ 

~ 
~ 
I 

~ 
I 
~ 

~ 

I 

The use of X-ray photographs (radiography) has been advocated hy I 

some for purposes of recording the ridge details in decomposed, desiccated, 
or macerated cases. Briefly, the procedure involves the covering of the 
fingers with heavy salts such as bismuth or lead carbonate, in a thin, even 
film over the pattern area and then, by the use of the X-ray, reproducing the 
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ridge detail. This procedure necessitates the use of X-ray equipment and 
a technician skilled in making radiographs. It is} therefore, an expensive 
operation. The results of the radiograph in no '\\lay compensate for the 
expense, time, and skill required inasmuch as in those cases where many 
wrinkles and creases appear in the fingers, especially desiccated specimens, 
the results have been very POOl'. In instances where there are no wrinkles 
or only a few, and where the creases are not too deep, the ridge detail is 
reproduced very well in the radiograph. In these cases, however, it is usually 
possible to secure impressions hy inking and. rolling in the regular way or, 
should this fail, ordinary photography will certainly give satisfactory 
results. For economical and practical purposes the use of the X-ray is 
not recommended. .. 

General photography 

In the foregoing instances in which it has been impossible to obtain 
suitable inked impressions iL will he noted that the last resort has always 
been photography. In all probability in advanced cases of decomposition, 
desiccation, and maceration it may not be possible to secure inked impres
sions which can be properly classified. Hence, it will he necessary to photo
graph the ridge detail. Accordingly, there are outlined below several 
methods of photographing the ridges which have been used with success. 

In photographing the ridge detail on fingers it has been determined 
to be most 'practicable to photograph the finger natural, or 1/1, size 
inasmuch as comparisons will usually be made with, inked impressions 
which are natural Eize. Ally camera huilt or adjusted to taking 1/1 size 
pictures, and with which the lighting-may be arranged to best advantage, 
may be used. 

There is a wide choice of film which can he used for this purpose. The 
so-called soft films are all good for photographing ridge detail on fingers. 
Ptocess film is not recommended inasmuch as the film presents too much 
'of a contrast. Consequently, if it is used, some of the ridge detail will be 
lost, especially if wrinkles are present in the skin. 

Lighting is accomplished by the us~ of gooseneck lamps, floodlights, 
or a spotlight. If a fingerprint camera ~s used, its lights may be sufficient. 

The manner of lighting may be by direct light, side light, transmitted 
light or reflected light, depending upo~ the prevailing condition of the 
finger or skin. 

Direct light is used in those oases in which the ridge detail is fairly, 
clear and there are no wrinkles present; or, if wrinkles are present, they 

, are not deep enough to interfere with photographing the ridges. 
, Side lighting is used when there are no wrinkles of '~ny consequepce 

and the ridge detail is clear but, because of discoloration the ridges 
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are 110t readily seen ill the ground glass as there is lack of contrast between 
ridges and depressions. Accordingly, the lights, instead of being focused 
directly on the skin or finger, are placed to the side of the object so that 
the light is directed across tlle skin 01' finger, thus highlighting the ridges 
and shading the depressions. 

In side lighting, two lights may be used. Better results are of len 
obtained, however, by using only one light, such as a spotlight, the heam 
of which can be controlled to best advantage. 

Transmitted light is used in ('ases in which the skin has peeled off or 
in which the dermis has been removed, cut, and scraped thin so that light 
will go through. The prcpared skin is placed between two pieces of glass 
pressed together in order to flatten the skin or del'lnis and remoVe creUHC:;. 
By ll'imming some of the sUl'plul'l ~kin or dermis, especially at the lop, 

it may be more easily flattened. Afler the glass is properly mounted in 
front of the camera, the lights are placed behind it alld light is directed 
through the skin. The ridge detail is brought into f OCIIS on the grollnd 
glass. Before the picture is Helually Laken it is suggested that the grollnd 
glass he checked by first usirg one light and then two lights to sec which 
is more effective. 

There will be instances in which the second layer of skin, cut and scraped 
thin enough to flaUen out, fails when dry to have a sufficient cont/'a~t 

between ridges and depressions for Pu,"poses of phologmphing. The ~allle 

piece of skin when sonked in xylene will show a marked contl'ast, whiell 
it loses on drying. This difficulty iR overcome by photographing the skin 
while in solution, which call be done by placing the skin ill a test tube 
or a small bottle of a size to keep the skin upright and the ridges toward 
the camera. The test tulle 01' boulc is then ftlled with xylene. 

H the skin is sufficiently thin, transmitted light may be used. Should 
it be found, however, that transmitted light is not effective, then direct 
light may be tried and the results checked in the ground glass (fig. 401). 

When: photographing a small curved surface such as a test tube, direct 
lighting will usually create a high light. If the high light as shown in the 
ground glass is over the ridge detail on the skin, a poor photograph will 
result. If the high light cannot be removed by rearranging the lights, then 
reflected light should be tried. 

In order to effect reflected light a large piece of white paper, cardboard, 
\ 

or similar material is used. A hole is but in the center of the paper or 

* 

i·~ maximum light. Care should be exercised, however, not to place them too 

~ clO~~y b:;:::e:~~~::;:lrt~:a::~ reflectors giving a similar effect as the 

~.: above should prove suitable. 
f Fingers or skin which have a mottled, reddish-brown color because of 

I' .. ' ,decomposition, exposure to severe heat, or diffusion with blood present a 
problem of lack of contrast between. ridges and depressions for phot'?
graphic purposes. This lack of contrast can be overcame to a large extent 
by the use of a yellow or light red filter. Sometimes, in those cases where 

t the discoloration is due to the diffusion of blood throughout the tissues, 
t the blood can be washed out by saturating and rinsing the specimen in a 
• 10- to 20-percent solution of citric acid. If, of course, the blood is not 
i removed satisfactorily, the photographing should be done with the filter. 
t 
1 
f \ 
1 

401 

cardboard. This must be hig enough for the camera lens to protrude 
through. The ends of the paper or board are curved toward the skin or I 

finger to be photographeq. The lamps which are to be used :,tre placed 
facing the curved paper or cardboard in such fashion that the'light will 
strike the paper or board lind be reflected by the curved surface to the 
object. 

As previously stated, the fingerprint camera can be readily adapted to 
the use of photographing fingers or skin specimens for ridge detail. Some
times it is possible to photograph the skin or finger in the same manner 
as olle does a latent print. There will be instances, however, in which the 
standard use of the fingerprint camera will not be possible or effective, 
such as for side light, reflected light, and sometimes transmitted light, or 
instances in which it is not possible to get the finger or skin flush with the 
opening of the camera. In these instances the lights of the.' camera are ~ot 
used, so the batteries should be removed and gooseneck lumps or .other The lamps should be close enough to the paper or hoard to give the 
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suitable lighting equipment and ground glass utilized when the finO'er or II 
skin is prepared for photographing (fig.402). 0 . 

The camera is opened either at the pOint where the lights are housed 
or at the lens point, whichever is most effective. Then, opening the shutter, 
the operator moves the camera either toward or away from the finger or ' 
skin to the point where the ridge detail is sharpest in the ground glass. 'fhe i 
camera is held firmly, the ground glass is removed, the film is inserted I 
and the photograph taken. f 

402 

t 
1 

I 
I 
I 

i 

f 
f 

I 
t, 

::1 With respect to exposure lime, it is possible only to generalize and , 
point out that each caS'~ will have its own individual aspects. Controlling t 
features for consideration will be the type of film, the type and size of 
lights, the method of lighting (direct, side, transmitted or reAected) and 
also whether or not filters are used. Accordingly, there may he a wide 
variation of exposure time in different cases. 

The best approach for arriving at the proper exposure time is merely 
to make a test exposure, develop the film, and from an examination ' 
determine if it is underexposed or overexposed. Time the next exposure 
accordingly, until satisfactory results are obtained. 

As has been mentioned previously, when photographing I,he ridges on 
fingers or skin, the ridge detail will be in reverse position, the opposite 
from an inked impression made from the same skin or finger. (This is 
true except in tholie cases in which the underside of the epidermis is photo· 
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graphed.) Accordingly, when the negative is printed, it should. he printed 
gloss side to sensitive side of IJaperto give the position comparable to an 
inked pr~nt made from the same skin or finger. In order to, avoid enor 
01' c.onfusion a notation sholild be made on the photograph of each finger, 
or, If they are cut and mounted on a fingerprint card, })oinl out that the 
position has been ]'eversed and that the prints are in their correct position 
for classifying and searching. Otherwise, it is po)~,<!jble that the right hand 
may be mistaken foJ' the loft hand and vice vel's':::,,'; 

If the underside of the epidermis 01' outer skill is being photographed, 
the negative should be printed in the normal manner, that is, emulsion 
side of negative to sensitized side of paper. Here, reversal of position is 
not necessary for when the ridge detail is viewed from the underside it 
appears to be in t.he same position as the inked impl'essionnormally is 
reRected on a fingerprint card. 

Care should be taken to see that each photograph is labeled correctly 
to indicate the fInger itrepl'esents, such as right thumb, right index, ri"ht 
ring, etc. It is imperative that no errol' occurs in such labeling, inasnll~ch 
as it is highly p~obable that the resultant classification would be incorrect 
and failure to make an identification might very easily follow. 

Deceased in/ants 

The foregoing has dealt with the securing of fingerprints of unknown 
deceased persons for identificlltion purposes. The basis for such action 
is the presumptive possibility that the unknowns had heen finO'el'printed 
previously and throl,lgh this medium might be identified. 0 

Another type of p~'oblell1, however, arises with the findiuO" of a de
ceased infant. It can be safely assumed that' the possibility qf ~here bein'" 
in existence a set of known fiugeJ:prints of the infant is extremely remot:' 
Nevertheless, in view of the fuct that many hospitals throughout the 
country, as part of the general routine of recording a birth, secure the 
infant's footprints, it would follow that there could be a remote possi
bility of identifying the deceased infant through its footprints. The fore
going principles and procedures would then apply ill securing the foot 
impression of a deceased infant. It is fully realized that in practically all 
cases involving the finding of all~ abandoned infant corpse the infant is 
probably illegitimate issue and delivcl'y did not occur in a hospit.al, but 
there have been lnst;mces where such was not the case. 

The importance of securing footprints of deceased infants killed in a 
common disaster cannot be overempha.,ized. Such disasters may involve 
the death of infants of lawful is':lue, and in many instances there are hos
pital footprint TecOl"ds available which may prove of value as a positj"e 
means of identification. ' 
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Tec1mical consifleration 

The methods described ai'e intended to record, either by printing with 
ink or by photographing as legibly as possible, the ridge details of the tips 
of the fingers of unknown dead for identification purposes. The securing 
of the impressions enables the fingerprint examiner to classify anel search 
them through a file. This u~earch,n of course, means merely to make a 
comparison of the deceased's prints with the prints of known individuals. 

It is well fo bear in mind the fact that the dermis or epidermis mlly 
have undergone certain physical changes and that in order for the finger
,print examiner to make a proper comparison he must know the changes 
which can and do occur. Otherwise, he may fail to make all identification 
(fig., 4(3). 

403, Epidermis i)r outer layer of skin commencing to peel from dermis or 
sCc"'(Jnd layer of skin, result of decomposilioll. 

Consider first the epidermis or outer layer of skin in cases of maceratic;n 
(the skin is water soaked). There may be considerable swelling. The 
ridges become broader and are more distinct. An inked impression in 
such an instance may show a pattern larger in area than a print made 
from the same finger when the person was alive. Also, if the skin is on 
the finger but is loose, inking and rolling could distort the impression 
so that some of the ridge formations would seem to be in a different align· 
~ent from correiiPonding details in a print made during life. When 
decomposition commences, what are really solid ridges may be broken, 
giving rise to the possibility that there appear to be more characteristics 
than th(ereactually are (figs. 404 and 405) • 
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404. Inked fingerprint made during life, 

405. Inked impression of same finger of deeeased 
showing effect of deeomposition. 
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The existence of wrinkles may also cause the impression to acquim an 
appearance of dissimilarity when compared with the original inked print. 

With respect to cases of desiccation, there will prohably he shrinkage, 
hence, the impressions made may appear smaller than in life and the 
ridges will be finer. In cases in which the epidermis has been lost and 
there remains only the dermis or sec('-nd layer, there will usually be 
shrinkage with the same results. Here also, wrinkles, if present, may cause 
a difference in appearance from the normal print. 

406 

In addition to shrinkage and wrinkles in cases involving the second 
layer of skin, there is a radieal change in the appearance of the ridges 
themseives. The second or dermal layer of skin is composed of what are 
called dermal papilhle whieh have the appearance of minute blunt pegs 
or nipples. The dermal papillae are arranged in double rows (fig. 406). 
Each double row lieEl deep in a ridge of the surface or epidermal layer and 
presents the same variations of ridge characteristics as are on the outer 
la) er of skin except that they are double. Accordingly; when the second 
layer of skin is printed or photographed, the ridge detail will appear in 
double. That is, the ridges will appear as though they werespHt. This 
lliay wen confuse th~, fingerprint examiner in tltat what may be a loop 
having 10 ridge counts may appear to he a loop having 20 ridge CO\lnts 
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when the impression is made from the second or dermal layer of ~kin. 
These double rows of ridges are finer and 110t as sharp as the detail 011 

the outer skin, which adds to the difficulty of anivillg at a correct 
classification and making a propel' comparison. 

FBI aid 

The above techniques and procedures have been dealt with upon the 
. basis that the law enforcement officers would, when a corpse has been 
found, attempt to secure a sct of finger impressions in an effort to identify 
the unknown dead. If, however, the offiCEr feels that the job is too diffi
cult or is beyond his scope, consideration should he given to cutting olI 
the- hands or fingers of the deceased and forwarding them to the Identi. 
fication Division of the FBI for processing. ~f this course is decided upon, 
it is reiterated II)at local ::.lalutes govern.ing the cutting of the dead lIIl!st 

. he complied with and proper authorization must be secured. 

407 

In" order to facilitate the transmission of .such specimens to the FBI 
the following suggestions are made: I. • 

First, it. is deemed most desirable; when possible, to have both of ,the 
hands, severed at the wrist,. forwa~ded in . their ent~rety (fig. 407). It ill 
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desired that the hands, rathel' than each separate finger, be sent inasmuch 
as it eliminates the possibility of getting the fingers mixed up or incor. 
rectly labeled. If, ]lowever, i~, is not possible to send the hands for some 
l'enSOll, then, of course, lhe fingers should be cut off and forwarded. In 
cutting, the fingers should be cut off at the palm beginning with the right 
thumb, then the right index, ring. etc., just as though they were to be 
printed. As soon as each finger is cut off it should be placed in an indio 
vidual conlniner, such as, a small glass jar, nnd immediately marked as 
to which particular finger it is. 

In the event that ,the hands or fingers of more than one dead are being 
transmitted, it is absolutely necessary that not only the fingers he properly 
labeled but that ench body also be 8iven an identifying ~umber or symbol 
which must be indicated on the hands or fingers cut from that hody as 
well, in order to avoid the embarra!lsing situation of identifying the hands 
and not knowing from which body they were cut. 

In shipping. the hands, fingers, or skins may be placed in preserving 
solutions such as 5.percent solution of formaldehyde, 5.percent solution 
of alcohol, or emhalming fluid. When hands or fingers· are desiccated 
(dried out), however, it is most desirahle that they be placed in airtight· 
containers and sent without any preservative. If glass containers are 'used, 
the specimens should be packed i!l !luch a manner as to avoid breakage. 
Dry ice is a suitable preservative for transmitting such specimens but it 
should not be used when shipping will ~ak'e more than 24 hours. 

In making up a package using dry ioe, the hands or fingers, properly 
tagged, should be placed, incellophane or paper hags. A· material such 
as sawdust, shavings or similar packing which acts as an insulation is 
placed around the specimens. A sufficient amount of dry ice is then placed 
in the package which is then packed tight ~ith more sawdust ot shavings. 
The dry ice should not be in direct contact with the cellophane or pap!!l' 
bags which contain the hands or fingers. 

A letter covering transmittal. of the specimens should be prepared in 
duplicate)1 It should, of COUl'Se, indicate the sender. The names of any 
probable irictims, sex, race· and approximate age of the deceased should, 
if such informalion is availahle, be sccured from the coroner or medical 
examiner and he included. in"the letter. A copy of the letter should be 
placed in the package. The original should be mailed Separately. Both 
letter and: package should be addressed as follows: 

DIRECTOR 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTICATro~ 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20537 

Attention: Identification Division-Latent, Fingerprint Section. 
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~ If the package contains glass jar,s it should be marked "Fragile" to 
'\.:jnsure careful handling in transit. 

. • The package should be sent by registered mail; railway express, prepaid; 
or, where there is need for speed, by registered air mail or air express, pre
paid. When they are received hy'the Identification Division, thn specimens 
will undergo various treatmen~s which may necessitate further cutting, scrap· 
ing, etc. In all cases; regardless of condition, the specimens will be returned 
after examination. 

All of the foregoing maller .hasdealt with instances in which it has 
been assumed that all ten fingers are available, or a sufficient number of 
the fingers of a deceased have been secured and impressions suitable for 
searching through the fingerprint files of the FBI have been recorded. 

~ There will be cases, however, where only a few, ,or possibly only one, 
of the fingt~rs has sufficient ridge detail for iderltificalion. In such instances 
a seaJch thrL'ugh the FBI files would. be impractical. This, howr.ver, does 
not pr8clude ~he possibility of making a positive identification hy the use 
of the one finger. Though a search through the file' is not possible, a, 
iiomparison can be made with the fingerprints of individuals who it is 

.!thought the deceased may be or, in some instances, with the fingerprints 
/)'I>f missing persons. ., ". 
.,. In' this connection, where one or only a few fingers are forwarded to 

the FBI, the names of all possible vi'ctims ii,;hould also he submitted. The 
fingerprints of those individuals, if' available, will then be taken out of 
file and compared with th, ridge detail on the finger of the deceased in 
an endeavor' to establish a positive identification. Many such identifications 
have been effected. 

In conjunction with the usual services afforded authorized law enforce· 
ment agencies, the services of an FBI fingerprint expert are also made 
available in those cases where expert testimony is necessary to establish 
the identity of the deceased through fingerprints, providing; of course, 
such an identification has heen made. 

Extreme caution should,he exercised in the case of the chemicals previ· 
ously mentioned in this art.icle. Acetone, alcohol, benzine, and xylene 
are highly inflammable and should n~i'ther be used near open flames nor 
while the operator is' smoking. The fumes given off by acetOne, benzine, 
xylene, ~nd formaldehyde are toxic and may cause sickness. They should 
be used in a well· ventilated room only. It is also suggested that the'tlriger
print examiner wear rubber gloves when using acetone, benzine, xylene, 
formaldehyde, potassium hydroxide, or sodium hydroxide. These chemicals 
will cause the skin to peel. Strong concentrations may cause hurns. 

t.\\ conclusion, it is pointed out that the procedures and techniques 
which have been described are those currently being used by the fingerprint 
experts of the FBI. These methods are fast and the results have been most 
satisfactory. This Bureau does not claim, however, that satisfactory results 
cannot be achieved through var~ations thereof or different methods. 
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{lBAPTER XII 

Establis'Ulielit of a' Local Fingerprint 
'dentificfdion ' B .... ea .. 

Fur the· illfol'lllal ion alld lIs~i:;lal\(;e (If ulJid:lI:; who de>lil'e to {'l'.tahlil,ll 
a locnl fingt'l'pl'inL itltmtilit'alion hUI't'llIl, the following su~gt'l.:[ioIlS are 
being made '0 indicate the pdncipal ,materials necessal'Y to equip sueh 
a hlll'enu: 

"ingerJlrillliug equi,JmeU' 

For the purpose of taking fingerprints there should be a stand with u 
damp for holding ,thefingeq.lfintcards steady. This latter item is nece;:· 
!'.'lry to prevent smudging the prints. A tube of printer's ink is used. The 
ink is applied by a roller to a glass plate upon which the fingers an,' 
·inked before being rolled on the cards. The complete equipment for th(' 
above process may be secured from a number of commercial :!>OUfces 1)1' 

it can be made. Figure ~8 depicts an inking stand. ' 

Fingerprillt Jiles 

It is sugge~ted Ih:lt the fingel'print card he white, light cardboard, 
8 by 8 inches, slightly glazed. This size is convenient, as it allows all 
the space, nece~8al'y for recording the classification of the prints and 
general dl~scriplive information concerning the individual. In the event 
the new !'bureau desires to contrihute copies of its fingerprints to the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation, thf? latter will, upon request, gladly 
furnish fingerprint l'urds for the.pUl"pose together with envelopes and 
instructions on how to take fingerprints. Jt is suggested that the new 
bureau design its cards similur to these. furnished by the FI·deral Bureau 
of Investigation, as these have been designed after special study and 
have been found to .be satisfactory.over .a long'period of time. Figures 
409 and 410 show the ,fingerprint .side . and reverse side of the criminal. 
fingerprint card used by the Federal Bureau 'of Investigation. 

In classifying 'and comparing fingerprints it is.necessary to'use a magni
fying .01' fingerprint glass. Such instruments can be ohtained' from various 
commercial soUrces. . Figure 411 shows the type of magnifying- glass used 
hy the Federal Bureau of Investigation.' 
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The ftngerprint cards. should be file~ according ~Q finget'print classifi· 
',' cution sequence in cabinets, preferably steel. It is furth~r. sugg~sted t1~al 

the cabinets be three drawers high, with each drawer dIVIded .mto tillee 
. rows for filing. Such cabinets or simHar ones can be ohtalped fr~m 
various commercial sources. Figure 412 shows the type of fingerpnnt 
cabinet used in the. Federal Bureau of Investigation. . 

In order to facilitate the location of classification group~. it IS sug
gested that guide cards be placed in the roWs of fingerpnnt cards at 
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frequent intervals. These guide cards should be slightly longer and 
heavier than the fingerprint cards and should have sllIall tabs on the top 
to h~ld classification identifying symbols. Figure 413 shows the type 
of gUide ,card used hy the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

A practice which has been of the utmost henefit :in ,the Fedeml Bureau 
of Investigation is as follows: When a fingerprint card is taken out of 
its regular file for nny renSUIl, a suhstitute card is put in its place, to 
remain until the return of the card. This substitute card, or "charge.out" 
card can be a machine·made photo copy and is of a different color from the 
?ngerprint card and slightly longer. In those instances when a photo copy 
15 not used, the name, the classification formula, and peculiar characteristics, 
such as scars and peculiar pattern formations, appearing on the original 
card, are recorded on the substitute card. By indicating the date and reason 
for charging out the original card, the Bureau is able to keep an accurate 
check on the whereabouts of all prints at all times. It is suggested that the 
local bureaus adopt a practice of this kind whenever a fingerprint card is 
drawn from the files and it is known that it may be out for a period of 
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time longer than the rem~inder of the day on which it is drawn. Figure 
414 shows the type of charge.out card used in the FBl in thol!,e instances 
when a machine·made photo copy is not utilized. . 

Each fingerprint catd handled by the bureau should receive a fingerprint 
number and these ~mmbers can be assigned in consecutive order. 

As the bureau increases in size, it will be found a source of much 
convenie~ce to have fingerprints of males and females kept in separate files. 

Name file. 

There will be times when it may be necessary to locate an individual's 
fingerprints when no current fingerprints are available, but the .n.ame 
with a police number or the classification is known. In order to faCihtate 
work of this nature, as well as to keep' a complete record and check on 
each, ,:set of fingerprints, it }s nece8sary' \\hat the files he indexed in a 
man'n~r similar to that in which books in a library are indexed. 

In this connection, for each fingerprint card there is prepared an ~ndex 
card. On this the name of the individual is placed, with all known ahases, 
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the fingerprint classification formula, the police or arrest number, the 
date ,of arrest or other 'action. It is .(iesirable, also, to have on this card 
such general information as age, height, weight and race. Figure 415 
shows the front of a suggested type of 3· by 5.inch index card. ' 

Figure 416 shows the reverse side of the 3· by $-inch index card. These 
arefiied alphabetically in special cabinets. An index card also should 
be made for every alias which an individual has used. Figure 417 shows 
an elect:;:i~ally operated file cabinet in which the index cards are filed. It is 
suggested.(hat the alias cards be of a different colo.r from the one hearing 
the correct nanie, known as the "Master." Each alias card also should 
have typed on it the correct name of the individual, for purposes of reference 
and cross-checking. For convenience and accuracy these. files, as in ,the 
fingerprint files, should also have ~uitable ~ide cards. 
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ST NAME MIDDLE NAME !DENT NO. 

ALIAS 

.. 
ADDRtsS 

HEIGHT WEIGHT E'fES HAIR CO" PLEXIOH OCC UPATIOH 

DATE AND PLACE OF BIRTH SCARS AND MARKS 

(SEE OTHER SIDE FOR ARREST Rl';CDRD) 

415 

DATE NUMBER CHARGE DISPOSITION 

---.----~----~~+_------------_r---------------------
;. 

~~,'------~--------·+---------------r 

~------+_------4-----------_r~----------------

416 

It is' advisable to make' use of charge'olll ca.rds when original index 
cards are drawn from the files. Figure 418 shows a charge-out card. 

To supplant the 3- by 5~iQch index «,ards mentioned above, many law 
cnforcement agencies have found it desirable to use a separate sheet, 
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sometimes referred to as a "History Sheet" or "Information Sheet," con
taining the complete case history of the subject involved. These separate 
~heets can be filed by fingerprint number sequence and' contain not only 
the data such as the known aliases, the fingerprint classification formula, 
the arrcst number, and other essential items which are set ,out on the 
:{- by 5.inch. cards as heretofore described, but also contain a concise 
!-ummary of the subject's arrest history, parti6ularly \"ith reference to 
his criininal activities in the particular city. They may als,o contain a 
l'oummarized case. history with respect to each arrest or commitment, 
including such items as the date and place of arrest, complete home 
address, relatives, the essential facts concerning the prosecution of charges, 
and the ultimate disposition. 

Jacket /older file 

When an identification bureau receives prints of individuals on whom 
it already has prints, it is not practical to keep more than.' one set of prints 
per person in what may be called the active fingerprint file. In tnese 
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inatance!l the better print should be designated a "Master" print by h.ving 
the word "Mister" stamped thereon. It should be given • number, to he 
known as the master num~r, which number shoul~ .lso be placed on aU 

,.," . "0 tiNt or-H'4" 

POSTING 

DOl 

ASSEMBLY MISC. DESCIIP'fION 

NAMI ______________________________ ~"~.---------

NAMI ________________________________ ___ 

(ARRIST NUM ... ) tcny) tSTAtI) 

other sets of prints which may be found to be identical with the "Master" 
print. The "Master" print is placed in the active files. The extra prints 
are placed together in a heavy f.older with their master number stamped 
thereon. This jacket folder is then filed in a separate cabinet. Also, if 
copies of all information -regarding an individual, photographs, and FBI 
transcript of record are kept in this folder, his complete record will always, 

I be assembled in an easily acceSsible unit. The "Master" number should ,\ 
also be placed on the index card and all the alias cards of the individual. 
Also, each new alias and arrest number should be placed on the original 
index card. The additional records are kept in folders which are arranged 
in numerical order, beginning with Nos. 1,2, 3, and so on. 

A further suggestion in connection with the .maintenance of this folder 
fil~, besides the use of a separate "Master" numbering. system, is the use 
of the tIlrrest fingerprint number. As indicati-i} previously, each person 
arrested and fingerprinted is assigned a number. 'This number appears 
on the fingerprint card, nante.index card, and photograph. The practice 
of handling every new arrest fingerprint card in the bureau should include 
searching the fingerprint card in the fingerprint file to ascertain if the 
subject hal' a previous record. If the subject does not have a previous 
record,' a ,r~ew number should be assigned. In this connection it is noted 
that onl}' one copy of the fingerprint card should be maintained in the 
file by fingerprint classification. To indicate the new arrest on the old 
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index, card, the date of the new arrest can be IIhown. Whether the bureau 
follows the "Master" numbering system or the "previous arrest" number
ing system should make very little difference in the ulti.mate purpose. 
All extra copies of fiJ!~erprint cards, complete record sheets, photographs~ 
and an information pertaining to the individual are filed away in the 
folder file. This complete record is readily accessible at all times. It will 
now be found that the bureau has a complete record of each individual 
who has an arrest record on file, with provision made for accurate 
cross-referencing and checking between names and fingerprints. 

Di.po.idom 

It is important to the bureau to have complete information concerning 
the ultimate disposition on each arrest fingerprint card. If the disposition 
of a charge is known at the time the.· person is fingerprinted, this fact 
should be indicated in the space provided on the fingerprint card. For 
example, in the ca~e of an individual who is arrested, fingerprinted, and 
turned over to the county jail, this disposition can be indicated on the 
fingerprint card which is forwarded to the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 
The fingerprint card should not he held by the bureau pending final 
disposition of the charge. 

In those cases where thedisposi~i()n is pending prosecutive or court 
action, a separate 3- by 5-jhch disposition file can be maintained. On 
these cards informatioJl concerning the name, fingerprint number, race, 
sex, charge, name of tli~ arresting offi<;ers, and the ftngerprint classification 
should appear. These cards are filed in a pending-disposition file. The 
3· by 5-inch disposition cardl~ are made at the time the fingerprints of the 
person are taken. When the final ~isposition is obtainti'l it should be 
noted on the card. In those cases where there is only Qne f.ljl!!iifp!'itl~card 
in the bureau, the disposition can be 1!9Jeil OJ! the name· index card or 
the reverse side of. the Imr~u.'s fingerprint card. In those cases whei'e 
there is a jacket.folder file for the,~~~iyidual this disposition card can 
then be placed in the folder. _ 

"Disposition Sheets" (No. R-84) can be o~tained from the Federal 
\\'~ureau of Investigation for forwarding tills information so that the files 
~. ~If the FBI will have complete information cOllcerning the arrests. At the 
\\t.)~'1e the final disposition is obtained; these disposition sheets can be 
d..:>ihpleted and forwarded to the Federal Bureau of Investigation. 

Dea'" notice. 

When persons ,,,hose fingerpl'jnts are on file are reported as deceased, 
. the prints should be taken from the active file and assembled with any 
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:~ther prints of the person concerned. These should be plainly marked 
"Dead", altd filed irta separate cabinet or flection. All the irldex. cards 
on this individual should also be marked "1Jead" and filed' iri II separate 
section. These should be retained· for possible. future' reference. " 

'In this con,r>eclion, "Death Notice" form!! (No. R.-88) can be obtained 
from the fed~ral, Bureau Of Investigation so that infllrmatlon concerning 
t~~se de1ths can be pNperly noted' in its 'fingerprint file. 
" . 

All wanted. notices containing nngetpriu,ts shou\d be filed in the finger
print file by classification formula, and the nal11Els appearing on these wanted 
notices Sb9Uld be indexed and placed in the n.~me)iIes. When an ·apprehen
sion notice is recei\'ed concernmg the wanted notice, a proper notation should' 
be made on the name card arh'I~he wanted notice in the fingerprint file. If 
these canceledwantedliu,tices endanger. the effiCiency of the file, it is sug
gested. that the name~in&~x card and ~e fingerprint-wanted notice be 
destroyed." . 

Thei"e,deral Bure~u of Invt;stigation will make availabl'e if? law enforce
ment agencies a special "Wanted Notice" form (No. 1-12) ill order that 
they can place wanted notices against the fingerprints in the files of 
the 'FBI. 

Pltiitograph. 
/> 

Arrangements should be made to procure a camera for taking p1l4
i
to

graphs of the persons fingerprinted. This is known as a "mugging" 
camera imd various types ale on the market. It is believed that the 
photographfl sho'uld include a front and side view of the person. In most 
instance~a scale fot indicating height'can be made a part of the pictul;e 
even though only the upper portion of the individual photographe)} 
is laken. Of course, if the scale is used, the perSon photographed should 
be ~tanding even though only the upperpo!tion of the body appei..,.; 
in the photograph. The necessary lights should be provided for obtain
hfg photQgraphs. A stal)~ard set' of scales should be obtained in ordl:r 
that the correct weight can be ascertained. 

The I\('gatives and pllOtogl'Llphs call 1e filed hy fiugerprillt lIlui11er 
in a separate file. Ill. tllO~iC cases where the illdiv~dLlal has more tlmn 
olle arrest all the phologl:apho; cnll be piaced ill the jat!k~t·rQld,.p't: m!ll~her 
file. The negatives, in these instances, Call r~ml'liH·hi:th;e·l;h~to~;mphfile, 

, ~.~" ... _" I 
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Lalent jiugerlJrints 

To adequately develop the Itltt'nt prints at crime scenes, it is lIeces~ary 
that the propel' eqliilJment bepl'o\'ided. This equipment includes lutent 
fingerprint powders, brushes, lifting tape; fingerprint cameru, searchlight, 
and scissors.' All of this equipment can be obtained from commercial 
fingerprint supply companies. Figure 419 shows some of the equipment 
used by the FBI. The techniques of developing latent fingerprints and 
their uses are more fully explained in 'the following chapters. 

It is believed that by foUowil\g the basic ideas outlined, the officials 
of law enforcement agencies can be assured of best results in establishing 
and main[uining a small identification bureau. For further information, 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation will furnish to duly constituted 
law enforcement officials any additional data which may be of material 
assistance. in the maintenance of sucl~ a bureau. 

/; . . 
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VIIAPTER XIII 

" ' 

~"tellt ItupressioDs 

Each l'idge of. the fill gel'S, palms, and soles bears a ro}\' of sweat pores 
which in the average person constantly 'exude ptH'!spiration. Also, the 
ridges of the fingers and palms are in intermittent contact with other parts 
bflhe body, stich as the hair and face, avd with various objects, which 
may leave a film of grease or moisture on the ridges. In touching an 
object,the film ,of 1 moisture andl or gr~ase may be transferred to the 
object, thus leavingriian outline of the ridges of the fingers or palm thereon. 
This print is callied a latent impression, the word "latent" meaning 
hidden, that is, the print many times is not readily visible.' 

Latent' impressions, regardLess ',of the area of the ridges present,. are 
~f the greatest importa~ce to the criminal investigator as identification 
of them may 'solve' the crime and result in successful prosecution of the 
subject. Consequently, every effort, should be made to pl'eserveand 
identi/r them. ,; , 

Visible prints in mediums such as blood, grease, dil't, or' dust 'are 
equally importallt to the investigator but, sti'ictly speaking, are not latent 
impressions., 

A search of the crime sc~ne should be condud~ed 'in a logical manmn:. 
Points of entry and exit should he examined, along with surfa:tiM or 
objects disturbed ,or likely touched during the commission of the c~ime. 
The examiner" should wear a pair of light cloth gloves ana' handle an 
object only insofar as is necessary and then only by edges or ~urfaces 
which are not receptive- to latent .impressions. cA record of the exa.ct 
location of a print on <in object and of the object itself should be made, 
sinr.e these'iJacts may he of the utmostimpQ,rtance in any' trial resulting 
from the thvestigation. No one should handle an object other than the. 
examiner ihlmsf)IL' , ' .. 

~~/ ,.. (/ ! . \:) 

Port~b!e articles "removed should be /labeled or marked so that. they 
maybe readily idel':{rffied thereafter. 

The beam of a flashlight, played over the surface of an object will 
freqti~11tly. show the location of latent impressions, although this is not 
an 'infall~ble test for their presence. 

Evidence should he examined as soon as feasible after its discovery. 
Following the location of any lat~nt prints at the scene of a 'crime, 

the prints of all persons whose prescnce at the place under inspecti,'hri\pas . 
been for legitimate purposes must be excluded frorn further atierition~ 
It is advisable, therefore, during the initial stages of an< 'investigation 
where latept prints are found, to secure the inked prints of all members 
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of the ,household, the employees, and any police or other officials who 
may have touched the objecls on which the latent impressions were found. 
Inked prints taken for this purpose are referred to as elimination prints. 

Due to the fragmentary nature of most latent prints it is not possible 
todel'ive a cIasllification which makes a file search practicable. A latent 
.impression may be identified, however, by comparison with the prints of 
a particular suspect. 

Inked fingel'prints taken for compa,rison. with latent impressions should 
be as legible ahd as complete as possible, j'ilcluding the areas not essential 
to classification, since identifications are pften made with these ::rieas. 
Inked palm prints taken should' likewise ~e complete ami'bk~:i and 
should include impressions of the finger joints. Persoi'is not experienced 
in latent print comparisons' should not aWempt to evaluate latent frag
ments, since the area necessary for an identification may be extremely 
smallcompar~d to that of an average inked fingerprint. 

Articles which are to be transported by mail 0): express should be so 
packed that the surfaces bearing latent impressions are not in contact 
wilh other surfaces. This may be accomplished by mounting the articles 
on a piece of fiber board or plywood. The board should then be :secmed 
in a box so that the objects will not touch or be shaken ag1inst the sidee 
in tr3I:1sit. , The package should be plainly marked "Evidence," to pr'event 
inadvertent handling ,on opening. Cottoa or cloth s~Quld ntlyer be placed 
in direc~contact with ~my surface bearing latent pdntsi . 

Any number of paper or cardboard specimens ma~,'h~!placed in a single 
protective w,rapper, since contact with other surfa~es does. not harm latents 
on such. objects. Lifts, negatives and photographs are readily. enclosed 
with. letters. 

An ,explanatory letter should- accompany all evidence. If it is necessary 
to pa<i~ the evidence separately, a copy of the letter should he placed in 
every package so that:the recipient will know immerl,iately tl}e import of 
the contents., All items of evidence should he marked and described 
exactly in the accompanying letter so that they will not be confused with 
packing material of a' similar nature, and to provide a check on what the 
package ~hould contain. ' 

In addition, the iettershould include for record purposes a brief 'outline 
of the crime, i.e;, type., date and place of occurrence, and names of victims 
and subjects. If suspects are named for comparison, sufficient descriptive 
data should be set out to permit loclltion of their fingerpririt records. 
Thisillformation, in preferential order, comprises the individual's com· 
plete name, aliases, FBI number, date of prior arrest or fingerprinting, 

"', fingerprint classification, date and pla,!e of birth,and physical' description. 

,- '!i-, 

Evidence is preferably forwarded by ,registered mail or railway express, 
as these' means provide' records of dispatch and receipt. 

Elimination 01' s~spect fingerprints are hest enclosed ''''J.tb the evidence 
it~elf, with a notation as to the type, of prints forwa~1ied: . 
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(;"~P'l'ER .XIV 

Po."dering and Lifting Latent ,,,,p.·es~i:""s " 
,r 'J 

The sole pllrp081 ill "developing" a latent jnlpressi~1I is tOllluke it 
visible so that it I'lnay be preserved and comparee!. Val'iolls powders 
and chemicals tire u!:icd for Ihie PIJl'pose. When a latent 'print i!:i plaillly 
visible, it should he photographed before any effort is made 10 develop it. 

No attempt should he made to b1'llsh or apply, w).wdet' to prints in 
dust, obviously greasy prints, or hloody 'prints, as .:t};i;.; will almost surely 
destroy them. Objects which have been wet 01' itl;mersed in waLer may' 
still Leal' ideliLifiahle lalent illlilressions.. Before any examination is' 
attempted, ]lOwever, the object mllst be dried .. 

Powder hrushed lightly over a latent.bearing surftlce will cling to 
grease or moisture ill the ridges of aJatent print, making it visible against 
the background. Obviously, n powde1' should Lensed which will contrast 
with the color of the surface. Photographic contrasts should also be 
considered. ' 

A gray powder aud a black powder are adequate for latent print work. 
Many fingerprint powders of various colors and compositions are available 
from fingerprint· supply houses hut none are superior to the gray and 
black. . 

A very small· alllo~Jlt of powder is placed on the brush· for application 
to the surface. Once the contour of a print, js visible, the brush strokes 
should conform to the direction of the; :ridges. All excess powder should 
bebmshed. frolll between (be' ridges. Too much powder and too little 
brushing, al'e the chief faults of beginilers. . 

GraY'powder, is used otl clark,colored $u)'f~ces. It cis also used on mirrors 
and metal surfaces:whicl) haye·hi:eri.polished to a mirrodike finish, since 
these smfaces,·;will photograph black with the fingerprint camera. 

Black powder· shotJid be applied to white (11' Iight.coloi'ed surf~ices. 
A~uminum powder affOl;ds the same contr;J,st as the gray. Gold and red 

bronze powders, although of a gUtt~dng ~\Ppearance, will phot'pgl'aph 
dark and should consequently ',£'tised on liglf~-colored surfaces. D'ragon's 
blood powder is a photograpllically neutral,I)o)vder aud may be du~ted on 
either a light or dark surface. .il I) • " .1, 

On dear transparent glass,eithel:' gray ;;r ~lack powdel: may. ~:e used, 
it being necessary only to use a contrasting black ,or white 'hacltgl'ound 
when photographing. " :: 

Prints should be lifted after photoga'allhing. BotuTubberarid triiinsparent 
tape are available for this purpose. Rubber lifting' tape 'is proc'otable il!
black or white 4" x 9" sheets and has the adh~ive surface protected with 
a celluloid cOver. A black powder print shouldb.hviously 'be lifted i~n white 
tape and a gray powder plint on ,black tape. j, 
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Gold bronze und red bronze powders should Le lifted on whhe tape, 
aluminum on black. Dragon's blood may be lifted on either black 01' 
white. 

After cutting a piece of tape sufficiently large to covel' the entire latcnt 
print, the celluloid covering is removed and the adhesive side applied to 
the latent. The tape should he IJl'essed evenly and firmly to the surface, 
taking care not to shift its position. It is then peeled gently from 'the 
surface: and the piece of celluloid placed over the print to protect it. 
The operator should handle the lift in such a maniler that he will leave 
no prints of his own 011 the adhesive surface, A small paper identification 
lag b~aling the initials of the operator, date, ~nd object from which lifted 
should be placed under otle comer of the celluloid, 01' this information 
may be written on the hack of the lift itself if it can be done in a permanent, 
legible manner. 

If an excessive amount of powdeJ; adheres to the latent print, a more 
legible prillt may sometime~ be obtained by lifting a second time (on a 

I new piece of tape, of course). 
It should be noted that a print lifted on rubber tape is in a reverse 

position. Consequently, in preparing a photograph of a prin,t on such 
a lift, it will be necessary to print the negative from the reverse side 
in or~er for the print to appear in its correct position for comparison. 
Preparation of such photographs should not be attempted by persons 

,j of inadequate knowledge and experience. 
Transparent tape with r/ durable adhesive surface is available in I" to 2" 

widths for, fingerprint 'fork. The common variety of transp;;\;rent tape 1S 
not s~itable due to the deterioration (drying) of the adheSive surface. 
The print -on a piece of transparent tape is in correct position. Transparent 
1)11:5 should be affixed to a smooth, gl'alnless, opaque background of a black 
or white color. \':ontra!lting with the po'wder used. Every eft'ortshouldbe 
made to ;:'~jr!;d air hubbIes under such lifts. In no instance ~hauld "a trans
parent Hft-ever be folded back on itself 01' stuck to another pikce of such 
tape as a backing, since it is generally not possibI~ to determine\he correct . 
position of such a prh:Jt. . 

Groups of latent impressions, such as those ofadjacent fingers or fingers 
and palms which appear to have been made. simultaneously, should be 
·lifted as units, that is, .on a single piece of tape, as this may facil,itate the 
task of making comparisons. 

\I 
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CHAPTER ',XV 

CI,emical Development 01 L",t~~,t 
Impressions 

Introduction . '\ 

'Chemical treatment tGdcvMlop latent finge~'~~mpressions on paper, card· 
board, unpainted wood, or other absorbent surfaces involves more c~mpli. 
cated techniql~es than the use of fingerprint powder, but the results justify the 
addiGonal eft:>,i;. 

It h,-~trongly re>ommended that powo<>;rs not be applied to articles of the 
'I ' 

above type for several reasons: POv(i~~'ars cannot b~ removed from paper 
and possibly may interfere with some types of document examination. In 
this connection, they are likely to prevent rl!storation of the specimen to, 
H:& original, or a legible, appearance. Powders ",HI not develop as many latent 
impressions on paper or cardboard as chemicals. and in some cases will 
obscure latent impressions subsequently' developed chemically. 

Neither scientific ttilining nor complete knowledge of the chemical processes 
involved is necessary for one to beco~e proficient in the use of chemical 
developers, three of which will be discussed fully. These three, iodine, 
ninhydrin, and silver nitrate, are the m'ost commonly used, readily procurable, 
effective, and easy to apply. : 

Each of the chemicals reacts with a different subistanc~ which may be present 
in the latent print. Anyone or all three of the methods ()f chemical processiJ);g 
for'latent impressions may be used on most articles. When all three chemical 
processs are used, which is desirable in many cases, they must be used in 
this sequence: (1) iodine, (2) ninhydr~"'r'{3) silvernitrate. . 

All speclme~ .. which are treated sh6~ld be handled with tweezers or gl()ves. 

Iodine Method 

When iodine crystals are subjected to a slight amount of heat, they 'Vaporize 
rapidly, producing violet fumes. The fumes are .absorbed by fatty or oily 
matter with which they come in contact. Consequently, if the spc-cimen 
treated bears latent impressions which contain oil or fat, the print is developed 
or made visible by the absorption of iodine vapor and the ridges'\)f the print 
appearyellowish.brown against the background. 

Iodine. prints are not permanent and begin to fade once the fuming is 
stopped. It is necessary, therefore, fo! the oper/ltor to-have a camera ready 
to photograph the prints immediaJely. 
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For practical reasons the iodine proceq,s is used only on relatively small 
specimens. . ' ... 

Control of the fumes is achieved,,by using the crystals in an iodine gun 
or fuming cabinet. The iodine gu~, one type of which is shown, may be 
assembled by the individual examiner, by a druggist, or it may be purchased 
through many fingerprint supply houses .. The gun itself consists essentially 
of two parts. One tube (the end of the gun through· which the breath is 
blown) contains a drying agent such as calicum chloride to remove moisture 
from the breath. Without'this, the moisture in the breath.and saliva would 
condense at. the end of the gun, drip onto the specimen, and cause stains 
which might pro've indelible. The second tube contains a small amount of 
iodine crystals which are vaporized by the heat of the breath, augmented 
by the warmth of the hand cupped around the t';lbe containing the iodine. 
This vapor is blown onto the specimen. Glass wool serves to hold the calcium 
chloride and iodine in place.. . 

where a: 1arge number of specimens ~re to be treated, a box.shaped fuming 
cabinet is used. This has glass sides and top permitting the operator to 
control the amount of vapor in th~ cabinet and to o,bserve the development 
of the latent impressions. The fumes are generated' by placing a small alcohol 
burner under an evaporating dish containing the iodine' crystals. The dish 
is set in a hole cut in the bottom of the cabinet:. As soon as the fumes 
begin to appear in sufficient amounts, the burner is removed. The specimens 
may be hung in the cabinet by wooden clothespins fastened to a r~mov'able 
supporting strip. The top of the cabinet is hinged to permit a?cess. Diag.rams 
for the construction of the iodine gun or fuming cabinet wIll be furmshed 
on request.· 

'" :' 

Iodine fumi~g cabinet in use. 
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The iodine stains can be removed by placing the specimen in a current 
of air from a fan or vent. No ill effects have been noted from contact with· 
small amounts of iodine vapor, but prolonged or excessive contact wm pro
duce irritation of the skin and respiratory passages. To prevent gradual 
loss o,f the chemical through evaporation and the corrosion of surrounding 
metal surfaces, iodine crystals should be kept in an airtight container when 
not being used. 

If 

Ninhydrin Method· 

. , The development of latent prints with n'inhydrin is dependent on traces 
of amino acids which are present in perspiration. 
. Solutions of ninhydrin (triketohydrindene hydrate) in aer.osol cans, or 

ninhydrin, in white powder form, may be obtained from fingerprint or 
chemical supply houses. A solution may be made by mixin~i the ninhydrin 

. powder with a, suitable solvent such as acetone or ethyl alcohol. Other solvents 
may s~1:ve special purposes. . 

A 0.6 perc.ent solution appears to he most effective. A 0.6 percent solution 
is made by dissolving 6 grams of ninhydrin in a liter of solvent. The solution 
is ,best stored in darkness. Due to possible deterioration, the supply ,mixed 
should not exceed the amount that would normally be used in a month's 
period. 

The solution may be applied to the surface of the specimen by spraying, 
dipping, or, brushing. Spraying with a fine mist to cover the surface appears 
to be the preferred method of application. . 

After treatment of the specimen with ninhydrin, latent 'prints will begin 
to appear spontaneously at room temperature within an hour or two. Most 
such latents will develop within a period of 24 hOurs. However, latent prints 
have been known to appear after a much longer time. 

De.velopmimt is expedited by the application of heat. This may be accom
plished by the use"of an oven heated to approximately 1000 C., with an 
electric steam iron, or, by blowiDg heated air onto the specimen. Extreme 
caution should be exercised to see that the material being examined is .. ot 
scorched. The development of a latent print with an iron is almost instan
taneous, while development in an ove~,may take sF,lvenil minutes . 

Latent prints many months or even y~ars old, as well as fre,sh prints, can 
be developed by the ninhydrin' methoci; Alth~>ugh latent prints developed by 
ninhydrin will remain visible for a leng.thy period, they will eventually lose 
contrast. Therefore, as a precautionary measure, the prints should be photo-
graphed when dev~loped. " .. .' ' 

Before treatment, consideration should be' given to possible damage to 
inked writing and plastic materials' by the 'Solvents used in the solutions .. 
Most ninhydrin stains caI~ be rem'oved by immersion in a dilute solution of 
ammonium hydroxide, after which the specimen should be washed in running 
water. 

The solvents used in the nirihydrin solution will irritate the respiratory 
passages and are extremely flammable. Therefore, a well ventilated area free 
of fire hazards should be used for mixing and applying the ninhydrin 
solut.ion. 

.' Dev~iOping latent fingerprint impresfiions with nn iodine fuming gun. 
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Silver Nit/hte Method . . 

The dev,;ICipment of lat~nt impressions wi~h silver nitrate is caused by 
the reacti9n of the sodium chloride (the same substance as common table 
salt) pr~l;ent in the perspira,tion which forms the ridgl:is in most latent im
pression/! with silver nitrat~ sol~tiol). !~o form silver chlorid.e. Silver chloride 
is whitetbut is unstable on exposure to light and hreaks down rapidly into its 
('ompol1ibnts, silver and chlorine. The ridges of the fingerprints developed in 
this m~!nner appear reddish-brown against the background. Immersion in the 
silver i;itrate solution will wash away any tra,ces of fat, oil, and amino acids 
from 1he paper; consequently, it is necessary to fume with iodine and 
proces::! with ninhydrin prior to treatment with silver nitrate. 

It h'i~s been determined through lpng practice that a 3-percent solution 
of silvt~r nitrate is adeqL1ate for the purpose, although concentrations up to 10 
perceri~ are sometimes used. A solution of approximately 3 percent may 
be pr~pared by dissolving 4 punces of silver nitrate. in 1 gallon of distilled 
'water~I:For a 10-percentsolution .1lse 13% ounces of crystals per gallon. 

An Ellcoholic solution maybe preferred. This may be prepared by mixing 
4 oun(;!,e» of silver nitrate crystals, 4 ounces of distilled water, aJl.<l 1 gallon 
of grd!n alcohol, 190 proof. The alcoholic solution dries Jaster and, when 
treatirll~ paper bearing writing in ink, it is less likely to cause the ink to 
run. Ol~ the other hand, the alcoholic solution is much more expensive and 
there iSlsome loss by evaporation. 

De"lcloping silver nitrate prhits JJy exposure to l,OOO-w;. bulb. 
l; 
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The solutions may.be used several times before losing their strength and 
when not in use should be kept in brown bottles incupboards to retard deteri~ 
oration: If the strength of the solution is doubtful, the operator should attempt 
to develop test latent impressions before proceeding on evidence. 

Silver nitrate crystals and distilled water in small amounts are obtainable 
from druggists or iIi large amount~ from chemical supply houses. Dealers in 
distilled water are located in many communities. 

Tap water should not, be used in the preparation of 'fbe solution because 
it generally contains chemicals which will partially neutralize the silver 
nitrate. 

The silver nitrat~ solution may be conveniently used in a glass or enamel
ware tray approximately 18 inches by 12 inches by 5 inches for use. Treat
ment with this solution is called Hsilvering." The specimen is immersed 
in the solution Sl). that the surfaces are completely moistened, then taken out, 
placed between blotter!! to remove the excess solution, and dried. The drying 
is readily accomplished with an electric hair dryer. Blotters may be dried 
and used several times before discarding. It is not necessary to work in a 
darkroom. Work in an illuminated room, but not in. direct sunlight. Soaking 
the specimen in the solution does not aid development and is actually 
undesirable as it requires a longer drying time. The specime~ should be 
reasonably dry before exposing to the light source; otherwise, the latent 
prints may be developed while the paper is still wet, thus necessitating drying 
in subdued light to prevent darkening. 

Development of latent impressions by silver nitrate is dependent on ex
posure to light. Rapid development occurs when the treated item is exposed 
to sunlight, but if several specimens are exposed at once, it is difficult for 
one operator to control the development. Carbon arc lights are also excellent 
for this purpose. A I,OOO-w. bulb (photographer's lamp), iodine cobalt light, 
or other lights with similar intensity are satisfactory .. Sunlight coming th'i'ough 
a windowpane will serve for develop'ment. 

As soon as the ridge detail of the prints is clearly visible, the paper should 
be removed from the Hglit. Continued exposure will darken the paper and the 
contrast will be. lost.. . . ~ 

Prompt photographing is recommended, as, in exceptional instances, silver 
nitrate prints have become illigible in a matter of hours.Darkening ordinarily 
will occur slowly if· the paper is prcflerved in absolute darkness, and silver 
nitrate prints, so preserved more than 10 years,. have beell observed to be 
quite clear. ." 

Items such as cardboard cartons, .newspapers, road maps, large pieces of 
wrapping paper, or smooth, unpainted wood surfaces, too large fo1' dipping, 
may be treated by brushing the solutionovei the surface with. a paint brush. 
Brushing does. not damage or destroy latent. impressions 'on !!urfaces of this 
type. Cardboard boxes may be slit down the edges and flattened out to per.mit 
easy placement under the light. .< 

Wet. paper !!hould be handled with iextreme care to prevent tearing.· In treat
ing extremely thin typeij of paper, the ~olution is best applied.With a cotton 
swab or brush. .. . 

In working with silver n~trate, wear rubber gloves Or handle all specimens 
with tweezers; avoid spilling it on clothing. It will cause dark brown stains 
which are not easily removed from dothing~skin, and fingernails. . 
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If removal of silver nitrate prints (called "de-silvering") is desired, this 
may be accomplished by placing the specimen in a 2-percent solution of 
mercuric nitrate in a tray similar to that used for the silver nitrate. 

To prepare a small amount of this s~lution, dissolve two-thirds of an ounce 
of mercuric nitrate crystals in 1 quart distilled water and add one-third of a 
fluid ounce of nitric acid. Shake well. This solution, too, may be used several 
times before losing its strength. It is not necessary to keep it in a dark bottle. 

The specimen bearing silver nitrate stains is immersed in this solution until 
all trace of the stai(ls disappear. It should then:,be rinsed thoroughly in water 
to remove chemical residues. If this is not done, the paper deteriorates, 
becoming brittle and crumbly. A tray of distilled water may be used for 
rinsing or a tray of ordinary tap water changed several times during the 
rinsing. The specimen is then laid out flat to dry. 

Wrinkles, such as are left in pap~r after ordinary drying, may be prevented 
by ironing with a moderately hot iron. An electric iron with a temperature 
control is desirable. If kept too hot, it will scorch or wrinkle the paper some
what. The bottom of the iron should be clean so that unremovable smudges 
will not be left on the paper. 

No ill effects have been noted from working in the 2-percent mercuric 
nitrate solution with bl!re hands for very short periods; but it is a' caustic 
solution and it is sugge-sted that the specimens be handl~d with tweezers or 
that rubber gloves be worn if contact ~l!·prolonged. . 

Photographs, photostats, and blueprints will be dama~ed in. the process 
of removing silver nitrat.e stains. Therefore, damage to such specimens should 
be considered before using the silver nitrate method. 

Silver nitra~e solution being applied with paint bnish. 
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CHAPTER XVI 

The (J se of the Fingerprint COlnera 

If a fingerprint is visible, 'an effort should be made to photograph if 
before any attempt i~ made to develop it. In every case a print developed 
with powder should be photographed before lifting. It sometimes happens 
that the print,dqes not lift properly although it may he quite clear after 
development. . 

The camera. which is especially adapted to the· purppse and .:which is 
casie;;t to h;mdle and operate is the fingerprint camera, one type of which 
is shown in figure' 424. This .camera h~sseveral advantages in photographing 
fingerprint..~: e i . . 

It photographs the prints in natunil size. 

It contains its own light source . 

. It has ·a fixed focus. 
Cameras of this type are available hI models operated by hatLeries 

and llO.~olt current. It is believed that the battery.operated type has the 
greater utility, since house current may not be available at the crime 
scene. When not' ill use the batteries should be removed 'as they will 
eventually deteriorate and corrode the brass contacts in the camera .. 
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The call1('1'U h of the box: t} pe and has three button ~!:6iltrol;; which 
will open: (1) the metal flap' coverin~ the aperture, (2) the front portion 
of the frame providing acce:;s to the self-contained light bulbs, and (3) the 
camera in half, providing access to the batteries and the shutter as shown 
below in figure 425. 

425; DUlIqn ,conll'ol~ llCl'mit acccss to'bulbs,balleric~, and .ihuitel·. 

A2~{ X 3~,1. fillll paek mlupter ~r a 2l.4 x 31.4 cut film holdel' holds 
the film to the, camera. Tire film pack adapter will hold a pack of 16 
sheets of film, and accordingly, will permit the taking of 16 pictures. The 
cut film holdel' is a unit whi,ch holds two sheets of film utilizing each 
side of the holdci" , 

It is, pointed out that the FBI' uses the film pack exclusively in view 
of the fact that practically' all latent examinations will necessitate the 

" taking ofmor(~than two pictul'es. Further, the film pack is made so that 
it may be}WlCled hito the ,~da~te~;}n the. open ligh~. Also, the films are 
numbered 1 through 16; whIch IS a :vl!l,ual:ile fe.,Iltur,ein that in, maintaining 
notes conct'l'IIinl,! the latent examillations it .i~ a simple matter to ,; note 
by the number ?flhe negative wl!erethehitent impression was developed 
and photographed. ,Shoul~a it happ~~l that during, a latent examination 
~ll sixtee?ofthidilms are' not used, the film pack, with the slide in place, 
IS tal!;en mto the darkroom and only those films which ,have heen exposed 
are removed and, developed. ' 'The une;l(posed films remain, fnthe film 
pack adapter ,with the slide in' and may he used later. ' 

As was previously menti<med,ihc' qaIllerahas a fixed focus; that is, 
the camera will' lake a, legihle,pictilre only when ,the latent print is at the 
focal point, or exactly flush with .the opening of the camera. The latent 
print must not be inside the open end of. the camera,nor must it be 
beyond; otherwise! the picture win be blurred. 
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426. When object b~ing photograplae~ does not cover camera. opening, outside 
. light is excluded with piece of cloth. 

Since the carnel'a has its own light source, ai)y leakage of outside light 
will cause overexposure of the film. Consequently, if the surface of the 
object bearing the latent print which is too be photographed is uneven 
or does not cover the entire front of the camera o'pening, it will be neces
sary to use some opaque material such as a focusing cloth or heavy dark 
material to .covcr the front of .the cameri\ so as to exclude all outside 
light (fig. 426) _ If a latent print on a pane of glass or an automobile 
window is being photographed, it ';vill be necessary to back up the latent 
so that there war be no light leakage. Material showing a pattern or 
grain should not .be'· lised for this purpose as any such pattern will 
photograph in the background and possibly obliterate the ridges of the 
I . I 
atentprmt. / 

To insure an egual distributiop of the light over the -latents being 
photographed, the. impressions should be centered in the opening of the 
camera. This is accomplished by opening the angular Jront section of 
the canlera after the metal plate (;ov,ering the front has been open~?, and 
setting the aperture over the latent impressions. so that they wi~~ be as 
near thc center as possible. Then, h()lding the. camera firmly in place, 
it is ca~efully Closed (fig. 427) . . /; 

. During exposure the camera .must be held perfectly still. Any move-
ment of the canlel'aor object will l'e~ult in a fuzzy or double imag~. \\ 

. In photographing a small, movable object such as a bottle or tumbler, 
the camera should not be placed on its end 'and an attempt made to balance 
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427. Centering of latent in aperture insures equal distribution of 
light over print. 

the object acro"s the opening. Instead, the camera should be placed on its 
side and the bottle 01' tumbler built up' to the opening so that there is 
no necessity for holding the object (fig. 428). There will be, of. course, 
instances where the camera will have to be held, such as to the side of a 
wall; cabinet 01' automobile: Here an extreme effort should be made to 
avoid moving the camera or permitting it to slip during exposure. 

Anticipating the possible use of the photographic negatives in a court 
proceeding, it becomes of paramount importance to be able to identify 
them. This is done by using what is called an identification tag. The tag 
consists of a small. piece of paper bearing the date, initials of the examiner, 
arid possibly a case:number. and it should be hand-written. The tag is 
placed near the latent prints being photographed so that it will appear 
in the picture. It should be borne in'mind that concentration should be 
on the latent impressions, 'which must be centered, and the identification 
tag should. be to one side and riot covering any. of the latent prints. 
Another method of identificatibn,if the surface permits, is to write the 
above·mentioned data on the surface of the object bearing the latents so 
that the information setout will also be a part of the picture. Too much 
emphasis cannot be placed on the importance of 'the identification t~g. 

I' 
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428. In plRotogl'Rphing objects with curved or it'regulltr .. surfaces', camera 
. should be laid flat. and late~ll-bearing surface built up to opening. 

The lack of such data, by discretion of the court, may exclude the latents . 
as evidence, in the absence of the original specimen bearing the latents . 

. the following are suggested exposure times for Tri-X fihri (available in 
2,%",· x 3%," film packs) withb!1uery.operated cameras having . lenses 

without diaphragms: 
Black powder print on white or light background-snapshot. . 

Gray or white powder print on black or dark backgrpund-l second 

These sam~' exposure times can b'e used on some ~an'ieras having lenses with 
diaphragms, provided the lens opening is set at f6.3. 

The above exposure times are for cameras with batteries in average con
dition. l£b'atteries become weak the exposures may be increased slightly. 

In making snapshots the shutter mechanism should be manipulated as 
rapidly as possible since slow motion will appreciably length"en the exposure. 
In making time exposures the. camera shutter must be held open for the 
desired time. Personnet with photographic experience_may desire to Use 
'cutfilm with the fingerprint camera. A few tests will determine the optimum 
exposure times for any particular type offilm. 

Briefly, the procedure for taking photographs. of latents is as follows: 
The film pack is placed into .the film pack adapter with the safety paper 
side of the film pack to .the slide side of the adapter, care being taken to 
see that aU of the paper tabs are .outside of the adapter. The adapter is 
placed on the camera in its proper position by opening a slide clamp 
attached to .the camera, fitting the side'of the adapter into the slot away 
from the clamp and pushing' it down flat into the opening. Don't try 
to slide the adapter into the opening from the top. The adapter is locked 
in position by closing the clamp .. ·Next the slide is removed and the tab 
marked "Safety Cover" pulled out as far as it will come and torn off. 
The camera is nlaced in .position and the first exposure madej· then the 
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tao mal'kc(t "1" is pulled and the next j5lm is ill position for exposure. 
Tbisproce&ure is follQw!=d wilh each suc;ceedingfilm until all have been 
exposed. "," :i 

When the 'last tah has been pulled outll the pack can be removed from 
the adapter in daylight. If aHof the fj~ms have not been exposed the 
slide is repIacllcl into the adapter and thlbfilm" pack removed from it in 
a darkl'oom",as previously stated. il. 

As a malleI' of regular policy, it is }·e;pommended that more than one 
exposure be made· of each latent, varying the normal exposure time to 
insure satisfactory re,>ults; especially when.:- the contrast is not. a good 
black oll'white or gray on black. ' 

Before starting to photograph, note the fOllowing: 

• Check shutter action. I . ': .;;';:.~. 

• Check lmlbs, batteries, and lights, 

• Center latents in opening of camera.' '" 

• Latent bein~' photographed must be flush with opening: of camera. 

• Outside light must be excluded. 

• Include identification tag in photograph. 

• Remove slide and pull safety tab of film pack before making exposUre. 

• Hold camera still while making exposure. 

• pu'n correct number tab after each exposure (be careful not to pull 
more than one). 

• Do not use gr~ined or uneven material as a backing when photo
graphing latents on transparent glass. 

o 0' v. 

• Mirrors, polished chrome, and nickel plate will ph~tograph black in 
the fingerprint camera. 

The foregoing has dealt with the standard use of the fingerprint camera 
when the direct light afforded by ihe,camera gives suitable results. There 
will be cases; however, wherr the results from the use of the direct light 
may not ,he adequate. Such cases may involve molded or embedded 
pri~ts, such as prints ill putty, wax, soap, etc., Should direct light give 
poor results, side lighting may prove effective. This can be done by 
loosening two 'of the bulbs on one side so that they will not light., The 
light given by the other two bulbs is directed so as to pass at' rightangles, 
as much as possible, across th~ ridges ,of the embedded' latent print. 
Adjustment of the exposure time ,must be ,made when this is done. 

c' 
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(;.DAPTER XVII 

P,-epu,eution 'of Fingerprint Charts for 
Court J'estitiaoh,,' 

In testifying to fingerprint ideiltification, the expedoften prepares 
charts to visually aid the court and jury in understanding the nature of 
his testimony. Many times it is undoubtedly difficult for the layman to 

Perceive from a vocal explanation alone, the full import of an expert's 
, h' testimony, due to its technical nature; conseque.;tly, some grap IC repre-

sentation of the facts presented is amply justified and rewarde4. The 
preparation of thel! charts is ultimately the sole responsibility of, the expert 
using them. As a matter of interest to law enforcement personnel' engaged 
in fingerprint work, a brief explanation of th~ prep!lration of suc~ char.ts 
follows, along with suggeslions and remarks based on long experIence 111 

these matterS. _ 
To do the -Work convenientlYl1 it will be necessary to have available, In 

addition to .the ordinary phOtr.:igraphic developing and pri!lting materials, 
i'l projection ~nlarger which will elllarge preferably ,to. at .le~st. ten 
diameters. In the projection method of enlargement, the Image IS pr1l1ted 
directly from the original negative, and the preparation of an enlar~ed 
negative is unnecessary.. . 

Aside from the pnotographic equipment, the needed matenals ~re :,. 
a roll of s~otch photographic tape 1 inch wide to outline the areas of. th.e 
fingerprints on the negatives to be used; som~ stiff cardboard appr01a.
mately 1/32 inch thick on which to mount the prepared charts; a tube 

-of 'rubber cement; and a bottle of tral1s1ucent ink, other than black or 
white. . , 

A light-box on which to view the negatives while ~locking, and a l~ttering 
set to draw the Hnes and numbers unWormly on" the charts, whIle not 
absolutely essential, are helpful conveVlences. A light-box is basically 
a frosted pane of gla~s with a light benlath it to produce soft, even, non
glaring illumination. If no light-box is available, a clear window may be 
utilized in "blocking" the negatives. 
'If the expert findil it m"cessary to have an outside source prepare his 

photographs, he should ret~in personal custody of the evidence during the 
, • 1 / / 

operatIOn, ._, ", ,'" 
:' The original latent print 'alld inked ,print with which it is identical 
should be photographed actual size. This' procedure eliminates gu¢ssw?rk 
in enlarging both to the same degree. Whatever areas of the two pnnts 
are deemed requisite to' illustr!lte the method of identification are then 
outlined (blocked) on the negatives' with the maski~g tape, so that only 
th0se areas will show in the subsequent enlargements. Generally, if the 

",-, I', 
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legihJe area of the latent print is small, it is well to show the complete 
print. If'the area is large, howevtlr, as in ap~lm print, an area which 
will not make the chart too bulky or unwieldy may be selected. 

In blocking, the negative is .affixed to the window pane or light.box 
by means of strips of photographic tape across the corners, with the side 
to be blocked .up. This prevents constant shifting of the' negative while 
it is being prepared. The latent print should be hlocked first. Corners of 
the blocked areas should he square. Care should be exercised to have as 
nearly as possible 'the same ridge formations shown and the ridge forma· 
tions in the same upright or horizontal positions. This mllY he facilitated 
by fixing a negative, hearing ruled squares, between the negative being 
hlocked and the glass to which it is attached. 

If the. latent print was developed or photographed as a light print on 
a d~rk background, a reverse·color negative should be prepared and 
blocked in order that hoth prints may appear as black ridges on light 
backgrounds. This is done by placing the original negative Ildjacent to 
a new sheet of film and exposing it. The resultant negative contains the 
same image as the original except that the color of the image haa been 
reversed. 

If the negative is a photograph. of an opaque lift, the print appears in 
reverse position; that is, as a mirror image, and the negat~ve will accord· 
ingly have to be blocked from the dull or emulsion side !in order for it 
to appear in a position comparable to that of the inked print. 

Failure to present the prints in question}n the same ~olor lind position 
may possihly confuse the observer and llUllify the purpose for which the 
chart is made. . 

The degree of enlargement is not important in itself, so long as the 
ridges of the latent print are readily distinguishable by the eye. Ten 
diameters have been found adequate, although any enlargement from 
5 to 30 will serve. It should he remembered, however, that small enlarge. 
ments are difficult to see a few feet away and that large ones lose some 
of the contrast between ridges and background. A white border of at 
least 1% inches or a width equal to about. one·third the enlarged area 
should be left for chatting purposes. 
~ny chart prepared must be technically correct; iliat is, the correspond. 

ing ridge characteristics in the two prints must be similarly numbered 
an<l indicated. 

Several ways of pointing out the similar ridge formations have been 
observed, but the one which appears soundest is Illsosimplest and consists 
of merely marking the characteristics with lines and numbers. 

All of the ridge characteristics, in the prints need not be charted. Twelve 
characteristics-.are ample to illustrate· an identification, but it is. neither 
claimed nor imp,lied,that th!s number is required. 

All fingerprint idr-ntifications are madebr observing that -twq iinpres-
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sions have ridge characteristics of similar shapes which occupy the same 
relative positions in the patterns. 

Methods involving superimposition of the prints are not recommended 
because such a procedure is possible only in a very few instances, due to 
the distortion of ridges in most prints through pressure and twisting. Such 
a procedure is not necessarily a test of identity. 

Likewl~e, presenting charts with the shapes of the characteristics drawn 
in the' margin is not recommended. Individual ridge characteristics may 
vary slightly in actual shape or physical position due to twisting, pressure, 
incomplete inking, condition of latent print when developed, powder 
adhering to background, etc. Identifications are based on a number of 
characteristics viewed in a unit relationship and not on the microscopic 
appearances of single characteristics. 

Since the enlarged photographs appear in black and white, an ink other 
than black or white should ·be used to line the chart. Such an ink should 
be preferably translucent so that it will be possible to see the ridges which 
it traverses. A translucent carmine drawing ink serves well. In placing 
the lines on the chart, they should be arranged so that they do not cross 
or t~uch., ' 

The chart will present a clearer, ne1J,ter, and 'more pleasing appearance 
if it is numbered clockwise and the numbers are evenly spaced (fig. 4.29). 
It is not necessary, however, to place the numbers .evenly around the 
photograph 

4 

5 

6 

8 7 3 e 
INKED FINGERPRINT LATENT FINGERPRINT 

. 429. Chal·t illustrating methlli:l of fingerprint identification. 

Ordinarily, the numbers are placed o~ three sides and the type. of print 
(latent or ink) noted at the bottom. In any case,. the manner of numbering 
should be subser~ient to an explanation of the characteristics in an orderly 
sequence; and, if the situation' warrants it, all ~!. the points may be 
illustrated on a single side of the photograph. 
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A single line should be drawn from each characteristic to a numbered 
point on the margin. Carf) should be taken to draw the line exactly tQ the 
characteristic point, not short of it, beyond it, o~ obscuring it. Erasures 
should be av"Oided., If the ink runs or blots, it is sometimes possible to 
remove it with a cloth dampened in denatured alcohvl, without damaging 
the photograph. 

If the enlargement is great, that is, 25 or 30 diameters, it might be well 
to draw a small circle around each characteristic and then draw the line 
from the circle to the number, since the ridge will be m,uch thicker than 
the iUustrating line. All lines and numbers should be checked for 
absolute accuracy. The expert should also stu'dy the enlargements for 
apparent discrepancies in the prints, which he might be called upon to 
explain. 

The charted enlargements are readily mounted on stiff cardboard with 
rubber cement, which may be purchased in small tubes. After cementing 
the photograph to the cardboard, it should be placed under a heavy Rat 
object which will. cover the entire sudace until dry to prevent warping 
and wrinkling. After drying, trim the two enlargements to the same 
square size with heavy sciss~rs, a pen knife or scalpel, and fasten them 
together, book.fashion, with strips of the photographic tape .used'in block. 
ing the negatives. Of course, if charts are large, 20 to 36 inc4es square, 
mounting is unnecessary and they will have to be supported in the 
courtroom with thumbtacks or metal rings. 

Some courts do not permit numbering or lining of the photographs 
and the enlargements alone in these cases will have to suffice. If there is 
some question about admissibility of the charted enlargements, it is well 
to prepare an extra uncharted set. 
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(Jnide,.tf,fied LAtent Fillge'·print File 

From time te time Illf~ FBI i.,; requested to conduct surveys and partici. 
pate in ~onferences and in police schools on the problem of fingerprint 
identiEcation. 

As' a result of its observations in the course of these activities. it has been 
found that many identification bureaus nre not fully aware of the imp or· 

;tance which latent finger impressions can have in conncc,tion witl1 the 
ordinary handling of arrest fingerprint cards. ' ' 

Many bureaus and departments spend considerable ,time in developing 
latent impressions in a particular case. If no immediate results are 
fortIHjo~ling, the latent impressions are filed for future reference. 

Sinalefingerprint files have been maintained with success by s.ome 
depar~ments. Many others do not attempt to. keep a file because of either 
limited personnel or lack of funds. In many departments, however, where 
such a file is maintained, too often latent impressions are simply filed 
with no regard to possible future use. Actually, these impressions should 
be treated as evidence directly connecting the subject with the crime. 

Active consideration should be given to the latent impressions until 
they are identified or the case. has been successfully prosecuted. It is 
definitely felt that the following suggested procedure might have some 
decided ~dvantages. . , 

It is suggested that in aU cases where latent impressions are developed 
at the crime scene, or on an object used in connection with the commis· 
sion of a crime, the impreSSIons be properly photographed and lifted. 
The 'evidencG, where pos!;ible and practicable, should be properly packe~, 
labeled, and stored for future use in court '~fig. 430). 

Use care in wrapping the evidenc.:e to see that the latent impressions on 
the objects are not de'stroyed. If the specimens are later used in court, 
the impressions should still be clearly visible. In the same manner, all 
evidence not of a bulky' nature, such as photographic negatives, photo· 
graphs, and lifts oT latent impressions, should be similarly preserved 
for ftiture court use. It is to. be emphasized that all material in one case 
should bear a case numb~r. All specimens not of a bulKY nature can be 
placed in an envelope and filed by this case number (fig. 431). 
, TheUabove proced~re is the usual. fme followed by the majority of 
identification bureaus in handling latent impressions. In order, however, 
to keep the latents in an active state, the photographs of all the l~tent im· 
pressions found in a particular case should be cu~ up and pasted on a 3 by 5 
card bearing the case number and title of the case (~g. 432). 

If numerous latents are developed, several card's should be used, all 
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430. Evidence labeled and latents protected lor storing lor luture court use. 

431. Latent material in a ca:,u4i\!!hould be filed under a single case number. 
,( . 
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having the same number and. title. These cards are thelil filed hy case 
number 'in a regular filing cabinet, Before this step is take\l, every effort 
should be made to secutc~ and compare the fingerprints ('If individuals 
who !:may legitihlately have placed their p:rints on the objeci:s w,hich were 
examined. In addition, as part of the case report bearing tIle same case 
number as the latent impressions, there should be a notatil.on pointing 
out .that latent impressions were developed in the case ana ~that they are 
on file .. 

Case 1;2345 

432. For ready currellt compul'isons Iulcnls in u cu~e are plaC(ld on a 3 x 5 
card bearing case title and numbcr. 

Fingerprint comparisons in thh;, unidentified file can be made on the 
basis of fingerprints taken from day to day of individuals fingerprinted 
for criminal identiEc:ation purposes. A routine may be ~et up whereby 
the fingerprints of. individuals arrested each day will be compared the 
following day with the latent fingerprints filed in the unidentified latent 
file .. It is most important that this procedure be rigidly' followed from 
day to d~y. It is tll! be borne iii mind that the comparisons are m!1de 
whether the particular person ~s or is not a suspect in a certain case. 
Special attention sh~uld be paid to fingerprints of individuals charged 
with burglary, breaking and entef~ng, armed robbery, and other simHar 
crimes. 

Should an identification be made or some latent prints, and others in 
the same case remain unidentified, the 3 by 5 card should remain in file 
until the case is fully c1o!:ed, inasmuch as more than one per£on may be 
involved in the crime. Of course, if all the latents are identified, then 
the 3 hy 5 card is removed and placed with the negatives, lifts, etc. 
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',~' It: may , he .deemed ady~ahle to rerqlJ3~ these Jatents from the file in 
, 'instGnces. where the statut~o£Hmitatiorls covering, the, crime has fun. 

'~f, theahove' procedlh'e i~ rigidly fo1!uwed",identification in, many 
'\ j"n~t.iln()eswill resu.It..,....;more thaIl wo~ldbe effected if the department 
,m.aintained only; ~ single; fingerprint file in, w,nich the la!ent(;prints were 
':m~l:ely.qled .. a,w&y. Very often such a latent',~ngerprilltiileis''a source of 
i!ff;~'i-~~1atjffn,>w:b¢~fl~10gical in"estjg~u~;'ye le~ds hav.~ been exhausted. 

\'\'/'~v:,,', \\ ' 

'7::.i"fs,/ f~tt¥n7S of. late,,~t im,pressions' has been prepared· by the . 
l:'~J¢r~n!;lp;r(!~~l{'\of livestigation in the 'belief that it may be of:: 
'p.~;.~si~(e·4p.t'ffi~f1st;to' \~awen/orcement officers desiring to avail 

I:,' ,,' 'I.e "\\" 

tlt~mset~es o/,latent \;rJentification. evidence in connection with 
their inve.sti.gat/.ve actiilties. It should be borne in: mind that the 
comments and expressim/.S$et outintl;;i,s book are not intended 
to convey the, thought that the /l'ederal,Bureau 0/ .Investigation 
believe~thepoints emphaaized are the only ones of moment, or 

'that. other methods 0/ developing kuentimpressions are not 
equ{Zlly acceptable. The Federal Bureau of Inve~tigation will be. 
glad to answer any questions on the foregoing which may occu, 
to any law enforcement officer who read.J thi& material. 
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